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WELCOME 
TO THE 2011 
EDITION 
OF THE 
FAROE 
BUSINESS 
REPORT

I’M PROUD TO PRESENT the 6th edition of the Faroe Business 
Report. It’s a pleasure again this year to bring you this information 
package about the Faroese business scene in cooperation with 
leading businesses and government departments and agencies. 
I want to thank all of the participants in the Report for their 
contributions, especially the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the 

Ministry of Trade and Industry, our main sponsors.
So what’s new? First, I encourage you to take a read to check the state 

of affairs in the Faroese business environment and see what some of the main 
events are compared to last year or a few years back. I guarantee that there’s 
quite a few things that happen in the course of a single year — major change 
can occur very quickly in the Faroe Islands.

That’s in fact part of this year’s analysis: what is it that enables such 
a small country as the Faroes to stand out and gain advantage in a world 
characterized by fierce competition?

No wonder so many people are impressed by the level of proficiency 
found among Faroese businesses and their ambitions to continually raise 
the bar, to always excel at what they do. The same thing can be said, for that 
matter, of Faroese artists and musicians, and — as we highlight in a photo 
essay in this issue — an exciting Faroese gourmet cuisine is emerging as part 
of the New Nordic Food movement.

We cover a wide range of business sectors, from tourism to seafood to 
maritime services and oil and gas exploration. To an extent the dynamic 
financial sector is also covered, which again adds perspective to some of the 
stories. 

Many of these stories are produced on behalf of those featured but we 
go to great lengths to ensure that everything we publish in this Report is 
informative, accurate, and relevant to the overall subject of Faroese trade 
and industry, including essential services available for those looking to invest 
in the Faroes, import seafood or other goods from the country, or explore 
opportunities in e.g. the maritime sector.

The MinisTry of foreign AffAirs 
and the house of industry have teamed up 

to promote faroese exports and bring you valuable 
information on the faroese business environment.

Most people only ever see the faroe islands on the 
in-flight map 30,000 feet above the north Atlantic 
between europe and north America. But zooming 
in for a real bird’s eye view will enable you to see 
the bigger picture—the international business 
picture. 

you’ll see, for example, that there is plenty of 
business opportunities in the maritime sector, in 
seafood, aquaculture, tourism, and technology, to 
name some.

find a list of potentially relevant suppliers or 
business partners at www.industry.fo or 
www.mfa.fo

Find your right suppliers 
and partners in the 
Faroe Islands.
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Búi Tyril
Publisher and Editor in Chief

www.FaroeBusinessReport.com
mailto:nais@FaroeBusinessReport.com
http://www.rentacar.fo
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7 A Hidden Treasure to Be Discovered and Explored • Prime 
Minister Kaj Leo Johannesen on the Faroe Islands’ success in creative 
business and seafood, and competitive advantage in marine industries.
 
8 An Englishman in the North • Diary of a short stay in the Faroes — 
travelling between these magical islands is made remarkably easy with an 
impressive road infrastructure that features submarine tunnels, yet it’s the 
people that make it an unforgettable experience.

14 Something Profound • The Faroese seek ways to consolidate their 
ability to offer genuine experience via proud traditions, magical land-
scapes, and unassuming quietness — with incoming tourism from the 
United Kingdom and the United States on the rise.

16 Seizing Initiative on Marine Issues • Seas the Future, a high-level 
international conference on oceans issues in the North Atlantic, takes a 
proactive stance on challenges faced by countries dependent on the 
sustainable management of marine-based industries. 

18 Brussels: the Road to Four Freedoms • The Faroese have had a 
busy representation office in Brussels since 1998  with diplomatic activities 
gradually changing focus from improving the 1996 Trade Agreement to 
facilitating cooperation in science, technology, and aviation.

19 Back to the Roots • Since the idea of New Nordic Food came up in 
2005, a distinct Faroese gourmet cuisine based on traditional specialties 
has emerged — while on the popular music scene, too, ambassadors of 
Faroese culture add originality and freshness.

24 Homely Hotel Has Ideal Location • The leading economy hotel in 
the Faroe Islands, Hotel Streym, offers all the essentials a traveler may 
need and a great deal more — from fully equipped rooms and wireless 
internet to continental breakfast and, if you like, car hire. 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

26 Research & Innovation: Adapting Swiftly • In the fight for 
competitive advantage, the microcosmos that is the Faroes has a secret 
weapon in its compactness compared to other places — which, by the aid 
of scientific research, can pave the way for breakthroughs at breakneck 
speed.

28 Science and Technology for Economic Lift-Off • Minister of 
Trade and Industry Johan Dahl looks at full-scale development of smart 
energy, oil and gas exploration, a new research park to boost biotech, foreign 
direct investment — and entrepreneurship and innovation in schools.

30 Genetics Spearheading Progress in Biotechnology • Biotechnol-
ogy is making gains in the Faroe Islands with gene technology leading the 
way — finding competitive advantage in the unique compactness of 
Faroese society, including a nationwide genealogy that spans four 
centuries.

32 Let There Be Labs • A new research park is to be opened this year 
in the Faroe Islands to provide a laboratory center for research depart-
ments and PhD students, aimed at stimulating domestic research in 
biotechnology and other scientific fields. 

34 A Fresher Kind of Eco-Awareness • As issues of sustainability gain 
prominence at sea and on land, Faroese businesses and government 
agencies place new bets on research and development in renewable energy 
and clean technology.

36 Merchant Shipping Industry Presents ‘Obvious Opportunity’ • 
After having payed undivided attention to fishing for many years, Faroese 
society appears to be awakening to its natural advantage for maritime 
business in a broader sense, according to lawyer and legal adviser Annfinn 
V. Hansen.

38 Breaking the Size Barrier • Going from 1,000 to 200,000 travelers 
per year in five decades, Vagar Airport braces for the next leap forward as 
its runway extension nears completion in a bet on airline competition to 
make air travel prices more attractive.

40 TF Effect Takes Hold • By entering commercial and retail banking 
in the Faroes through the purchase of a majority stake in Eik, TF Holding 
changes the financial services landscape — consolidating its position as 
the country’s leading private investor.

42 Expect More Mergers and Acquisitions • BankNordik Corporate 
Finance, an undisputed leader in its field, offers comprehensive advice for 
foreign investors looking to increase their interests in the Faroe Islands as 
well as helping Faroese companies expand into overseas markets.

FISHERIES, SEAFOOD INDUSTRY

44 Pelagic Surge Upsets Status Quo • The abundance of mackerel in 
Faroese waters raises questions as well as opening new business opportu-
nities — while demands for a new legislative reform are making fishing 
people nervous.

50 Putting Faroese Fingerprints on Sustainability Agenda • Helping 
to make Faroese fisheries management stand out in inter-Nordic and 
international cooperation efforts: unrivaled levels of technical control 
coupled with unmatched availability of catch statistics and marine 
ecosystem data.

 
52 Pooling Pelagic Stocks to Solve Disputes? • The Faroese are 
looking to suggest radical reform of the distribution keys used in Coastal 
States management of migratory fish stocks — by grouping herring, 
mackerel, and blue whiting together into a single complex to defuse 
disputes.

54 World’s Most Advanced Fishing Operation • An integrated 
traceability and quality system that links fishing and processing data with 
logistics and sales, together with an unmatched design for full utilization 
of catch, may help explain Norðborg’s compelling success story.

56 Faroe Origin Hits the Ground Running • Joint venture Faroe Origin 
puts former Faroe Seafood facilities in Runavík and Toftir at the center of 
processing activities, adding fresh products to the mix while keeping 
trawlers focused on saithe.

 
58 Staying on Top of Things • Framherji’s fishing vessels Fagraberg 
and Vesturvón continue to perform well amid changes in the pelagic 
fishing industry and concerns over Faroe-Norwegian trade relations.

60 From Rock Bottom to Top of the World • Founded in 1994 to 
secure local jobs in the face of crisis, Leirvík’s Tavan has developed to 
become the world’s leading manufacturer of minced silver smelt, shipping 
10,000 tonnes per year to Scandinavian supermarkets.

62 Buoyant Trader Keeps Fresh Fish A-Coming • According to 
Marine Harvest Faroes, the ideal place for Atlantic salmon farming has to 
be close to the natural home of the wild species—and to include a diet 
consisting of marine feed sourced in the fish’s own natural environment.

MARITIME SERVICES
 
64 The Sea: Tradition Meets New Trends • With growing awareness 
of maritime business opportunities in the Faroes, progress in the open 
ship registry and related developments could lead to major advances in 
merchant shipping — and give expatriates new reason to return.

66 New Gear Designs for New Mackerel Fishery • Fishing gear 
manufacturer Vónin has designed a range of pelagic trawls of all sizes to 
meet growing demand from the new summer mackerel fishery in the 
Faroese exclusive economic zone. 

68 Fuglafjørður Invites Investors for Pelagic Food Fish • Deter-
mined to retain its top pelagic position, the Port of Fuglafjørður looks to 
foreign investors to fix its long-missing link: a local processing plant for 
pelagic food fish to complement its giant fishmeal and feed factory.

 
70 From Local to Global in Three Tiers • Recent developments in the 
Faroese seafood industry make Faroe Ship look well positioned to handle 
growing exports of mackerel, salmon, and saithe — as well as taking care 
of imports from all corners of the globe.

 
72 More Fish, More Tourism — More Business for Tórshavn • The 
Port of Tórshavn expects to see its cargo throughput increase as exports of 
farmed salmon rise and landings of pelagic fish pick up pace at Kol-
lafjørður, while the number of cruise ship calls remains stable with an 
upward bias.

 
74 An Agent of Change • Predicting sharp increase in future ship traffic, 
Faroe Agency continues to push for change to help further develop the 
Faroese maritime cluster after recent improvements in the marine and 
environmental legislation.

 
75 FAS Steams Ahead • The Faroese have been a nation of seafarers 
since Viking times — now the FAS (Faroe Islands International Ship 
Register) is leading the way for the country’s new ambitions in the global 
maritime sector.

76 Open Registry Should ‘Stick with Strategy’ • It will take a total of 
300 to 500 international merchant vessels in the FAS ship registry before 
any serious economic impact may result for the Faroe Islands, according to 
maritime consultants of Shipping.fo.

78 Toftir Harbour: Big Changes Ahead • Three years after the launch 
of a locally based shipping company, Toftir Harbour sees business 
activities increase as fish processors resume production — and a major 
infrastructure plan moves forward after frustrating delays.

80 ‘Everything that Shipowners Do Except Owning their Ships’ •  
Newly opened Nordic Offshore Faroe Islands provide ship management 
and specialist recruitment services for the maritime industry, focusing on 
objective advice and international expertise to help clients save money, 
time, and effort.

 
82 Kemilux Gains Stronghold in Industrial Cleaning Agents • At 800 
tonnes of cleaning concentrate on an annual basis, Kemilux Industri’s 
manufacturing operations are far from full capacity — even as the 
company’s success in the maritime sector continues to drive export 
growth.

84 Mapping Out Massive Plans for Port of Runavík • Runavík has 
asked an engineering firm to turn its blueprint for future harbor 
development in the Skálafjord into a detailed masterplan, allocating areas 
for seafood industry, container shipping, offshore oil and gas, and cruise 
tourism.

 
86 Port Move Makes Fast Link Faster • As ro-ro ferry Norröna 
switches to Hirtshals for year-round port of call in Denmark, freight 
forwarder Smyril Blue Water has operations there streamlined — result-
ing in improved logistics and shorter processing times.

OFFSHORE OIL & GAS, ENERGY
 
88 Hopes High for Brugdan Deep • With the Brugdan-2 exploration 
well poised to deliver some highly valuable data, and quite possibly 
something more, ExxonMobil teams up with Statoil and Atlantic 
Petroleum for the oil and gas hunt in the Faroe Islands.

 
92 Eyeing a New Energy Reality • The Faroes prepares to reduce 
imports of oil by dramatically decreasing dependence on fossil fuels for 
heating and power — betting on the islands’ vast, untapped energy 
resources: wind and ocean currents.

 
94 Slowly But Surely… • FOÍB remains committed to promoting the 
oil and gas industry in the Faroes encouraged by the government’s new 
open-door policy and the growing activities in areas surrounding the 
Faroe Islands.

 
96 Stepping Up Growth • 2010 saw profound changes for Atlantic 
Petroleum, which went in one year from being a company still in its 
build-up phase to a financially strong E&P company looking for new 
opportunities in the oil and gas business.

98 Thor Plans to Order New Offshore Vessels • As part of a renewal 
plan initiated in 2006 to modernize and add tonnage to its now 14-strong 
fleet of offshore support vessels, Thor is set to order two to three new 
vessels for its Offshore Services division in the near term.

100 The Fixer • Offering a comprehensive range of goods and services 
in Faroe, Runavík’s Atlantic Supply Base has taken over maritime 
agencies to act as the offshore oil and gas industry’s first point of contact 
on the Faroese Continental Shelf.

FaroeBusinessreport 2011
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FAROE ISLANDS
NORTH  
ATLANTIC  
OCEAN

SUÐUROY

SANDOY

VÁGAR

STREYMOY

EYSTUROY

VIÐOY
KUNOY

SVÍNOY

FUGLOY

MYKINES

THE FAROE ISLANDS is a self governing 

country within the Kingdom of Denmark 

(which also comprises Greenland), located 

in the North Atlantic (62°Nort 7°West), ap-

proximately 300 km northwest of Scotland, 

430 kilometers southeast of Iceland, and 

600 km west of Norway. The Faroe Islands 

is comprised of 18 islands, separated by 

narrow sounds or fjords. Land Area: 1400 

square kilometers; 545 square miles. The 

distance from the northernmost point of 

the archipelago to the southernmost is 113 

km, and the distance from east to west is 75 

km. The largest island is Streymoy (375 km2) 

and the capital, Tórshavn, is situated there. 

The highest point, Slættaratindur, is 882 m 

and the average elevation above sea level is 

just over 300 m; the total coastline is a little 

above 1,000 km. The climate is typically oce-

anic; the weather is moist, changeable and 

at times windy. Due to the influence of the 

Gulf Stream, there is little variation between 

winter and summer temperatures. Popula-

tion: 48,778 (2009). Of this number, 19,649 

lived in the Tórs havn (capital) region and 

4,927 in Klaks vík, which is the second larg-

est town. Language: The written and spoken 

language is Faroese. The Faroese language is 

a North Germanic language closely related 

to Icelandic and to the dialects of western 

Norway. Nordic languages and English are 

understood and spoken by most Faroese. Re-

ligion: Approximately distributed as follows: 

Evangelical Lutheran Church: 85 percent; 

Christian Brethren: 10 pct.; Other: 5 pct. 

History: The Faroe Islands is believed to 

have been discovered and inhabited in the 

8th century or earlier by Irish settlers. The 

Norwegian colonization began about hun-

dred years later and developed throughout 

the Viking Age. The settlers established their 

own parliament on Tinganes in Tórshavn. 

The Faroese Parliament is believed to be the 

oldest in Europe. — Excerpted from Infor-

mation Memorandum 2009, published by 

the Governmental Bank.

STÓRA DÍMUN

LÍTLA DÍMUN

Faroe Islands 
(Føroyar)

BORÐOY

KALSOY

SKÚVOY

HESTUR

KOLTUR
NÓLSOY

THE Faroe Islands of today is brim-
ming with innovation, artistic creation, 
and design. The number of businesses 

who manage to transform creative ideas and 
talent into commercial ventures overseas, is 
steadily on the increase. While Faroese music 
and design repeatedly find their way into the 
newsrooms of the world press, Faroese salmon 

— served in the best restaurant in the world 
— has firmly established itself as a hallmark 
of good quality seafood on the world market. 

It is all about location they say. Geogra-
phy places the Faroe Islands in the North At-
lantic ocean, in a peripheral area of the world. 
This is a formidable location, where the natural resources and climate conditions here 
in the North Atlantic provide us with vast opportunities and economic potential. Not 
only for our traditional resource based industries such as fisheries and aquaculture, 
but also in the area of marine research and development.

Highly dependent on the natural resources of the sea, the Faroe Islands have 
a vested interest in the sustainable development of our marine environment. Today a 
highly competitive fishing and aquaculture industry operates under regulatory frame-
works with the most stringent and comprehensive policies to support the sustainable 
management of our marine resources.

As a seafaring nation our orientation towards the world around us is strong 
and focused. Part of our international engagement this year, is seizing the initiative 
to organize an international high level conference on contemporary maritime issues. 
I am confident that the conference will benefit from our long-standing expertise and 
leading edge know-how of the ocean and its resources and shed light on the prospects 
and challenges facing our exporting industries today.

In the wake of the rating as the best island destination in the world for its 
unique and unspoiled environment (National Geographic Traveler Magazine), it has 
been suggested that the Faroe Islands can be likened to the magical land of Narnia — 
a hidden treasure to be discovered and explored. I invite you to begin your exploration 
with an illuminating read of the Faroe Business Report 2011.

Kaj Leo Johannesen
Prime Minister

A HIDDEN TREASURE TO BE DISCOVERED AND EXPLORED
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FOR MOST of my life I’ve listened to 
the shipping forecast on BBC radio in 
the UK. There’s something entrancing 
about the litany of sea areas recited by the 
announcer — ‘Bailey, Fair Isle, Faroes, 
South East Iceland…’ — with news of 

deep depressions over the North Atlantic and gale-force 
winds hitting the remote Faroe Islands.

But it was not until three years ago that I actually 
visited the Faroes. 

Flying into Vágar airport is exciting for the first-
timer. The aircraft slides over needle-sharp rock stacks 
in the steel-grey sea, past high cliffs, and through a gap 
in the steep-sided hills that seems little wider than the 
wings, before setting down on the single runway.

The British Royal Engineers built the runway here on 
the island of Vágar during the Second World War, when 
the British occupied the Faroes to keep the islands out of 
German hands. They chose the site because it would be 
difficult for passing German warships to spot. In 1963 
it became a civil airport and now offers to flights to Co-
penhagen and a few international destinations. Atlantic 
Airways, the Faroes’ national airline is headquartered here. 
Work will begin in April or May 2011 to extend the run-
way, and plans to build a new terminal are out to tender.

KOLLAFJØRÐUR:� I’ve rented a holiday apartment in the 
basement of a family home in the village of Kolla fjørður, 
which stretches out along some 10 kilometres of the road 
from Tórs havn to the north. Driving into Kolla fjørður 
from the airport I pass the deep-water harbour — one of 
three operated by the Port of Tórs havn — with the usu-
al clutter of containers and industrial buildings. There’s 
a fish processing factory and what is claimed to be the 
world’s largest refrigeration plant. Two large Russian fac-
tory ships are tied up at one of the quays, along with a 
few fishing boats. 

The house where I’ll be staying, like many in the 
village, is built into the hillside across the road from the 
sea and the family lives on the upper floor. My apartment 
has a great view onto the fjord and across the fjord to a 
hillside whose parallel outcrops of rocky sills are clearly 
the result of ancient volcanic activity.

The Faroese landscape, rugged, steep, scored with 
water courses, dark, even when the sun is shining, is noth-

AN 
ENGLISH-
MAN 
IN THE 
NORTH

By John Barnabas Leith

Ó
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Diary of a short stay in the 
Faroes — travelling between 
these magical islands is made 

remarkably easy with an 
impressive road infrastructure 

that features submarine tunnels; 
yet it’s the people that make it an  

unforgettable experience.
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ing if not impressive. Fjords deeply in-
dent the coast, and the sea is never more 
than 5 km away. 

About ten km away across the water 
I can just see what look like the roofs 
shining in the sun. I guess that’s Toftir. 
I’ll be going over there in a day’s time 
to see some friends. It looks so close ‘as 
the seagull flies’, but when I do head off 
to Toftir I find that it’s almost 50 km 
away by road, it’s on another island, and 
it takes the best part of an hour to get 
there. Appearances are definitely decep-
tive!

GETTING TO KLAKSVÍK:� My first trip, 
though, is not to Toftir but to Klaks vík, 
the capital of the Norð oyggjar, the 
northern isles, and I need to get going 

almost as soon as I’ve settled into the 
apartment. After visiting the Kolla-
fjørður village shop to lay in supplies for 
breakfast, I set out on the road to the 
north.

For kilometre after kilometre the 
road hugs the shoreline. It sweeps inland 
a bit at the village of Hósvík and, later, 
around an attractive bay at the foot of a 
broad valley by the neighbouring villages 

2009 2010
United Kingdom 705,203 746,285

Germany 351,757 530,672

Denmark 448,123 478,514

France 439,721 414,635

USA 306,148 353,824

Nigeria 166,581 351,871

Norway 333,407 219,464
Spain 167,471 203,061

Argentina 190,000

Russia 163,935 150,804

Italy 130,277 148,696

Poland 104,743 110,236

Netherlands 49,152 109,444

Iceland 57,599 63,880
China 95,976 63,613
Greece 9,827 56,671

Japan 54,476 53,346

Canada 38,611 42,974

Sweden 37,158 42,714

Finland 40,685 35,962

Lithuania 20,954 34,576

Greenland 19,794 23,450

Taiwan 53,524 18,702

Ukraine 35,631 17,987

Export Value in DKK 1,000 by Country: Top 24
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of Hval vík and Streymnes. At Norð skála 
I cross the bridge over the narrow and 
turbulent Sund ini channel that separates 
the islands of Streym oy and Eystur oy.

 
TUNNELS:� On the Eysturoy side of the 
bridge, the road climbs high above 
Norð skála and plunges into one the 
many tunnels that are a feature of road 
travel in the Faroes.

These tunnels, driven through the 
volcanic rock, are crucial to the life and 
economy of the islands. The older tun-
nels are narrow, dark, poorly ventilated 
and require considerable care to drive 
through. But the two most modern tun-
nels are major sub-sea engineering mar-
vels, long, well ventilated and lit. 

I’ve already met the 5 km tunnel 
that joins the island of Vágar to Streym-
oy and provides access to the airport 
from the rest of the islands. Now I’m 
looking for the entrance to the 6 km 
Norð oya tunnel that joins the small town 
of Leir vík on Eystur oy to Klaks vík on 
the island of Borð oy and that turns out 
to be a tad tricky. To get to the tunnel 
I have to turn off what looks like the 
main road and drive through some resi-
dential streets. Another couple of twists 
and turns and then I am heading down 
into the tunnel mouth. 

This is an impressive piece of engi-
neering. The road slopes down through 
the raw rock. At the deepest point, 150 m 
under the Atlantic, there’s a safety refuge 
and a wonderful coloured light display 

designed by internationally renowned 
Faroese artist Tróndur Pat ursson. 

I’m excited by the scale of this 
structure, but later that evening the 
Norð oya tunnel is going to give me one 
of my more worrying moments during 
my stay in the Faroes.

KLAKSVÍK:� My mission in Klaksvík is 
to meet up with Korosh, a doctor in the 
hospital there. We’d been invited to din-
ner by hospital CEO Heri Ellingsgard 
and his wife, Birna. We sit long over suc-
culent roast lamb, potatoes and salad, 
rounded off with a wonderful tiramisu. 

Our conversation roams widely and we 
explore ideas about human oneness and 
the importance of having an attitude of 
service to our fellow human beings. I’m 
interested to learn that Heri and Birna 
have visited the Bahá’í World Centre in 
Haifa, Israel, a place I’ve visited many 
times.

It is past eleven o’clock by the time 
I take Korosh back up to his place near 
the hospital. He presses me to stay — in 
fact he’s been asking me to stay ever since 
I arrived — but I insist on leaving. I will 
be visiting friends in Tórshavn first thing 
the next morning, I tell him, and need to 
get back to my apartment in Kollafjørður. 

As I drive towards the tunnel, I’m 
stopped by a flashing red light and a bar-
rier across the mouth of the tunnel. I 
try to read the explanatory notice at the 
roadside, but knowing no Faroese I fail 
to make anything of it. It looks as if the 
tunnel is closed overnight for repairs.

What to do? There is no other way 
out of Klaksvík and I am, for want of a 
better word, locked in for the night. I 
don’t want to sleep in my car, so I call 
Korosh and tell him what’s happened. I 
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Mountain view over Kollafjørður; 
Tórshavn resident wearing  
traditional Faroese hat (right);
detail view from the Tórshavn  
marina (bottom right);
at the Klaksvík side of the submarine  
tunnel between Eysturoy and Borðoy,  
shortly before its completion (opposite bottom).
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the two towns is no longer an attractive 
proposition, especially in winter. There’s 
talk of a sub-sea tunnel to join the two 
centres, but a lot of money would have 
to be found to begin the necessary geo-
logical surveys and route planning, even 
before construction contracts were let.

BIRTHDAY PARTY:� The following day, 
a Saturday, I return to Toftir for an open-
house that a Danish physiotherapist who 
is friend of the English couple and who 
has lived in Toftir for many years, is 
holding to celebrate her 60th birthday. 
Her small home is packed with friends 
sitting at tables in different rooms, eat-

ing, drinking and singing a traditional 
Faroese birthday ballad. People come 
and go all afternoon and everyone brings 
some food or drink. This is a very Faroese 
way of celebrating a birthday, I am told.

After the party I spend the evening 
with the English couple’s son, his wife, 
and their children. It’s gone midnight by 
the time I set out for Kolla fjørður and 
bed.

As I drive through the wide and 
lonely valley and climb from the head 
of Skála fjørður to the Norð skála tunnel, 
the clouds come down over the unyield-
ing hills in the midsummer twilight. A 
narrow side-road climbs away from the 

main road and disappears in a pass be-
tween two steep-sided mountains. I feel 
small and lonely in this wild place.

FINAL THOUGHTS:� Throughout my 
short stay in these magical islands I’ve 
been comparing them with Shet land, 
where I lived with my family for ten 
years. There’s much in common: Norse 
heritage, place names — Leir vík, Sand-
vík, Hós vík and Hvíta nes, for example, 
are to be found in Shetland as Ler wick, 
Sand wick, Hos wick and White ness — 
and shared elements of history. Names 
such as Tinga nes and Ting wall are clear 
evidence that Faroe and Shetland each 
had a ‘ting’ or Norse parliament, and for 
a time in the Middle Ages both were 
part of the Kingdom of Norway.

The islanders also share a strong 
sense of community and are very much 
aware of their own cultural identities. 
The Faroese, like the Shetlanders, are 
enterprising and resilient in good times 
and bad. And like the Shetlanders their 
lives are inescapably shaped by the sea. 

Even if I never return to Faroe, 
these islands and the people I’ve met 
here will remain deep in my heart and 
in my memory.

ask if I can accept his invitation to stay 
after all. He laughs and tells me it is the 
will of God. 

We sit in his living room and talk 
some more over herbal tea before I head 
for the guest room. Korosh is well pre-
pared for casual visitors and he’s provided 
me with a towel, a toothbrush, tooth-
paste, and shaving kit. So it is that I 
spend my first Faroes night in Klaks vík 
and not in my apartment.

RETURN TO KLAKSVÍK:� I am able to 
get a better sense of Klaksvík’s mind-
blowing setting when I return there two 
days later. Korosh has arranged for us to 
have dinner with Asbjørn Lóma klett, 
the retired headteacher of Klaks vík 
High School, and his wife, Klara. 

Korosh decides I need some exercise 

before dinner. He lends me some hiking 
boots and we are joined by Ole, a Danish 
psychiatrist who works for a week each 
month at the hospitals in Tórs havn and 
Klaks vík for a walk up a hill track above 
Klaks vík. I am not fit and find my heart 
pounding rather too much for my liking. 
But the higher we go, the more stunning 
are the views over Klaks vík, its deep and 
narrow sea inlet sheltered by the high 
and steep-sided island of Kun oy and I 
know the walk is worth it.

Way below us are we can see fishing 
boats, with their red and black hulls and 
white upper works, tied up at the various 
quays in the harbour. 

Across the fjord we can see slipways 
and fish processing plants, sheds and 
neatly laid-out streets of houses, all of 
which come to an abrupt end as the land 
begins to rise steeply towards the slopes 
of Myrkj an oyrar fjall. And outside the 
mouth of the harbour is the steep-sided 
island of Kun oy, which looks from this 
angle like a sugar loaf.

Dinner with Asbjørn and Klara is 
a delight. Asbjørn, who was born on the 
island of Kalsoy, to the west of Kun oy, 
in 1940, tells us about his childhood life 
on his island, where he still has land and 
sheep. He recalls with fondness the small 
wartime detachment of British soldiers 
on the island. The British, he said, had 
saved them from German occupation, 
and were still well regarded in the Faroes.

Asbjørn’s knowledge of Faroese 
history and culture and his ability as 
a raconteur keep us engrossed for the 
whole evening. 

TOFTIR:� The day after my first Klaks vík 
visit I spend time with friends in Tórs-
havn and then head out to Toftir for din-
ner with an English couple who moved 
to the Faroes from the Isle of Wight, in 
the 1970s and have lived here ever since. 

I learn a lot from them about the plea-
sures and the challenges for non-Faroese 
people of living in the Faroes. They love 
the islands and the islanders, they 
brought up their children here, but 
things have not always been easy for 
them.

There are great views from their 
house over Toftir and across the fjord 
in the direction of Tórs havn. Toftir is an 
important harbour and fish processing 
centre and, my friends say, used to be 
linked to Tórs havn by ferry. The ferry 
was taken off when the roads were im-
proved, even though driving the distance 
takes much longer. Commuting between 

Balance of External Trade in Million DKK
Import Export Balance

2010 4,351 4,606 290
2009 4,189 4,073 -116
2008 5,013 4,323 -690
2007 5,282 4,005 -1,278
2006 4,649 3,745 -905
2005 4,261 3,586 -675
2004 3,734 3,668 -66
2003 4,641 3,908 -733
2002 3,896 4,235 339
2001 4,158 4,281 122
2000 4,308 3,832 -476
1999 3,300 3,270 -30
1998 2,602 2,934 332
1997 2,370 2,575 205
1996 2,150 2,424 274
1995 1,792 2,026 234
1994 1,566 2,076 511
1993 1,426 2,132 707
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Aerial view of Klaksvík  
and the northern islands;
Fuglafjørður (below); 
Toftir (opposite bottom).
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Tinganes, PO Box 118, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.mfa.fo 
E-Mail: mfa@mfa.fo 
Tel.: +298 306 100 
Fax: +298 306 105

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on behalf 
of the Faroese Government, is responsible 
for the establishment of a cohesive 
foreign policy for the Faroe Islands, and 
to oversee, administer and coordinate 
matters relating to foreign affairs.

Permanent Secretary of State: 
Herluf Sigvaldsson

Promotion and Tourism  
Director: Sigmundur Ísfeld 
E-Mail: sigmunduri@mfa.fo 
Tel.: +298 306 101

Administration and Consular Affairs 
Director: Gunnar Toftegaard

Oceans, Trade and Regional Affairs 
Director: Kate Sanderson

The Mission of the Faroes  
to the European Union 
73 Aarlenstraat — Rue d’Arlon 73 
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel.: +32 (2) 233 08 55 
Head of Mission:  
Gunnar Holm-Jacobsen

The Representation of the Faroes  
in London, 55 Sloan Street, London SW1X 
9SR, United Kingdom 
Tel.: +44 (0) 2073 330 227 
Head of Representation:  
Áki Johansen

The Representation of the Faroes 
in Copenhagen, Strandgade 91, 4. loft 
DK-1401 København K, Denmark 
Tel.: +45 3283 3770 
Head of Representation: 
Herálvur Joensen

The Representation of the Faroes 
in Reykjavík, Austurstræti 12,  
IS-101 Reykjavík 
Tel.: +354 511 3200 
Minister Councilor, Head of Mission:  
Hákun Jógvanson Djurhuus 

THERE WAS something about 
this place that left this British tour 

operator astounded. He’d been invited 
to the Faroes to experience the country 
firsthand and had already surrendered to 
the charm of the Faroese and the beauty 
of their islands — this was indeed some-
thing worth including in his offers to 
travel agencies in the UK.

A few months on, seats are fill-
ing quickly on the summer’s scheduled 
flights from London to Vagar, according 
to VisitFaroeIslands director Sigmundur 
Ísfeld.

“The Faroe Islands have become 
more attractive as a tourist destina-
tion,” Mr. Ísfeld said. “The reasons can 
be many but the efforts of this UK tour 
operator to engage travel agencies are 
clearly making a difference and along 
with developments elsewhere, this is a 
very encouraging sign that people are 
thinking in new ways when it comes to 
holiday travel.”

Mr. Ísfeld added that Denmark, 
the UK, Germany, and Italy are still 
the main markets for the Faroe Islands’ 
incoming tourism.

Not that the Faroese are expecting 
or hoping for a mass influx of tourists. 

“We take incoming tourism very 
seriously and are working on specific 
programs to develop it,” Mr. Ísfeld said. 

“What we hope for in the future, for ex-
ample, is that the industry will become 
encouraged to increase hotel capacity. At 
the same time we see the highest poten-

tial in attracting people who are looking 
for ‘genuine experience’ rather than more 
of what that they can get anywhere else.” 

The success of last year’s low-key 
but highly effective campaign to induce 
UK travel agencies to consider the Faroe 
Islands as a travel destination in its own 
right was accompanied by growing inter-
est from American tour operators. 

Last year’s edition of the ‘Visit 
Faroe Islands’ tourism industry event, 

sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in conjunction with national car-
rier Atlantic Airways, saw the number 
of participants from the United States 
increase significantly, Mr. Ísfeld said.

The progress with the US market 
is linked to cooperation with Iceland, 
whose transatlantic air connections go 
back decades.

“The number of tour operators rep-
resented at Visit Faroe Islands 2010 was 

The Faroese seek ways to 
consolidate their ability to offer 
genuine experience via proud 
traditions, magical landscapes, 
and unassuming quietness — 
with incoming tourism from the 
United Kingdom and the United 
States on the rise.

‘SOMETHING 
PROFOUND’

65 compared to 35 to 40 in earlier years,” 
Mr. Ísfeld said. “Many of the new faces 
were American and the industry seemed 
pleased with the level of engagement.”

While that means pressure could 
soon be mounting on the hospitality sec-
tor to cope with growing demand, the 
situation remains under control. For now, 
that is.

“After all, we’re not dealing with 
very large numbers of people,” Mr. Ísfeld 
said. “But on the other hand, the total 
accommodation capacity will ultimately 
need to be increased.”

SERENITY:� In the winter it’s a different 
story as by far the most visits occur dur-
ing the tourism season in the summer. 
Business and conference tourism, how-
ever, has been making inroads in recent 
years, in particular since two of the lead-
ing conference facilities have undergone 
upgrades. 

Mr. Ísfeld added: “We do have ex-
cellent conference facilities year-round. 
Business associations, professional or-
ganizations, international organizations, 
business teams... We see more and more 
such groups taking part in seminars, 
conferences, or team building activities 
outdoors, hiking, or sailing around the 
islands.”

So what’s the real explanation for 
the growing interest in the Faroe Islands 
as a travel destination?

“Roughly speaking, major tourism 
trends in this part of the world have 
moved from the idea of seeking out the 
nearest sunspot to going further away to 
more exotic countries. While both of the 
former trends continue to exist today, a 
third wave is seen in the growing popu-
larity of more unorthodox destinations 
to which people are attracted for reasons 
other than mere leisure or entertainment. 
This is where the Faroe Islands fits in — 
as a unique archipelago with stunning 
natural beauty yet without the feeling of 
tourism exploitation. Not just a getaway 
from stress but something profound and 
genuine.” 

One key advantage is seen in the 
fact that the Faroese people are proud of 
their cultural heritage and keen on keep-
ing it alive in the modern age. This may 
in part explain why they frequently come 
across as unspoiled and true to their 
roots while still being globally connected.

“There’s something in all of this that 
people want to experience,” Mr. Ísfeld 
said. “Part of it may have to do the slow 

pace of life in the islands and the serenity 
that is found so easily just a short drive 
from anywhere, where all you can hear 
will typically be only the quiet splashing 
of a stream, the occasional warbling of a 
bird or the bleating of a sheep.”

VisitFaroeIslands  
director Sigmund Ísfeld;  
choir performing on National Day (right); 
sailing around the islands (below).
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IT’S TIME to set the record straight 
and make clear that there is much 

more to sustainability and the oceans 
than implied in convenient and often 
misleading soundbites about the nega-
tive impacts of fishing. 

That may not sound like an official 
job description but in reality, it’s long 
been part of Kate Sanderson’s daily work 
agenda. She travels extensively to repre-
sent the Faroese government at policy-
shaping events across the North Atlantic 
region, often related to marine affairs 
and involving international organiza-
tions and regional governing bodies.

Ms. Sanderson — Ministry of For-
eign Affairs director of Fisheries, Trade 
and Regional Policy — is chair of the 
organizing committee behind the Seas 
the Future: Nordic Oceans Conference 
2011, scheduled to be held from June 
7th to 8th at the Nordic House in the 
Faroe Islands.

The idea behind Seas the Future is 
to put into relief contemporary marine 
issues with due consideration of the vital 
interests of North Atlantic islands and 
coastal communities, according to Ms. 
Sanderson.

“The Faroe Islands have taken an 
active role in promoting a strong and 
integrated Nordic approach to oceans 
issues,” as noted on the official con-
ference website at seasthefuture.com. 

“Green economic growth in a changing 
climate has top priority focus in Nordic 
cooperation today.”

The purpose of the conference is “to 
bring the fisheries and maritime sectors 
more clearly into this focus, with promi-
nent government and industry represen-
tatives from a range of sectors sharing 
their perspectives on the prospects and 
challenges for sustainable growth in ma-
rine–based industries.”

The gathering offers “a high-level 
forum which will examine the cross-cut-
ting challenges facing coastal and fisher-
ies nations in the Nordic and North At-

lantic region when it comes to ensuring 
sustainable use of the seas and oceans.”

Sponsored by the Nordic Council 
of Ministers, the event was originally 
planned for October 2010 as the Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs’ contribution to 
the 2010 Danish presidency of the Nor-
dic Council of Ministers, under which 
the Faroe Islands chaired  the Nordic  
Fisheries Cooperation for the first time.

The main themes of the conference 
are “North Atlantic oceans issues in a 
globalized world; sustainable growth in 
marine-based industries — challenges 
and opportunities; approaches and pri-

SEIZING INITIATIVE ON MARINE ISSUES
Seas the Future, a high-level 
international conference on 
oceans issues in the North 
Atlantic, takes a proactive 
stance on challenges faced by 
countries dependent on the 
sustainable management of 
marine-based industries.

orities for cooperation on oceans man-
agement; concluding with a high-level 
panel discussion on sustainable oceans 
management in the North Atlantic.” 

NEW NORDIC FOOD:� “This is not a 
fisheries conference as such although 
fisheries issues form an important part 
of it,” Ms. Sanderson said. “The aim is 
to create a forum for discussions on 
oceans issues in a broader sense. It’s 
about questions such as how do we man-
age marine-based industries in the best 
possible way and ensure their 
sustainability into the future.”

One of the high-level representa-
tives to participate at the conference is 
Árni M. Mathiesen, Assistant Director 
General of the UN Food and Agricul-
ture Organization (FAO) and former 
Fisheries Minister of Iceland. 

Other participants include rep-
resentatives from OECD,  from the 
OSPAR Commission, and the North-
East Atlantic Fisheries Commission 
(NEAFC).

Seas the Future will also coincide 
with the UN World Oceans Day on 8 
June, “providing an additional oppor-
tunity to highlight Nordic and North 
Atlantic perspectives on the ocean in 
the global context,” in the words of the 
organizers.

Ms. Sanderson said: “In addition 
to presentations from the participants, 
we’ll have discussions on questions like, 
what may North Atlantic fisheries look 
like in 30 years? Also the growing sig-
nificance of aquaculture for food security 
will be considered, as will the question of 
harvesting energy from the ocean. The 
concluding World Oceans Day panel 
discussion aims to create links with the 
North Atlantic Fisheries Conference, 
which convenes immediately after the 
close of Seas the Future.”

“Perhaps we’ ll get some good 
bycatch,” Ms. Sanderson added. “Quite 
a few officials and politicians will be 

there and we hope to be able to achieve 
some synergies as these events will be 
held back to back.”

One added benefit to be enjoyed 
during breaks by those present at the 
Seas the Future is gourmet refresh-
ments in the style of New Nordic Food. 
Participants will thus be given a taste 
of exquisite seafood from the Faroe Is-
lands, prepared in delicious and surpris-
ing ways by the renowned Faroese  chef, 
Leif Sørensen.

Fisheries, Trade and Regional Policy
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
Tinganes, PO Box 118, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.mfa.fo 
E-Mail: mfa@mfa.fo 
Tel.: +298 306 100 
Fax: +298 306 105

Prime Minister: Kaj Leo Johannesen

Permanent Secretary of State: 
Herluf Sigvaldsson

Fisheries, Trade and Regional Policy 
Director: Kate Sanderson 
E-Mail: kates@mfa.fo 
Tel.: +298 306 137

Seas the Future:  
Nordic Oceans Conference 2011 
www.seasthefuture.com

Faroese fishing vessel steaming  
east of the Faroe Islands;  
Director of Fisheries,  
Trade and Regional Policy, 
Kate Sanderson (below).

http://www.mfa.fo
mailto:mfa@mfa.fo
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ALL of a sudden everything 
Nordic has a place in the 

sun, regarded around the world 
as something out of the ordinary, 
representing a neat a blend of so-
phistication and purity, of mod-
ern minimalism and originality. 
Think organic form and function 
meets clinical sustainability, if that 
makes sense. 

Meanwhile, at least poten-
tially, there’s this inherent feature 
that grows even more powerful 
when it comes to the smaller, off-
beat places in the Nordic region. 

We’ll get back to that in a moment.
First, a look at the wider context. What-

ever Stieg Larsson, Henning Mankell and the other crime 
novelists wrote to create the ‘Nordic noir’ phenomenon in the 
bestseller lists, here’s another astonishing feat from the north 
that is attracting major international attention. 

It’s called New Nordic Food and right now it’s the coolest 
concept in the world of fine cuisine, with Copenhagen’s Noma 
for two consecutive years earning the top spot on the presti-
gious San Pellegrino World’s 50 Best Restaurants list, and Co-
penhagen chef Rasmus Kofoed winning the biennial Bocuse 

FOLLOWING the implementation of 

the 1996 Trade Agreement between the 

Faroe Islands and the European Union, the 

Faroese agenda with regard to the EU was 

limited to setting up office in Brussels and 

make good efforts to improve that Trade 

Agreement. In the last few years, however, 

the focus has shifted toward establishing 

cooperation in key areas including science 

and technology and aviation, said Gunnar 

Holm-Jacobsen, head of the Mission of the 

Faroes to the European Union.

“For the first few years the Mission 

dedicated most of its resources to im-

proving the 1996 Trade Agreement,” Mr. 

Holm-Jacobsen said. “As far as concerns 

trade in goods, the feeling is that we have 

something now that basically works. But 

we’ve still got a long way to go toward our 

goal of reaching agreement on the free 

movement of goods, services, capital, and 

people.”

That goal forms part of what is out-

lined in a newly drafted resolution regard-

ing the Faroe Islands’ policy on Europe, 

recently tabled to the Faroese Parliament, 

the Loegting. The policy resolution is set 

to clear the air of uncertainty over the po-

litical will of the Faroese in relation to the 

EU — confirming that the country will not 

be seeking membership in the near future, 

although prominent political figures have 

suggested change.

“In its current wording, the new policy 

will essentially consolidate the work that 

has been carried out while providing guide-

lines on further development,” Mr. Holm-

Jacobsen said.

On a daily basis, the Mission’s activi-

ties cover a range of matters, such as main-

taining existing agreements, representing 

Faroese authorities vis-à-vis EU authorities 

and embassies in Brussels as well as in vari-

ous international fora, following develop-

ments within the EU in issues of particular 

interest, following up on requests from in-

dividuals and businesses.

Membership for the Faroes in the 

Pan-Euro-Med Cumulation of Origin 

System was achieved in 2005, making 

Faroese seafood exports to the EU less 

cumbersome as raw materials from third 

countries could be used without affecting 

originating status.

Last year, the Agreement between the 

European Union and the Government of 

the Faroes on Scientific and Technologi-

cal Cooperation was signed, associating 

the Faroe Islands to the so-called Seventh 

Framework Programme for Research and 

Technological Development. 

Efforts to join the European Com-

mon Aviation Area (ECAA) are likewise 

beginning to yield results  after questions 

over member state competency have been 

resolved.

Mr. Holm-Jacobsen said: “A prag-

matic solution has been found through 

Denmark’s expansion of its ECAA mem-

bership and we expect that before the end 

of this year, the Faroes will enjoy the same 

status as associate members.”

The Faroese have had a busy representation office in Brussels since 1998 
with diplomatic activities gradually changing focus from improving the 1996 
Trade Agreement to facilitating cooperation in science, technology, and aviation.

BACK 
TO THE 
ROOTS

By Búi Tyril

Gourmet chef Leif Sørensen.

Mission of the Faroes to the EU
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
Tinganes, PO Box 118  
FO-110 Tórshavn

www.mfa.fo 
E-Mail: mfa@mfa.fo 
Tel.: +298 306 100 
Fax: +298 306 105

Prime Minister: Kaj Leo Johannesen

Permanent Secretary of State: 
Herluf Sigvaldsson

The Mission of the Faroes  
to the European Union 
73 Aarlenstraat — Rue d’Arlon 73 
B-1040 Brussels 
Belgium

Head of Mission:  
Gunnar Holm-Jacobsen

E-Mail: gunnarh@mfa.fo 
Tel: +32 (0) 477 250 160

BRUSSELS: THE ROAD 
TO FOUR FREEDOMS

Since the idea of New  
Nordic Food came up in 2005,  
a distinct Faroese gourmet 
cuisine based on traditional 
specialties has emerged — 
while on the popular music 
scene, too, ambassadors 
of Faroese culture add 
originality and freshness.
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new gourmet restaurant Koks, scheduled to open in late April (just as this publication 
wen to press).

“The Faroese universe of fermented food is unique and offers great opportunities 
for creating something exciting and truly original,” Mr. Sørensen says. “We use fer-
mented fish as a key ingredient in a very popular fish soup, for example; and we use 
fermented lamb to add this piquant flavor to a foamy sauce, which is very popular, too. 
Also we’re going to introduce a dish that includes both fermented and fresh lamb meat.

“There’s so much more to Faroese cuisine than people seem to realize, more local 
ingredients than you might imagine. Each of these ingredients has its own story to 
tell and I find that fascinating.”

d’Or culinary world champion-
ship for this year (2011), trailed 
by other Scandinavians. 

But while these competi-
tions have been dominated by 
Nordic restaurants and chefs in 
the last few years, that was surely 
not the case before 2005. How 
come? 

The simple answer is that 
2005 was the year when the New 
Nordic Food manifesto was for-
mulated by a group of leading 
chefs from Finland, Sweden, 
Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands. 

“It was a decisive moment,” says Leif Sørensen, who represented 
the North Atlantic archipelago at that Copenhagen symposium. “Since 
then everything has changed,” he adds. 

“We knew that trying to market any single Nordic country’s cuisine 
as a serious contender to French or Italian was never going to work. 
Instead, we had this vision of a common platform that could provide 
the resources and the background to build a more compelling case.

“So we articulated this policy and took care to leave ample space 
for the individual countries to place their mark on, and of course for 
the individual chefs to work their magic. 

“We believe strongly in the idea of combining this regional culture 
with the more specific domestic heritage of each place while keeping 
international standards.” 

‘FASCINATING’:� The New Nordic Food mani-
festo features a list of 10 principles of fine cuisine 
with one of the tenets concerning local sourcing, 
for example. 

Mr. Sørensen: “Local sourcing is a significant 
aspect to the whole concept and it fits perfectly 
with the other principles we adhere to, such as 
always using top quality raw materials and con-
sidering the environmental impact of what we do.”

As New Nordic Food started to take the 
world of fine dining by storm over the next very 
few years, Mr. Sørensen continued to work on de-
veloping his own Faroese version while spreading 
the message of cultural authenticity and genuine-
ness as essential elements of gourmet cooking. He 
quickly became the most renowned Faroese chef 
and is now working to develop Hotel Føroyar’s 

Breaded sheep’s head with berries. 
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Leif Sørensen presenting one 
of his favorite creations — 
breaded sheep’s head with 
berries (main).

With apprentice  
Poul Andrias Ziska (above).

Busy at the frying  
pan (opposite).

Placing dryfish foam  
on dish (below).

Dryfish chips with  
gran mayonnaise (bottom).

Fermented fish, dryfish foam w. pickled mushrooms.
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‘ESSENTIALLY SPIRITUAL’:� From culinary expressions to a very dif-
ferent, but no less powerful, language through which Faroese culture 
is being presented convincingly to a growing audience: popular music. 
Spanning genres ranging from folk and pop through heavy metal and 
industrial, Faroese music has won international acclaim in recent years. 

A highly successful artist, sing-
er-songwriter Teitur has a loyal and 
growing following across the Atlan-
tic. Catapulted by a record contract 
signed with Universal in 2004, Tei-
tur later switched to an independent 
label, insisting on his creative free-
dom and his original style.

Rock band Týr have built a 
huge fan base in Germany and across 
Europe through their special mix of 
progressive heavy metal and tradi-
tional folk rhymes as known from 
the ancient Faroese chain dance.

One notable artist that has 
spellbound audiences throughout 
Scandinavia and beyond is Eivør, 
whose melodious songs, often in-
fluenced by traditional folk music, 
are given an angelic feel and tone 
through her amazing voice.

Eivør is one of a number of music artists and bands who started their career in the village of Gøta, 
home of the G!Festival, a music festival which has won fame abroad, not least in the UK, for its spec-
tacular setting on the Gøta beach. 

A few of her former band members went on to start other groups including ORKA, whose “poetic 
industrial” sound is breaking new ground by exclusively using home-built instruments consisting of 
anything from pieces of metal and plastics to electronic and mechanical devices. 

It began when Jens L. Thomsen took some of his friends to his father’s barn to record sounds there 
for use in a musical experiment.

A few years and two records later, the London-trained sound technologist and musician com-
ments: “I never expected this overwhelming response to our latest album... We’re getting invitations 
to play everywhere...”

So what’s the excitement all about?
“Maybe it’s our odd toolbox that 

makes people curious,” he says, al-
most shyly. 

“I guess it’s the music as well. 
We create the sounds from scratch 
and we enjoy it because it gives a 
different kind of freedom. We’re not 
under pressure to play any particular 
kind of solos, for example. We’re not 

confined to the universe of conventional instruments and 
it’s more about creating a whole... I’d say music is about 
communicating ideas and it’s something essentially spiritual 
that happens between the artist and the listener.”

Singer-songwriter Teitur.

ORKA’s current tour line-up (April 2011), clockwise from top left: 
Høgni Lisberg, Ólavur Jákupsson, Jens L. Thomsen, Oktopus.

Night scene from Gøta’s annual G! Festival.

Rock group Týr, left to right:  
Terji Skibenæs, Kári Streymoy, 

Heri Joensen, Gunnar H. Thomsen.

Music artist Eivør.
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WHAT DO YOU do if you want to 
have a change in life, if retiring is 

unthinkable but selling your old business 
is tempting? Say you’re based in Vágar 
and this happens after the opening of the 
submarine tunnel between that island 
and Streymoy, the island of the capital; 
and say you come across a good business 
opportunity in Tórshavn. 

That’s what happened for Svend 
Aage Ellefsen, owner of Hotel Streym, 
the leading economy hotel in the Faroe 
Islands. Located perfectly in a quiet area 
only a few minutes’ walk from central 

Tórshavn, Hotel Streym offers every-
thing that is required for a decent stay 

— and then some. 
Before Mr. Ellefsen and his fam-

ily opened the doors to visitors for the 
first time in 2006, they had the newly 

purchased building entirely renovated. 
Rooms and common areas are fresh and 
clean and there’s free wi-fi everywhere 
in the building. All rooms have private 
bath, telephone, and TV. Continental 
breakfast is served in the ground floor 
cafeteria.

But the perhaps most outstand-
ing feature of the hotel is its informal, 
friendly and open atmosphere.

“Sociability and openness is an im-
portant part of our policy so our staff 
do not wear uniform,” Mr. Ellefsen 
said. “For example, we want our guests 

to know that they can always ask us for 
any advice free of charge.”

Another part of the value proposi-
tion is the hotel’s own car rental service 
which, again, comes with free advice on 
where to go to find the best views and 
experiences.

Mr. Ellefsen said: “You probably 
want to go somewhere to experience the 
stunning natural beauty that is found 
in so many places around the islands. 
Whether you rent a car or go by bus, you 
may need to know a few things to get 
the best out of your stay in the Faroes. 
So we’re happy to tell you all about it... 
where to go, what’s the most exciting 
places, how to get there, and so on. And 
we’ll put you in touch with local people 
if necessary. After all, we know someone 
in every village.”

MAGICAL PLACES:� While most visits 
occur during the busy summer season, 
Hotel Streym is open year-round. 
However, tourists on vacation are not the 
only visitors.

“Most of our guests are summer 
tourists but many business travelers stay 
here as well, not least in the winter,” Mr. 
Ellefsen said. “Out of season most of the 
guests are businesspeople, sailors, and 
remote workers on their way to or from 
their jobs somewhere abroad.”

Hotel Streym’s car rental service 
has proved as successful as the accom-
modation business and the regularly 

renewed fleet of cars has been growing 
slowly but constantly.

“The advantage of renting a car is of 
course that you can explore the country 
on your own terms,” Mr. Ellefsen noted. 

“And it’s very easy to drive around the 
islands as the whole main area is inter-
connected with paved roads, tunnels and 
bridges.”

So what trips and excursions do the 
people at Hotel Streym recommend for 
their visitors?

“It depends on your time and your 
preferences. Day trips with boats to visit 
bird cliffs and grottoes are very popular, 
for example. But you can also take a mo-
ment to drive to some of the outlying 
villages to see some spectacular views.”

It takes little more than half an 
hour to drive from Tórshavn to Bø or 
Gásadalur on Vágar where the scenery 
can be astounding in the summer with 
the steep islets of Gáshólmur and Tind-
hólmur rising from the sea near by. The 
same is true, for example, of Norðrada-
lur or Syðradalur on the western side 
of Streymoy with the most picturesque 
views of the islands of Koltur and Hestur. 

It’s equally convenient to go to 
places in the north of Streymoy or neigh-

boring Eysturoy, or for that matter con-
tinue through the submarine tunnel to 
Klaksvík and see some of the magical 
places around there.

“In fact the view can be amazing 
from here in Tórshavn,” Mr. Ellefsen 
added. “That’s the great thing about this 
place. Everything is close at hand but 
once you get out there, it’s so remote that 
it’s almost surreal. Yet if you really want 
to experience everything, you should 
take the car ferry to Suðuroy or some of 
the other islands. Another option is to 
take the helicopter to some of the smaller 
islands. It’s not very expensive and it will 
prove unforgettable.”

HOMELY HOTEL HAS IDEAL LOCATION

The leading economy hotel in the Faroe Islands, Hotel Streym, offers all the essentials a traveler may need and a  
great deal more — from fully equipped rooms and wireless internet to continental breakfast and, if you like, car hire.

Hotel Streym
Yviri við Strond 19,  PO Box 1000 
FO-110 Tórshavn

Tel.: +298 355 500
Fax: +298 355 501
www.hotelstreym.fo
booking@hotelstreym.fo

Owner: Svend Aage Ellefsen

Hotel Manager: Jens Tummas Næss

Centrally located hotel in Tórshavn, with a 
seaside view and cosy atmosphere. 
Bright, airy guest rooms, private bathrooms 
with heated floors. In addition, many of the 
rooms have a pleasant and calming sea 
view. Free breakfast and Wi-Fi internet.

Also good facilities for conferences 
and meetings. Fitness center in 
neighboring house. Car rental service.

Svend Aage Ellefsen, third from left, back row, 
with his family, with son-in-law  
hotel manager Jens Tummas Næss centered;
partial view of conference room (right);
standard room (opposite bottom);
continental breakfast (bottom right).
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RESEARCH 
& INNO-
VATION:
ADAPTING
SWIFTLY
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FOR MOST PEOPLE it’s hard to 
imagine a nation of less than 50,000 
inhabitants. OK, add another 50,000 
for all those living in other countries 
temporarily or permanently — but 

how on earth is it possible for such a small group 
of people as the Faroese to take part in the global 
economy, let alone gain competitive advantage?

Of course it’s not possible for a society of this 
size to match the combined brainpower or financial 
muscle of even an average town anywhere in Europe 
or North America. Or is it?

The trickiness of this question lies in the ex-
treme compactness of the Faroese society. Because, 
after all, we’re talking about a highly developed 
community, with a well functioning communi-
cations and road infrastructure, a comprehensive 
public health sector, Scandinavian-model legal 
and educational systems, a well educated popula-
tion, and a high degree of equality with universal 
access to modern-day goods and gadgets including 
internet and smartphones.

Yet all those features, some would argue, 
merely reflect the miniature reality of the place; 
in absolute terms, the statistics will hardly impress.

But then again, the smallness of the place is 
the key — combined with the completeness of its 
institutions and infrastructures, which undeniably is 
impressive, although it certainly hasn’t been without 
cost for the taxpayer — the key to its adaptivity.  

So we’re looking at a place where ideas are 
easily and quickly tested live, a well-connected hub 
through which the latest concepts picked up by its 
internationally oriented population can be processed 
in no time. 

That means the time from initial thought to 
full implementation can be amazingly short. This is 
something that is highlighted in the government’s 
latest strategy on smart energy and clean technol-
ogy, according to which all energy needs on land 
will be supplied by renewable energy in a few years.

 In the same way, the applicability of gene 
technology can be demonstrated by the Faroese in 
the clearest language, thanks to the compactness 
of this society.

In the fight for competitive advantage, 
the microcosmos that is the Faroes has a 

secret weapon in its compactness compared 
to other places — which, by the aid of 

scientific research, can pave the way for 
breakthroughs at breakneck speed.

By Búi Tyril
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FEW WILL DISPUTE that there 
is a sense that something is stirring 

in the Faroese business environment — 
some important developments, some 
milestone events, or just some changes 
taking place in result of global influences. 
Whatever its actual part in the processes 
at play, the Ministry of Trade and In-
dustry looks confident as it continues to 
roll out its ‘Growth Package’ initiative 
of last year.

“It’s still early to assess but I think 
this program is already having a posi-
tive effect on significant parts of the 
economy,” said Johan Dahl, the Faroe 
Islands’ Minister of Trade and Industry.

“It’s not like you can wield a magic 
wand to create new jobs; it doesn’t work 
like that. So what we’re trying to do in-
stead is help create conditions that are 
likely to have a beneficial influence on 
the business climate. Now, some of it 
will have an impact in a short span of 
time, while some of it will take quite 
a few years before showing any visible 
results.” 

Alluding to a long-discussed plan to 
create a research park in Tórshavn, Mr. 
Dahl continued: “We do believe there 
are certain areas that hold great poten-
tial already now while at the same time 
pointing toward the future — we’re talk-
ing about clean technology and smart 
energy, marine biotechnology, medical 
biotech, and related fields of business.” 

According to Mr. Dahl, the idea of 
a research park is finally coming true af-
ter agreement has been reached on fund-
ing issues. While suitable premises have 
been identified and allocated, an amount 
has been appropriated for initial invest-
ments of 10 million dkk (1.34m eur) in 
state-of-the-art equipment to comple-
ment existing laboratory hardware.

“This is an important step because 
it will help all our businesses and non-
profits that are involved in laboratory 
research to work together and share re-

search facilities. It will allow them to 
conduct a whole range of laboratory tests 
many of which would otherwise have to 
be sent out of the country for processing. 

“We expect that such an environ-
ment will not only increase the amount 
of research conducted in the Faroes but 
that it will potentially help raise the sci-
entific level, which in turn can speed the 
development of anything from, say, the 
mapping of genes associated with human 
health problems to new methods for re-
fining features of farmed fish. Hopefully 
it will help attract some fairly large re-
search projects, and PhD students — all 
of which is likely to eventually benefit 
everybody.”

‘VERY ENCOURAGING’:� Smart energy 
and clean technology is another area of 
rapid development as a new strategy is 
being hammered out for dramatically 

Minister of Trade and Industry 
Johan Dahl looks at full-scale 
development of smart energy, 
oil and gas exploration, a new 
research park to boost biotech, 
foreign direct investment — 
and entrepreneurship and 
innovation in schools.

increased electrification of the islands 
through renewable energy.

“Energy development in the years 
ahead will focus much on wind power 
to begin with and tidal energy at a later 
stage when the technology is ready. With 
the ideal conditions found here, there 
is great potential not only for satisfying 
our own need but even to export power 
to neighboring countries.”

Meanwhile, the next drillings in 
the quest for oil and gas on the Faro-
ese Continental Shelf — starting this 
summer with the Brugdan Deep well, 
operated by Statoil and with ExxonMo-
bil and Atlantic Petroleum participating 

— command the attention of Mr. Dahl.
“Should we succeed in f inding 

hydrocarbons in commercially viable 
amounts, new business opportunities 
will be created as a new industry estab-
lishes itself in the Faroes, with new op-

portunities arising as well for research 
and development.”

Another avenue for foreign invest-
ments is the seafood industry, with the 
success of Faroese aquaculture and the 
boom in the Faroese mackerel fishery 
representing key attractions. 

“The Dutch have made concrete 
commitments to the pelagic factory at 
Kollafjørður,” Mr. Dahl noted. “This is 
in line with what we’ve been aiming for 
in the Growth Package — to attract for-
eign direct investment — and the same is 
true of the fact that Scots are now look-
ing to set up another pelagic factory at 
Vágur on Suðuroy.”

As to the aquaculture business, the 
international success of this sector in re-
cent years has stunned observers, how-
ever without making the Faroese rest on 
their laurels.

“In addition to ongoing research 
into, for example, the physiology of 
farmed Atlantic salmon, efforts to in-
vestigate currents and other features 
of the sea around the islands are pre-
paring the way for fish farming in the 
open ocean. Even if we have the world’s 
leading aquaculture industry in terms of 
product quality, we may need more fish 
farming space in a the near future.”

But what also makes Mr. Dahl up-
beat is the fact that schools have started 
showing serious interest for business. 
Sponsored by private companies and 
banks, well-known businesspeople have 
acted as ambassadors for entrepreneur-

ship and innovation, visiting schools to 
present success stories and inspire stu-
dents.

“Certain high schools and colleges 
have made entrepreneurship and inno-
vation part of their curricula and that’s 
good news. I’ve seen some of the busi-
ness ideas that their students have pre-
sented — very encouraging.”

Invest in the Faroes
Ministry of Trade and Industry
Tinganes, PO Box 377,  FO-110 Tórshavn

www.invest.fo 
E-Mail: invest@invest.fo 
Tel.: +298 339 100 
Fax: +298 339 110

Minister of Trade and Industry: 
Johan Dahl

Permanent Secretary:  
Arne Poulsen 

The mission of the Invest in the Faroes 
project is to assist individuals and 
organizations in establishing a business 
foundation in the Faroe Islands and to 
present promising investment projects to 
potential investors. We do so by facilitating 
dialogue between investors, government 
agencies, and industry players. Also, we 
assist foreigners in setting up business in 
the Faroe Islands.

Aquaculture Research Station of 
the Faroes’ head of biotechnology 
research, Dr. Jonhard Eysturskarð; 
fish farm at Gøta (bottom left), 
Minister of Trade and Industry, 
Johan Dahl (bottom right).
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AND TECHNOLOGY 
FOR ECONOMIC LIFT-OFF
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THERE WAS A TIME when ad-
vanced genetic research was re-

served to only a few institutions with 
very sizable resources — think the U. 
S. Department of Energy’s Office of 
Science, whose international Human 
Genome Project (1989-2003) laid the 
basis for subsequent progress in gene 
technology. 

Since then, significant development 
in the science of genomics together with 
giant leaps in information technology 
has accelerated the spread of knowl-
edge in what today is a vast, varied, and 
fast-changing field — of paramount 
academic and professional relevance, 
and economic significance, to anything 
from commercial food manufacturing to 
public service health care. 

The massive interest in genetics is 
explained by the simple fact that the 
genes are known to hold the key to a 
wide range of health and medical con-
ditions.

“The drive to bring down the cost of 
genetic analyses is one key factor that is 

radically changing the landscape,” said 
Dr. Hans Atli Dahl, a Faroese researcher 
and co-founding director of Amplexa 
Genetics, Denmark’s specialist provider 
of genetic testing and interpretation of 
molecular-biological data.

Referring to Amplexa’s current 
investment in next-generation DNA 
sequencing equipment, Mr. Dahl said: 

“We expect to be able to map the en-
tire genome of a human being for about 
10,000 kroner [1,340 eur] in the near 
future, which means the price barrier has 
practically disappeared.”

The Faroe Islands, an archipelago in 
the North Atlantic and geographically 
an isolated place, had a small number 
of founders, probably between 500 and 
1,000 settlers back in the Viking age. 
The population stabilized for the next 
800 to 900 years at between 2,000 to 
4,000 inhabitants, to reach about 4,700 
in the late 18th century before exploding 
ten-fold over the last 200 years up to 
48,000 — all without much help from 
outsiders. 

Add a well-developed public health 
sector — including a national pharmacy 
service — that has kept records of all 
medical treatments given since 1960, 
and you have a potential goldmine for 
genetic research with both scientific and 
commercial opportunities embedded.

Mr. Dahl said: “Given the unique 
conditions found in the Faroes, human 
genetic research is of particular interest 
inasmuch as the effort and cost required 

to generate rewarding results is very low 
relative to less isolated populations with 
more heterogeneous gene pools. The 
disorder variations you’ll be looking for 
are extremely few, which dramatically 
increases the chance of success in terms 
of diagnostics and medical treatment.”

‘NO DIFFERENT FROM OURS’:� To at-
tract foreign interest and, in the words 
of project manager Bogi Eliasen, “help 
organize genetic research properly and 
build a framework for its controlled and 
socially responsible development in the 
Faroe Islands,” a project known as Far-
Gen has been launched with the par-

GENETICS SPEARHEADING PROGRESS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
Biotechnology is making gains in the Faroe Islands with gene 
technology leading the way — finding competitive advantage in 
the unique compactness of Faroese society, including a nationwide 
genealogy that spans four centuries.

ticipation of the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry, the Ministry of Health, the 
University of Faroe Islands, the National 
Hospital Service, and the Department 
of Work-Related Public Health.

According to Mr. Eliasen, the in-
troduction of the Human Genetics Re-
search Act 2005 has paved the way for 
the creation of a new research infrastruc-
ture. At the heart of this infrastructure 
is The Genetic Biobank, established in 
2006 as an agency under the Ministry 
of Health, “to organize, develop and 
administer a Tissue Registry (biobank), 
a Diagnosis Registry and a Genealogy 
Registry and to process applications for 

permission to access and study the infor-
mation contained in the said registries.” 

The Genetic Biobank already has a 
nationwide genealogy registry that cov-
ers approximately four centuries.

“The ambition of the FarGen proj-
ect,” Mr. Eliasen said, “is to help make 
the Faroe Islands the first society in the 
world to implement genetic knowledge 
in the public health service and thereby 
become the reference of choice for this 
field in international research.”

Why is it so important to make ge-
netics part of standard healthcare? 

“The old trial and error method is 
not satisfactory neither for doctors nor 

patients,” said Mr. Dahl. “Therefore the 
health care system is under pressure to 
find alternatives to established practices 
out of touch with the latest in clinical ge-
netics. With the aid of genetic mapping, 
the specific genetic variations respon-
sible for corresponding health condi-
tions can be identified to enable doctors 
to establish the correct diagnosis. That 
way, their prescriptions can take into 
consideration much more information, 
which means more effective treatment 
and avoidance of side effects.” 

Outside the world of human genet-
ics, the Faroese have long had ongoing 
research in fish genetics, especially with 
regard to aquaculture but more lately 
also in the context of wild fish. 

While efforts at the Aquaculture 
Research Station have focused on, for 
example, adding consistency to salmon 
meat, one of the current projects at the 
Faroe Marine Research Institute is about 
deciphering whether the silver smelt 
stock fished in Faroese waters is geneti-
cally distinct from silver smelt popula-
tions found elsewhere.

“It makes perfect sense to work with 
genetic profiling of fish to determine or 
certify place of origin,” Mr. Dahl said. 

“After all, the genetic material in fish are 
no different from ours, making more or 
less the same methods and techniques 
applicable.”

Handling samples in a  
Faroese research laboratory;
children playing in  
Klaksvík (bottom left).
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IT’S AN OPEN secret that the few 
laboratories scattered across various 

departments of businesses and research 
institutes around the Faroes are no 
match to the growing scientific ambi-
tions of the islanders. With varying de-
grees of success, plans started to emerge 
a few years ago of building a research 
park to help increase scientific research 
activities in the country through coor-
dinating facilities and attracting inter-
national projects; other incentives that 
were cited highlighted the benefits of 
advancing knowledge in such fields as 
biotechnology, and the aim of generally 
upgrading the status of Faroese research.

But with the financial turmoil of 
2008 taking its toll on subsequent bud-
gets, shifting priorities left little room 
for an unconventional 80 million dkk 
(10.73 eur) project.

There turned out to be, however, 
a simpler and less costly solution. Vin-
nuframagrunnurin (VFG), a public 
business development fund, was look-
ing for new office tenants for 1,400 

square meters of space at Hoyvíksvegur, 
Tórshavn, as the previous occupier was 
moving premises. How about placing the 
research park there at favorable terms?

“The idea came up that we could 
let this space to the much-discussed re-
search park,” said VFG chairman Regin 
W. Dalsgaard. “We would in fact much 
prefer having a research park as neigh-
bors to just taking any contract in order 
to pay the rent. Our proposal was met 
with enthusiasm from the political au-
thorities and 10 million [1.34m eur] is 
being granted to fund investments in 
new laboratories.”

Considering the VFG’s focus on 
entrepreneurship and innovation, the 
idea of a research park as next-door 

neigh bor makes sense for Mr. Dals gaard.
“We like the concept as we can see 

a lot of synergies that could result from 
such an environment,” he said. “Know-
ing there is a great need for more lab 
facilities in the Faroes, a research park 
could make a huge difference.”

‘EVERYONE’S ADVANTAGE’:�  To lead 
the research park initiative and make it 
a reality, the Aquaculture Research 
Station of the Faroes (Fiska aling), an 
agency under the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry, has been appointed. According 
to Fiska aling head of biotechnology re-
search Dr. Jonhard Eystur skarð, a cor-
poration is being founded with Fiska-
aling as one of the shareholders.

“We’re currently looking at the size 
of our share in the company that is go-
ing to be formed,” Mr. Eysturskarð said. 

“This also entails considerations of who 
the other partners are going to be, their 
roles in the venture, and so on. We may 
end up as major shareholder but we’re not 
able to say at this point exactly how the 

ownership is going to look. The impor-
tant thing is to make sure the research 
park will be used in accordance with 
the overall purpose, which is working 
together scientifically and sharing facili-
ties to strengthen scientific research in 
the Faroe Islands.”

Among the scientif ic f ields ex-
pected to dominate the scene: marine 
biotechnology, medical biotechnology, 
renewable energy and clean technology.

“What this project means in practice 
is that we’ll set up a few laboratories to 
allow people to come and conduct their 
scientific research in one place,” Mr. 
Eysturskarð said. 

“We believe there is a need for this 
as most of the research laboratories that 
currently exist in the Faroes are quite 
limited in terms of equipment and space. 
To create a center of gravity for research, 
we will purchase new equipment and 
concentrate it in one location as well as 
adding some of the existing equipment.

“For example, many samples are be-
ing sent to Denmark and other countries 
for analysis and testing, simply because 
currently we don’t have the facilities to 
process such work here. As things are 
now, we also have quite a number of 
PhD projects that cannot be carried out 
in the Faroes for the same reason. With 
this research park, on the other hand, 
we’ll have the means to reverse such 
trends and, hopefully, also attract some 
larger international research projects.”

As the thinking goes, all of that 

will be likely to impact positively on the 
level of scientific research in the Faroe 
Islands, expand the knowledge base in 
key areas, and stimulate innovation and 
entrepreneurship. 

“For example,” Mr. Eysturskarð 
said, “the human genetic research tak-
ing place in the health sector is likely 
to benefit from this. The same goes for 
the marine sector, whether we’re talk-
ing about aquaculture, wild fisheries, or 
oceanography. We’re probably going to 
see more cooperation than ever between 
science and business, which again is an 
added advantage. 

“Research departments would ben-
efit greatly from joint facilities while at 
the same time building a shared scien-
tific research environment to increase co-
operation across traditional boundaries. 
We would learn more from each other’s 
experiences while also saving resources 
by sharing the cost of access to state-
of-the-art equipment. It’s also an excel-
lent way of making research laboratories 
accessible for small businesses, which 
makes very good sense in a country like 
the Faroe Islands.”

LET THERE BE LABSA new research park is to be 
opened this year in the Faroe 
Islands to provide a laboratory 
center for research departments 
and PhD students, aimed at 
stimulating domestic research 
in biotechnology and other 
scientific fields. 

VFG chairman Regin W. Dalsgaard  
in front of the planned research park; 
working with samples (right);
inspecting a salmon’s gills (bottom left);
Atlantic salmon (bottom centered);  
researcher using a microscope (bottom right).
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YOU MAY FIND the freshest air, 
the cleanest seas, and the most un-

spoiled country anywhere; and you may 
even find the highest levels of environ-
mental awareness that you could ever 
imagine. But you won’t find political 
environ mentalism in the Faroe Islands. 
The aggressive nature of radical activism 
has always been viewed with skepticism 
here; the Faroese despise its often incon-
sistent style and tell-tale signs of urban 
non-awareness of the natural order of 
things. “Let’s get real,” they’d say.

But make no mistake: conservation 
of natural resources has always, for ob-
vious reasons, been part of the national 
psyche in the Faroe Islands, an unques-
tioned priority.

Now, with the latest wave of 
sustainability awareness backed by new 
advances in technology, the Faroese 
are taking unprecedented steps toward 
creating a greener future. Driven by 
environmental opportunity rather than 

propelled by politics, plans of massive 
investments in renewable energy are ap-
parently supported by all political parties.

According to those plans (described 
in more detail elsewhere in this publi-
cation), the Faroe Islands will be a net 
exporter of energy in the future, pow-
ered entirely by renewable sources of en-
ergy. Studies reveal that the wind here, 
though frequently cursed for its relent-
less onslaught throughout most of the 
year, is extremely well suited for power 
generation when utilized with the latest 
technology. 

Said Kári Mortensen, a senior en-
ergy adviser at Jarðfeingi, the Faroese 
Earth and Energy Directorate: “We’re 
looking at virtually unlimited potential 
when it comes to wind power. Advances 

in wind energy conversion technology 
in the last five years or so mean it’s now 
technically and economically feasible to 
invest seriously in wind turbines.”

And while the technology for tidal 
energy production has yet to mature 
further, scientific research of the strong 
ocean currents around the Faroe Islands 
seem to confirm that conditions are ideal 
for turning tidal energy into another 
promising source of power. 

GREENER SHIPS:� Meanwhile, Faroese 
clean technology research and innova-
tion has spawned a new company called 
Decision3, whose main product is a 
service-solution offering that applies 
advanced data collection techniques to 
optimize ships’ fuel efficiency. The prod-

As issues of sustainability 
gain prominence at sea and 
on land, Faroese businesses 
and government agencies 
place new bets on research and 
development in renewable 
energy and clean technology.

uct, named GreenSteam, offers a sys-
tematic way of measuring and calculat-
ing a series of parameters known to in-
fluence the vessel’s fuel efficiency, recom-
mending optimizations in real-time on 
a continual and regular basis.

Using a combination of consulting, 
hardware, and software, GreenSteam 
works by effectively asking the question 
of whether there is anything that can be 
changed during sailing — anything to 
adjust, anything that can be done under 
any given conditions to make the ship 
sail with a little more ease, or move by a 
few more centimeters per liter.

“Energy-wise, what happens on 
board a ship is anything but straight-
forward,” said CEO and co-founder Dr. 
Daniel J. Jacobsen. “The main influen-

tial factors are not that many but the 
interrelations that together determine 
speed and fuel consumption are complex. 
GreenSteam is all about measuring these 
parameters by continually collecting data 
from various parts of the ship in order 
to help the captain make the optimum 
adjustments in all situations for saving 
fuel and reducing emissions.”

While the trim is known as the dif-
ference between the forward and after 
drafts of a ship, or the angle of tilt from 
bow to stern, the combination of fuel ef-
ficiency factors consists mainly of rudder, 
trim, power, sea state, wind, and load. 

“What we do primarily is offer ad-
vice on the optimum adjustment of trim 
and power,” Mr. Jacobsen said, adding 
that using miniature modeling for devel-
opment is no option. “You cannot repli-
cate the relevant conditions using models 
in a flume tank, you can’t scale it up to 
get a true picture, and you won’t be able 
to take all the essential variables into 
consideration. That’s our basic premise 

— you have to use real data to get real 
results.”

As further explained by the Green-
Steam.com website: “By ‘going on board’ 
to collect a multitude of sensor readings 
over a prolonged period of time, the 
pattern of relationships between these 
dynamically changing conditions and 
changes in fuel efficiency can be learned. 
When sufficient data has been collected, 
mathematical models are built that un-
cover the knowledge that is contained in 
the data, hidden to the naked eye. The 
relations between the ship’s speed and 
consumption as well as a range of in-
ternal and external factors are learned 
through the use of sophisticated, special-
ly developed software. Obtained from 
this is a system that is able to provide 
continuously updated advice on optimal 
settings of controls.”

A FRESHER KIND OF ECO-AWARENESS
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Scene from the Tórshavn’s East 
Harbour with passenger and car 
ferry Smyril in the foreground and  
Norröna on the left;
wind turbine at Vestmanna (right); 
waves hit rocky shore (bottom left); 
wind turbines in southern  
Eysturoy (bottom right).
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SINCE THE RECENT revamp of 
the Faroe Islands International Ship 

Register (FAS), significant growth in the 
merchant shipping sector is fast becom-
ing a real possibility for the Faroese. As 
the number of merchant vessels flying 
the Merkið (‘The Mark’ or ‘The Ban-
ner’) keeps rising toward an expected 
100 within the next year, more maritime 
consultancies are lining up to serve an 
industry that has been up and coming 
for a long time in the North Atlantic 
archipelago.

Things can move very quickly in 
such a well interconnected microcos-
mos of less than 50,000 inhabitants. 
And since the country already has the 
infrastructure to support a large fleet of 
ocean going ships, the development of a 
full-fledged merchant shipping industry 
is seen to require relatively little time 
and effort.

Part of the reason is the deep-root-
ed maritime culture of the islanders, a 
substantial number of whom are sailors, 
either working on domestic or overseas 
fishing vessels or serving in international 
merchant shipping and related industries 
including offshore oil and gas. 

“The Faroe Islands has long had a 
large number of trained professionals in 
the maritime industry,” said Annfinn V. 
Hansen, one of the country’s leading 
business lawyers. 

“Traditionally the Faroese have been 
very good at creating opportunities and 
economic value from fishing and related 

activities such as seafood processing and 
trade, but what is now happening is that 
people are becoming more aware of busi-
ness opportunities found in the mari-
time sector from a broader perspective as 
fishing doesn’t require much manpower 
today compared to earlier. To many peo-
ple, this process is a natural extension of 
existing activities with the underlying 
understanding that it represents an obvi-
ous opportunity.”

The challenge for the Faroese, ac-
cording to Mr. Hansen, is to increase 
focus on the merchant shipping sector 

and make sure they have the qualifi-
cations, skills, and competencies re-
quired.

“It doesn’t take very much for a 
country like the Faroes to fully develop 
an ideal environment for this industry 
because this society is already in tune 
with it. 

“The general level of education, 
the communications infrastructure, 
the proud maritime traditions, for ex-
ample — these factors take us a long 
way although, clearly, we need to pay 
more attention to the management and 

MERCHANT SHIPPING
INDUSTRY PRESENTS

 ‘OBVIOUS OPPORTUNITY’

After having payed undivided 
attention to fishing for many 
years, Faroese society appears 
to be awakening to its natural 
advantage for maritime business 
in a broader sense, according 
to lawyer and legal adviser 
Annfinn V. Hansen.

administrative needs of merchant ship-
ping. The good news is that this seems 
to be happening now.”

ALL LEVELS OF COURT:� Mr. Hansen, 
who has been a lawyer since 1989 and is 
admitted to practice in Supreme Court, 
formed the law firm Hansen & Thomas-
sen a few years later together with his 
colleague Djóni Thomassen, later to be 
joined by two more lawyers, Rannvá 
Ragnarsdóttir and Jens Andrias Vinther, 
both of whom are also partners in the 
firm. 

Ship registry and related services 
is one of the firm’s specialties and Mr. 
Hansen has long been a well-known fig-
ure in the maritime business. As chair-
man of the Shipowner Association for 
Cargo Vessels, he’s frequently consulted 
by national authorities and business in-
terests, not least in questions of a legal 
nature.

“We handle a very broad range of 
business and legal cases,” he said. “You 
may say that’s the nature of the law busi-
ness in the Faroe Islands. This country 
is much of a miniature model of the 
Scandinavian countries and you’ll find 
virtually everything here that is found in 
those countries, albeit in much smaller 
scale. For that reason we have to be able 
to handle very large and complex cases 
that involve, for example, government 
agencies or the state; but the size of the 
market makes it impossible to special-
ize narrowly in, say, only one aspect of 
law. We have to be both specialists and 
generalists. But again, we have an exten-
sive network of specialists in neighbor-
ing countries that we work with when 
necessary.”

In addition to shipping and mari-
time law, Hansen & Thomassen offer 
advice and legal representation in mat-
ters of ship finance and transactions, 
corporate finance and transactions, con-
tract law, joint ventures and partnership 
agreements, industrial and intellectual 
property, mergers and acquisitions, me-
diation, and more.

“Foreign shipping companies look-
ing to register their vessels in the Faroes 

receive business and legal advice accord-
ing to their specific needs and require-
ments,” Mr. Hansen added. “Fortunately, 
we haven’t seen any major conflict as yet 
in connection with the FAS registry but 
that might have something to do with 
us and our clients being well prepared 
and thorough. Well, should it become 
necessary, we’re admitted to practice 
at all levels of court in the Kingdom of 
Denmark.”
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Hansen & Thomassen Law Firm 
Bryggjubakki 22 
FO-100 Tórshavn

www.advokat.fo 
advokat@advokat.fo 
Tel.: +298 359 595 
Fax: +298 359 596

Partner, Lawyer: Annfinn V. Hansen  
Partner, Lawyer: Djóni Thomassen 
Partner, Lawyer: Rannvá Ragnarsdóttir 
Partner, Lawyer: Jens Andrias Vinther

Hansen and Thomassen is a law firm 
which provides full legal services for 
the corporate sector, government and 
authorities as well as individuals. The 
law firm offers a wide spectrum of 
legal knowledge, and possesses all the 
competencies relevant to serve any client.

Areas of Expertise: Corporate Finance 
and Transactions, Contract Law, Shipping 
and Maritime Law, Ship Finance and 
Transactions, Joint Ventures and 
Partnership Agreements, Banking and 
Finance law, Project Finance, Industrial and 
Intellectual Property Contracts, Mergers & 
Acquisitions, Agricultural Law, Commercial 
Contracts 
Bankruptcy, Debt Collection, Real Estate 
Transactions, Criminal and Civil Litigation at 
any Faroese or Danish Court, Mediation.

Annfinn V. Hansen, seated,  
with partner Djóni Thomassen; 
container ship Arnarfell (below).

http://www.fas.fo
mailto:fas@skraseting.fo
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IT’S BEEN 50 years — in the spring 
of 2012 when the current extension 

of Vagar Airport is expected to be com-
pleted — since civil aviation first linked 
the Faroe Islands with the rest of the 
world. The lengthening of the runway 
from 1,250 to 1,800 meters was largely 
conceived with one prime challenge in 
mind: introducing airline competition to 
drive down prices of air tickets. 

“Come spring next year, this air-
port will, compared to earlier, no longer 
represent a limiting factor in relation to 
commercial air traffic to and from the 
Faroe Islands,” said Vagar Airport CEO 
Dávid Reinert Hansen.

Mr. Reinert Hansen added that 
with a lengthened runway, a more spa-
cious airport terminal, and improved 
services for passengers and airlines — a 
total 412 million dkk (55m eur) invest-
ment —commercial operators will be 
more likely to consider Vagar Airport as 
a viable option. That, he said, can bring 
competition between airlines on routes 
to and from Faroe, which in turn will 
put pressure on air ticket prices.

According to industry insiders, the 
Faroese tourism sector has much left to 
be desired despite the significant prog-
ress witnessed in the last few decades.

“Let’s be honest about this,” one tour 
operator in Tórshavn remarked. “For 
all our enthusiasm and professionalism, 
there is still an elephant in the room. The 
cost of traveling is a bit too high for our 
own good and I really hope this revamp 
of the airport will make things more af-
fordable.”

In a nutshell, that view echoes 
much of what Mr. Reinert Hansen told 
this publication. “I think we have... a 
very interesting situation,” he said. “The 
sentiment out there seems to resonate 
with our strategy, which is pretty clear: 
serve air carriers and their passengers 
in the best possible way to make Vagar 
Airport — and by extension this country 
as a flight destination — as attractive 
as possible. With 50 percent of length 
added to the runway, together with a 
new and larger terminal to make room 
for more and better offers, you may say 
we reach a milestone. In reality, however, 
this will only be the beginning of a new 
period — possibly a period of more rapid 
growth.”

STATISTICS:� With improved air travel 
facilities well underway, hopes of lower 
fares are not only attached to the pros-
pect of airline competition. “Significantly, 
the one air carrier that still operates all 
regular flights to and from Vagar Airport 

will also benefit from this development,” 
Mr. Reinert Hansen said. 

“They will no longer be limited to 
the type of small aircraft they currently 
use and may instead bring in larger 
planes that can take more passengers to 
reduce operational costs, which again 
could allow for lower fares.”

Going from 1,000 to 200,000 travelers per year in five decades, 
Vagar Airport braces for the next leap forward as its runway 
extension nears completion in a bet on airline competition to 
make air travel prices more attractive.

According to Vagar Airport sta-
tistics, the number of passenger arriv-
als and departures has climbed quite 
steadily over the years and decades, with 
a few jumps and bumps. Starting off in 
1963 with under 1,000 passengers, the 
figures had multiplied by a factor of three 
to just under 29,000 in 1972. A decade 
later, the total had climbed to just over 
55,000. 

The early 1990s, on the other hand, 
saw a sharp decline compared to the 
late 1980s, from more than 100,000 to 
just over 90,000 in 1991 before drop-
ping down to little more than 87,000 
in 1993, reflecting the lowest point of 
the economic crisis that hit the Faroe 

Islands during that period. With a strong 
recovery in the second half of the 1990s, 
the numbers rose sharply to pass 143,000 
in 2000 and continued beyond 221,000 
in 2008 before descending in tandem 
with the financial crisis of that year 
which combined with the ashes of 2010 
to take the passenger total just below the 
200,000 mark.

“These figures tell us a number of 
things and at the same time raise a few 
questions,” Mr. Reinert Hansen said. 

“We could ask, for example, which are 
the deciding factors for most people 
when it comes to choosing or not choos-
ing to fly to the Faroes? Is it time, money, 
convenience, or perhaps curiosity? And 

outgoing — what is it that determines 
the degree to which people living in the 
Faroes opt for taking the airplane to 
somewhere out of the country? What is 
their level of interest in traveling, and so 
on. In fact we need more statistics but 
that’s a discussion of its own.”

BREAKING THE SIZE BARRIER Vagar Airport
Vága Floghavn, FO-380 Sørvágur

www.floghavn.fo 
E-Mail: floghavn@floghavn.fo 
Tel.: +298 354 400 
Fax: +298 354 401

CEO: Dávid Reinert Hansen 
Airport Manager: Finnbogi Niclasen 
Assistant Airport Manager:  
Jákup Persson 

Vagar Airport Ltd is responsible for 
conducting all operational activities at 
Vagar Airport, the Faroe Islands’ only 
airport.

Vagar Airport was originally a military 
installation, built during World War II. In the 
early 1960s the need and popular demand 
in the Faroes for civil aviation grew to the 
point of making a modernisation of the 
runway a necessity to facilitate passenger 
traffic. 

Vagar Airport became operational for civil 
aviation in 1963. During the early years 
only propeller aircraft were implemented. 
Since 1977 jet aircraft too have serviced 
the routes to the airport. The Danish Civil 
Aviation Administration administered Vagar 
Airport from 1963 to the April 2007.

CEO Dávid Reinert Hansen;  
overview of extension works (bottom left) 
boarding Atlantic plane (bottom centered);
Yugoslav Airlines plane refueling (below).
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FEW WILL question that TF Hold-
ing, the financially strongest player 

on the Faroese business scene, made a 
good deal in January this year (2011) 
when it purchased 70 percent of the 
shares of Eik Banki with an option to 
acquire the remaining 30 pct. in the fu-
ture. Priced at 450 million dkk (60m 
eur), the majority stake in Eik was pur-
chased from Denmark’s state-owned Fi-

nancial Stability Company, which had 
taken over the troubled bank last year.

As the owner of the largest insur-
ance company in the Faroe Islands, TF 
Holding has thus gained a firmer footing 
in the financial services sector through 
the Eik deal, with access to a new cli-
ent base and an array of commercial and 
retail banking services added to its of-
ferings.

“This acquisition opens up new per-
spectives,” said TF Holding chief execu-
tive Regin Hammer. “The services that 
we can provide to our customers can 
be further enhanced and this presents 
a number of potential opportunities for 
the Group. We also believe this deal will 
have a stabilizing effect on the financial 
services sector and that it will add value 
for our customers and stakeholders.” 

The immediate implications of the 
Eik deal are that TF Holding now of-
fers financial services from three lines 
of business: full-service, non-life insur-
ance through Tryggingarfelagið Føroyar; 
pension and life insurance, added a few 
years ago with the formation of Betri 
Pensión; and retail and commercial 
banking, brought in with the purchase 
of Eik Banki. 

A fourth line of business, invest-
ments includes shareholdings in a wide 
selection of Faroese businesses. 

Tryggingarfelagið Føroyar also of-
fers maritime insurance as the only pro-
vider in the Faroe Islands. 

“We’re seeing a growing interest 
among foreign companies in the ship-
ping sector and I believe this is a market 
that has great potential,” Mr. Hammer 
said.

PRUDENT STRATEGY:� News of TF’s 
buyout of Eik were received with a sigh 
of relief among many Faroese inasmuch 
as the future of the bank was seen to 
hang in the balance for as long as it re-
mained in the safety net of Financial 
Stability, with the perceived possibility 

— disregarding terms and conditions — 
for anyone with enough cash to strike a 
takeover deal. 

Socio-economic considerations 
play an important part in TF Holding’s 
business philosophy, Mr. Hammer said, 
referring to the company’s stated mis-
sion, “To create safety and growth in the 
Faroe Islands.”

“We’re actually owned by our Faro-

ese insurance customers, which practi-
cally means the majority of the people 
of the Faroe Islands are our shareholders. 
We’re very much aware of this fact and 
the social dimension is very clear in our 
mission statement. So we have a deep 
sense of obligation and commitment 
toward society in general and so one 
major priority for TF is, to the extent 
possible, to exert a stabilizing effect on 
the economy.”

TF Holding has long placed em-
phasis on its domestic roots and accord-
ing to Mr. Hammer, this is something 
that is set to continue.

“Our roots go back 70 years and 
we’ve been owned by the Faroese people 
since the beginning. So we’ll continue 
to pursue a Faroese strategy, which im-
plies that most of our investments will 
be focused on assets based in the Faroe 
Islands.”

Investments and operations in 
Faroe are indeed paying off. Similar to 
the previous year, TF Holding reported 
a healthy profit for the 2010 financial 
year, of 203m dkk (27.2m eur) after tax, 

with an equity capital base of 1.7 billion 
dkk (226m eur) at year-end 2010.

“This is an excellent financial result, 
and it was achieved in spite of the cri-
sis in the financial markets and without 
any state subsidies,” Mr. Hammer said, 
citing revenues from investments and 
insurance operations as main contrib-
uting factors.

He reiterated the company’s con-
servative strategy in dealing with invest-
ments and risk exposure. 

“Our prudent policy prohibits any in-
vestments that we make to affect our op-
erating ability. We follow that policy for 
a very good reason and it has to do with 
the responsible management of monetary 
resources. For example, we did not take 
on any debt when we signed the Eik deal.”

TF Holding 
Kongabrúgvin, PO Box 329,  
FO-110 Tórshavn

www.trygging.fo 
E-Mail: tf@trygging.fo 
Tel.: +298 345 600 
Fax: +298 345 601

CEO: Regin Hammer

TF Holding is the largest private investment 
company in the Faroe Islands and the 
country’s leading insurance group.

TF Holding is the sole proprietor 
of the following subsidiaries:

Insurance company  
Tryggingarfelagið Føroyar 
Equity capital 322,3m dkk (43,3m eur)

Pension and life insurance company  
Betri Pensjón 
Equity capital 38.7m dkk (5,2m eur)

Reinsurance company  
Faroe Insurance Company Guernsey 
Equity capital 255,3m dkk (34,3m eur)

Investment company Íløgur
Equity capital 111,3m dkk (14,9m eur)

Property company TF Ognir 
Equity capital 164,1m dkk (22m eur)

70% ownership stake:  
Retail and commercial bank Eik Banki 
Equity capital 1,339m dkk (179.8m eur)

TF EFFECT TAKES HOLD
By entering commercial and retail banking in the Faroes through the purchase of a majority stake in Eik, TF Holding 
changes the financial services landscape — consolidating its position as the country’s leading private investor.

CEO Regin Hammer;  
TF Holding’s corporate headquarters (left). 

http://www.trygging.fo
mailto:tf@trygging.fo
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SINCE ITS inception in 2006, 
BankNordik’s dedicated Corporate 

Finance team has been involved in some 
of the most major corporate deals in the 
Faroe Islands, including this summer’s 
1.1 billion dkk (148m eur) acquisition of 
fishmeal and feed factory Havsbrún by 
aquaculture company Bakkafrost.

The listing of Bakkafrost on the 
Oslo Stock Exchange little more than 
a year ago, co-managed by BankNor-
dik Corporate Finance and Nordea 
Corporate Finance as joint lead manag-
ers, marked a new era for the Faroese 
aquaculture and seafood industries and 
proved a resounding success. Shortly 
before the initial public offering, an-
other aquaculture company, Vestlax — 
restructured and sold by BankNordik 

— had been merged into Bakkafrost to 
create a sizable player even by interna-
tional standards.

While these three Bakkafrost 
transactions doubtlessly rank among the 
most notable events to date, the Corpo-
rate Finance team of BankNordik had 
a challenging initial assignment: the 
purchase of Statoil’s fuel distribution 
channel in the Faroe Islands.

“We represented a group of about 
a dozen Faroese investors who together 
wanted to acquire Statoil Føroyar and 
its fuel retail business,” says John Rajani, 
BankNordik deputy CEO and former 

head of Corporate Finance. “What we 
did was negotiate a deal with the Nor-
wegians in which they’d spin off their 
downstream subsidiary in the Faroe Is-
lands to this new company, now named 

Effo. It worked out to everyone’s satis-
faction.”

Mr. Rajani joined BankNordik in 
2006 for the job of setting up the bank’s 
Corporate Finance team. An economist 

with an MBA, he’d worked in the Prime 
Ministers Office partly as a privatization 
adviser, the PM’s secretary and serving 
three years as the Faroes’ diplomatic 
representative in London. In the mid 
nineties he held a management post at 
Faroe Seafood.

According to Mr. Rajani, BankNor-
dik’s Corporate Finance unit was estab-
lished not only to help Faroese clients 
negotiate corporate deals but also to ac-
commodate foreign investors and busi-
nesses seeking to expand their interests 
in the Faroes. 

“For foreigners who consider cor-
porate investments in the Faroe Islands, 
Bank Nordik Corporate Finance is the 
adviser of choice for a number of reasons,” 
Mr. Rajani says. “First, we know the 
market better than anyone — this bank 
has been around for more than a hun-
dred years, retaining a strong focus on 
business and corporate clients from the 
beginning. If you’re looking for Faroese 
acquisition targets or otherwise looking 
to make investments in the Faroe Islands, 
we’d be at your service as a local partner 
able to take care of all your business and 
financial needs.”

‘COMPREHENSIVE ADVICE’:� As the 
number of mergers and acquisitions in 
the Faroe Islands has increased dramat-
ically over recent years, some observers 
attribute the trend to a change of atti-
tude among business owners who seem 
more eager to reap financial gains along 
with the personal or social rewards as-
sociated with owning a business.

For example, prominent family 
businesses have been sold to investors 

outside the family while companies tra-
ditionally centered on one particular line 
of business have been diversified through 
acquisitions.

“Signs are that this trend will con-
tinue,” Mr. Rajani says, adding that 
while foreign investments are on the 
rise in the Faroe Islands, the reverse is 
happening with Faroese investors look-
ing overseas.

But selling or buying a company 
often has wide implications in itself — 
and that’s why it’s important to be able 
to consult experienced corporate finance 
advisers, Mr. Rajani says.

“There are a great many factors to 
consider for both buyer and seller. A lot 
of questions need to be addressed, in-
cluding issues that are difficult and sen-
sitive for owners and management. Be-
cause of the complex nature of such deals, 
there is a need for comprehensive advice 
on both buying and selling corporate en-
tities, on company structure, on issuing 
of new shares whether in the context of 
public offering or private placement, and 
so on and so forth.”

The services offered by BankNor-
dik Corporate Finance include financial 
advice and analysis in connection with 
capital transactions to provide clients 
with the basis for informed decision 
making, Mr. Rajani adds. 

“In short we manage the transaction 
process from beginning to finalization, 
making sure it’s well planned and well 
executed. It’s about securing the best 
results on behalf of our clients through 
working closely with them while provid-
ing sound and professional advice.”

The assignment categories taken on 

by BankNordik Corporate Finance are 
mainly advice in connection with pur-
chase, sale, mergers and acquisition of 
companies; advice in connection with 
capital raising; and other financial advice.

“We work for companies and busi-
ness owners from all sectors,” Mr. Ra-
jani says, “essentially regardless of size 
or geographical location.”

BankNordik
Húsagøta 3, PO Box 3048,  
FO-110 Tórshavn

www.BankNordik.fo 
E-Mail: info@BankNordik.fo 
Tel.: +298 330 330 
Fax: +298 330 001

CEO: Janus Petersen 
Deputy CEO: John Rajani

BankNordik was founded in the Faroes 
more than 100 years ago, in 1906. The 
group has banking operations in Denmark, 
Greenland and the Faroes, and insurance 
operations in Iceland and the Faroes. 

Number of employees: 430. 

The bank is regulated by the Danish 
Financial Inspection and participates in the 
Danish Savings Guarantee Fund. 

BankNordik is listed on the NASDAQ 
OMX securities exchanges in Iceland and 
Copenhagen. 

On the NASDAQ OMX in Copenhagen 
BankNordik ranks among the 10 largest 
banks measured by market capitalization 
and among the six largest measured by 
total assets.

2010 key figures — 
Total assets: 14.3 billion dkk 
Profit before tax: 416 million dkk

Net profit: 339 million dkk

Solvency ratio: 17%

EXPECT MORE MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
BankNordik Corporate Finance, an undisputed leader in its field, offers comprehensive advice for foreign 
investors looking to increase their interests in the Faroe Islands as well as helping Faroese companies expand 
into overseas markets.

Deputy CEO John Rajani;
detail view of exterior (opposite).
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PELAGIC 
SURGE 
UPSETS 
STATUS QUO

The abundance of mackerel in Faroese waters raises questions as well as opening new 
business opportunities — while demands for a new legislative reform are making  

fishing people nervous.THE ARRIVAL of massive amounts of mackerel in Faroese waters is one of a few fac-
tors that has triggered shock waves through the Faroese seafood industry. Alongside 
growing internal unease over rights issues while also heralding a new version of the 
Faroese relations with neighboring countries, the abundant mackerel is opening up a 
world of new business opportunities in the Faroe Islands.

The Faroe Islands are built on fish and the skills and instincts of Faroese fishermen 
are acutely sensitive to what happens around them. Skippers have been for years aware that mackerel 
stocks were growing and there was also an increasing dissatisfaction with what has been seen as a paltry 
share of the quota under the tripartite agreement with Norway and the EU.

A burgeoning mackerel fishery next door in Icelandic waters did little to relieve growing international 
tension on the issue, with the Icelandic fleet having a bonanza on quota-free mackerel.

A long-standing culture of inertia came to a halt following the appointment of Jacob Vestergaard 
as Fisheries Minister at the same time as new blood also took over key positions at the influential Faroe 
Shipowners’ Association.

Both had previously been less than inclined to rock the boat, but a survey on mackerel’s abundance 
in Faroese waters carried out by the Shipowners’ Association again raised questions over the Faroes’ 
small share of this valuable resource.

The new Minister clearly took the time to do some serious homework and in 2010, he took the cou-
rageous step of setting an autonomous Faroese mackerel quota of 85,000 tonnes, and stood his ground 
in response to the expected recriminations from the EU and Norway.

Mr. Vestergaard — out of office with no successor as of mid April 2011, with the government coali-
tion having lost his party’s support while preparing for the upcoming general election — argued that the 
Faroe Islands had been forced into taking a stand by the Norwegian-EU stance that already wrecked the 
Coastal States framework by effectively blocking the Faroes out of the existing treaties, leaving them no 
choice but to set their quota outside of the agreement. 

The Faroese position has been that the size of the 2010 quota was set to reflect what was less than 
a reasonable proportion of the total allowable catch recommended by the International Council for the 
Exploration of the Sea (ICES).

There was no unanimous agreement within the Shipowners’ Association, as the small number of 
established pelagic operators were reluctant to lose their access to the winter mackerel fishery and the 
high prices paid by Norwegian processors. Indeed, some seemed willing and eager to keep the status 
quo at virtually any price.

But the 2010 fishery was certainly a success. Nobody lost money in spite of being denied access to the 
high-paying Norwegian factories, and there has been a groundswell of public opinion behind the Minister 
and a real feeling that the joint management of pelagic stocks is in need of some radical new thinking.

WIN SOME, LOSE SOME:� The three main pelagic stocks of Atlanto-Scandian herring, blue whiting 
and northeast Atlantic mackerel are thought by some to balance each other in a cycle of dominance. At 
present, after a lengthy decline, the blue whiting stock is at its weakest, while mackerel is currently in 
abundance and Atlanto-Scandian herring is showing signs of decline. In a few years the situation may 
well have become reversed due to natural fluctuations that are beyond our control, for example, with blue 
whiting again becoming the largest stock, herring at a low point and mackerel starting to decline.

There has even been a proposal that instead of quotas for separate species, pelagic quotas should be 
allocated in terms of pelagic biomass — something that would provide the pelagic fleet as a whole with 
a considerably greater level of flexibility.

By Quentin Bates, Fishing News International
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Mr. Vestergaard’s decision to go 
it alone on mackerel was undoubtedly 
a case of the Faroe Islands being bold 
enough to call the Norwegian and Eu-
ropean bluff, and in the process provid-
ing incontrovertible proof that there is 
mackerel to be found in the Faroese ex-
clusive economic zone, with the whole 
quota caught in a matter of weeks, un-
derlining its abundance.

This also threw an unfavorable light 
on scientific opinion, as Mr. Vestergaard 
made it plain that he felt ICES had seri-
ously underestimated the strength of the 
mackerel stock and had not been able to 
reach a realistic assessment of the popu-
lation’s real size and distribution.

Alongside this view, there is the un-
derstanding that mackerel are voracious 
eaters, preying on the eggs and juveniles 
of the traditional groundfish species that 
other fisheries also rely on.

This year (2011) Mr. Vestergaard 
went a step further and has set a 150,000 
tonne mackerel quota. This is on the ba-
sis that last year’s Faroese share in fact 
reflected only half of what the Faroese 
claim to be a fair proportion. An addi-
tional aspect, which has not been part 
of the official position, however, is the 
belieft that Faroe with its long history 
on this fishery, should not have a smaller 
share than that of Iceland, which is a 
relative newcomer.

As a result, distant-water filleting 
trawlers and shrimpers have lost quota this 
year. However this is expected to be com-
pensated with access to mackerel while, 
undoubtedly, some serious questions are 
being asked about Faroese distant-water 
fisheries. These revolve around the ques-
tion of sacrificing resources in home wa-
ters in exchange for fishing rights else-
where — notably the Barents Sea.

Disaffected voices have been asking 
why a valuable resource in home waters 

has been given away in return for quotas 
that benefit only a small group of fac-
tory vessels under outdated agreements 
that regard blue whiting as an industrial 
catch, not a source of protein for human 
consumption. 

To secure some Barents Sea rights, 
however, a 25,000 tonne share of the 
150,000 tonne Faroese mackerel quota 
for this year has been handed to Russia.

The waters are further muddied by 
growing volatility in the Faroese politi-

EXPORT FOB VALUE IN MILLION DKK 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Chilled seafood 1,026 1,019 1,046 1,144 1,413 1,313
Frozen seafood 1,334 1,519 1,608 1,594 1,665 2,208
Salted seafood 512 479 452 451 335 420
Smoked seafood 40 39 39 27 12 7
Dried seafood 350 475 473 228 170 191
Canned seafood 54 34 15 7 9 8
Otherw. conserved seafood 49 74 139 88 26 59
Other seafood products 1 2 3 2 0 3
Seafood products total 3,366 3641 3,775 3,541 3,630 4209

Other products 220 227 230 782 443 397
Total 3,586 3,868 4,005 4,323 4,073 4,606

Seafood Exports by Quantity and Value / Total Exports by Value and Product Category (exclusive of services and intellectual property)

Export of Fish by Quantity and Value
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cal landscape with Parliamentary elec-
tions firmly expected to be held later this 
year, although this year’s mackerel fish-
ery should be in place before the limbo of 
the electioneering process brings normal 
government business to a halt.

Fisheries issues will undoubtedly be 
prominent during elections in the wake 
of the bankruptcy of Faroe Seafood that 
sent ripples of concern to every corner 
of the Faroese fishing industry, as has 
the growth of foreign interest in Faro-
ese fisheries. In fact, the demise of Faroe 
Seafood has, by some, even been linked 
to the mackerel fishery, as the company 
acted strongly in support of raising the 
Faroese quota and was pitted against 
powerful adversaries while being finan-
cially vulnerable.

As one Faroese shipowner com-
mented: “It’s deeply saddening to see 
that Faroe Seafood, which was Europe’s 
biggest producer of saithe portions, has 
come to nothing.”

FOREIGN CAPITAL:� 
There are a great many 
underlying concerns that 
too many Faroese licenses 
are in effect finding their 
way into foreign hands, 
and memories are long 
enough to go back to the 
1990s when the Faroes went through a 
crisis in both financial and fisheries 
terms.

Opinions are split. Some are de-
lighted that foreign investors are bring-
ing their capital into the Faroes, pointing 
out that while Faroe Seafood went bank-
rupt, the largest share of its business is 
already up and running only a few weeks 
later, and with no need for government 
intervention. In this view, the influx of 
foreign investment is part and parcel of 
a mechanism that demonstrates that the 
industry works well in economic terms, 
with no subsidies. Others are less san-
guine and the opposite viewpoint sees 
large chunks of the only real foreign-
currency earning business going increas-
ingly into the ownership of, for instance, 
Icelandic, Dutch, and Danish companies.

Framherji has ties with Icelandic 
fisheries group Samherji, while Klaksvík 
company JFK had close links with Aker 
in Norway, which subsequently sold its 
share in JFK to Dutch pelagic giant 
Parlevliet en van der Plas (P&P). Some 
immediate changes took place in JFK’s 
structure, including the sale of factory 
trawler Skálaberg and one of P&P’s for-
mer German-registered pelagic vessels 
being flagged to the Faroes. 

Since JFK’s recent purchase of the 
Kósin processing plant, strong links have 
been established with Denmark’s Sirena 
even as a number of groundfish trawlers 
have been acquired.

Meanwhile P&P have bought and 
revamped the Kollafjörður Pelagic fac-
tory after it had been dogged by prob-
lems for years. This move has been widely 
welcomed, as the plant is now up and 
running and generates business for many. 

Big name acquisitions, including 
Framherji’s purchases a few years back 
of factory trawler Vestur vón and subse-
quently pelagic vessel Krún borg (now 
Fagra berg), are often seen as examples 
of overcapitalization being brought to 
the fishing industry, partly because of 
the activities of Icelandic banks in the 
Faroe Islands that came to an end with 
the dramatic economic crash in Iceland 
in 2008.

MAIN SPECIES 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Cod 595,213 637,979 604,829 402,185 525,405
Saithe 573,256 488,149 494,242 573,713 550,045
Salmon 374,320 487,659 816,902 1,202,648 1,338,081
Haddock 318,838 322,231 171,327 99,054 101,948
Monkfish 155,650 126,453 59,602 56,850 71,677
Blue Whiting 170,758 184,367 52,410 30,582 111,062
Herring 122,846 112,270 146,437 177,094 171,998
Mackerel 6,998 204,359 174,749 174,010 280,926
Redfish (Ocean Perch) 131,097 56,560 52,280 44,485 73,864
Shrimp 89,477 88,814 116,609 102,712 90,235
Ling 82,369 75,327 86,322 76,265 100,681

Rainbow Trout 98,858 100,767 137,733 175,082 137,926

Silver Smelt 49,378 50,949 80,144 74,760 134,259
Greenland Halibut 35,782 48,627 67,798 51,597 54,178
Tusk 42,021 45,509 39,276 38,372 56,043

Faroese pelagic vessels  
pair trawling;  
Atlantic mackerel (below).
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For Faroese aquaculture, 
international research and 
development is a priority.

Fiskaaling Pf, við Áir, FO-430 Hvalvík, Faroe islands
Tel. +298 474 747   Fax +298 474 748  
E-Mail: fiskaaling@fiskaaling.fo | www.fiskaaling.fo

At the Aquaculture Research 
Station of the Faroes, we 
aim to provide an active 
research environment in order 
to improve the knowledge 
base and ensure the quality 
and productivity of Faroese 
aquaculture.

In good quality farming, 
fish health and farming 
environment are important 
topics. Therefore research 
within these areas are a 
priority for us.

Our focus is on international research in cooperation 
with other institutions and the fish farming industry. 

Areas of research include: 

• Farming of existing and new species; 
• Gene and biotechnology; 
• Feed, water and production practices;
• Enhancing the quality of farmed fish; 
• Fish health and farming environment; and
• Egg and fry production.

Contact us for more information.

Fiskaaling
Aquaculture Research Station of the Faroes
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COD, HADDOCK, SAITHE 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Cod 595,213 637,979 604,829 402,185 525,405
Chilled whole 80,838 41,627 33,422 34,894 57,228
Frozen whole 5,422 8,734 687 426 10,339
Chilled fillets 12,702 20,255 16,270 19,923 19,877
Frozen fillets 231,030 260,514 227,675 138,596 213,805
Salted fillets 101,915 120,877 175,780 95,583 109,304
Salted split 156,022 175,250 133,785 96,404 112,498
Other 7,284 10,722 17,192 16,358 2,353

Haddock 318,838 322,231 171,327 99,054 101,948
Chilled whole 156,375 126,851 69,270 51,078 63,926
Frozen whole 362 104 90 73 1,268
Frozen fillets 114,347 147,440 77,136 38,572 30,351
Other 47 753 47 836 24,831 9,332 6,403

Saithe 573,256 488,149 494,242 573,713 550,045
Chilled whole 26,305 24,215 10,348 26,988 16,799
Chilled fillets 34,052 50,852 40,338 32,339 34,585
Frozen fillets 326,592 311,111 384,593 441,324 420,148
Salted fillets 97,030 43,443 26,111 38,374 48,728
Other 89,277 58,527 32,822 34,688 29,785

SHRIMP, OTHER 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Shrimp 89,477 88,814 116,609 102,712 90,235
Frozen shell on 61,684 82,087 115,810 102,710 90,124
Canned 27,628 6,727 331 2 110
Other 165 0,2 468 0 0

Other 1,228,657 1,148,540 825,222 693,170 901,140
Chilled whole fish 313,309 271,668 174,394 172,775 198,804
Other chilled seafood 34,258 20,598 17,257 9,630 10,343
Frozen whole fish 109,630 57,944 93,213 56,321 139,516
Whole industrial fish 22,287 33,948 12,808 1,707 30,112
Dried fish meal, feed 427,931 422,262 165,029 79,936 113,460
Frozen fish, n/spec. 138,699 126,130 90,407 74,230 94,557
Other salted seafood 116,259 106,228 112,710 100,191 143,106
Other fish products 66,477 109,761 132,825 174,730 171,242

FARMED SALMON, TROUT 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Salmon 374,320 487,659 816,902 1,202,648 1,338,081
Chilled whole 134,650 251,640 543,851 795,854 803,161
Frozen whole 32,572 54,922 40,826 68,587 69,508
Frozen fillets 195,024 170,253 212,298 303,505 423,931
Smoked fillets 0 0 0 0 26
Other 12,074 10,843 19,927 34,702 41,456

Rainbow Trout 98,858 100,767 137,733 175,082 137,926
Chilled whole 34,657 14,037 13,814 48,320 43,865
Frozen whole 64,034 86,730 123,847 123,149 92,824
Other 168 0 73 3,613 1238

Faroese Seafood Exports FOB Value in DKK 1,000

PELAGIC SPECIES 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Blue whiting 170,758 184,368 52,410 30,582 111,062
Whole, otherw. cons. 43,206 78,279 50,048 17,530 3,795
Frozen split 121,995 95,545 0 0 1
Other 5,557 10,543 2,362 12,415 106,473

Herring 122,846 112,270 146,437 177, 094 171,998
Chilled whole 35,661 76,052 100,770 129,357 53,135
Frozen whole 46,212 16,970 4,377 931 60,238
Frozen fillets 40,629 9,728 13,551 31,598 12,898
Other 345 9,521 27,740 15,207 45,728

Mackerel 69.174 204,360 174,749 174,010 280,926
Chilled whole 67,387 98,468 113,905 66,025 3,728
Other 1,787 105,892 60,844 107,985 277,198

Source: Statistics Faroes

In the protectionist view, the legislation 
that governs ownership of fishing businesses, 
limiting foreign holdings to one-third, has 
been easily circumvented in some cases, pos-
sibly because of a lack of specificity in the law. 
This could clearly have the potential to become 
a politically explosive issue, as some consider-
able volumes of cash have changed hands.

But a movement for change in the Faroes 
may echo many of the developments in neigh-
boring Iceland in the 1990s that resulted in an 
ongoing controversy over the state of the coun-
try’s fisheries. While Iceland opted for a full-
blown, rights-based ITQ (individual trans-
ferable quotas) system that saw hyper-inflated 
values for quotas and a bitter controversy that 
goes on to this day, the Faroe Islands have stuck to its own 
days-at-sea regime that is less easily defined in financial terms. 

That regime, however, is not likely to be applied to pelagic 
fisheries, as these are easier regulated by tonnage compared 
to the more mixed groundfish fisheries. Without a doubt, one 
of the challenges for the political leadership is to define more 
clearly the management of such fishing rights that fall outside 
of the effort management regime.

SQUEEZED COASTAL FLEET:� At the same time, there are 
moves to institute public auctions of fishing rights and in a 
society that relies entirely on fisheries for its wealth and welfare, 
tensions have increased between the rural regions on the one 
hand, where fisheries are paramount, and the Tórshavn area 
on the other with its centres of government administration.

In the crudest sense, this is viewed by the fishing sector 
as the capital making a grab for the fishing industry’s cash, 
particularly as it has been promoted primarily by figures with 
little or no interest in fisheries and largely by sectors of Faroese 
society at the furthest remove from fisheries.

This development follows a Parliamentary resolution years 
ago setting out that any fish in Faroese waters are “the property 
of the Faroese people” — something that had previously not 
been defined and which had simply been taken for granted. 
What some regard as the effective nationalization of the re-
source, reading it as “the property of the Faroese government,” 
remains a source of controversy.

For much of the fishing community, the logic has been 
skewed by bureaucrats with no real understanding of the in-
dustry that underpins the economy as a whole. Some people 

perceive this as a process of reversal of the burden of 
proof, with fishermen being forced to fight for — and 
possibly pay for — the track records that they themselves 
worked hard to create. All of this seems to highlight 
some significant alterations to the Faroese psyche that 
had previously regarded fisheries in general as the cor-
nerstone of the islands’ wealth and welfare.

So the fishing business is certainly going through 
a period of change as some of the players who have 
been at its centre are leaving, but with their fishing 
interests passing to the remaining operators rather than 
to newcomers.

In a parallel development, the inshore fleet is find-
ing itself in increasing difficulties and its eventual future 
is feared by some as being that of the Icelandic inshore 
fleet — subject to heavy-handed restrictions, while 
also squeezed into a vicious circle of rights purchases 
to survive.

While such fears may well be exaggerated, coastal 
fishing has a huge cultural significance in a country 
where it’s a basic right to be able to fish for your own 
table. But with this sector of the fleet under threat, the 
underlying fear is that while the big boys shuffle shares 
between them, not only is a pillar of Faroese culture un-
der threat — the breeding ground for future generations 
of Faroese fishermen could also be at stake. On the other 
hand, most people of these islands seem determined that 
this vital ingredient in the Faroe Islands’ cultural and 
socioeconomic mix is not to be abandoned.

A Leirvík-based coastal fishing boat.
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AS A TINY COUNTRY with a 
strong fishing tradition, the Faroe 

Islands is often quick to adopt new tech-
nologies and policies in key areas relevant 
to fisheries management. Clearly, this is 
a context in which size does matter with 
smallness offering great advantages, as 
the impact of anything implemented 
throughout the North Atlantic island 
nation tends to become known early. 

Combine that with high levels of 
engagement in issues of importance 
among the public and a picture emerg-
es. Fishing and aquaculture figures very 
prominently in the Faroese economy 
and, hence, fisheries related topics oc-
cupy an extremely large proportion of 
public space with lively policy debates 
taking place throughout the year, both 
in popular media and in the Loegting, 
the Faroese Parliament. 

No wonder, then, that last year’s 
Danish presidency of the Nordic Coun-
cil of Ministers chose to let the Faroes 
take the leading role in the Fisheries 
Cooperation, one of a number of areas 
listed in the Council’s policy coopera-
tion framework. Thus, for the first time 
ever, the Faroe Islands in 2010 had the 
presidency of an inter-Nordic policy de-
velopment area. 

A major international conference 
held in September, ‘The Pelagic Com-
plex‘ — one of the main events organized 
by the Nordic Council of Ministers un-
der the Faroese presidency — brought 
scientists, policymakers, and industry 

representatives together from 14 dif-
ferent countries to discuss issues and 
findings with regard to migratory fish 
stocks such as herring, mackerel, and 
blue whiting and how to best manage 
their exploitation.

“The conference attracted a lot of 
interest, due in part to the ongoing 
mackerel dispute,” the then Faroese 
fisheries minister Jacob Vestergaard said 
in a statement, alluding to the mackerel 
controversy between the EU, Norway, 
Iceland, and Faroe. 

“But the actual conference was very 
rewarding,” he added. “I was there for 

most of the conference, and heard and 
saw many good analyses of the situation 
for pelagic stocks, which certainly gave 
food for thought. For instance, what are 
the questions we need to find answers for 
during the next few years, and how shall 
we sort out the distribution key for the 
migratory stocks.” 

The statement from the conference 
organizers continued: “The organizers 
hope the enormous amount of informa-
tion that emerged from the conference 
will be used to further develop the pe-
lagic industry and subsequent opportuni-
ties provided by this industry.”

OBVIOUS ADVANTAGES:� Earlier, in 
June, a workshop attended by scientists 
and fishing interests took on ‘ICES, 
Advice and Decision Processes — with 
an Emphasis on the Faroe Islands as a 
Case.’ The event’s central theme dealt 
with scientific advice with a comparative 
look at management by output (tonnage 
quota) versus effort (days at sea).

“We had a meaningful debate with 
very different viewpoints presented,” said 
Ministry of Fisheries permanent secre-
tary Rógvi Reinert. “We also made a lot 
of new contacts and the fact that we now 
know the names and faces of prominent 
past and present ICES representatives 
makes it possible to continue some of the 
initiatives that were undertaken.”

Mr. Reinert said that a new ses-
sion is underway with the Faroe Marine 
Research Institute, in conjunction with 
ICES, committing to produce a white 
paper that assesses the need to revise 
the scientific advisory process in terms 
of content as well as procedures.

“Putting this item on the agenda 
and moving forward with it is very 
timely and appropriate,” Mr. Reinert 
noted. “Some say we should refine the 
way we phrase our requests for scientific 
advice to receive more relevant advice. 
At least we have taken steps to address 
such questions.” 

Another large conference, ‘Seas 
the Future’ is set to take place on 7-8 
June this year (described in more detail 
elsewhere in this publication) with the 
purpose of highlighting the fisheries and 
maritime sectors, focusing on “prospects 

and challenges for sustainable growth in 
marine-based industries.”

With such obvious advantages as 
reliable catch statistics, the absence 
of discards of marketable fish, and a 
comprehensive knowledge of marine 
ecosystems within their own exclusice 
economic zone, the Faroese are calling 
for adjustments in the way questions of 
sustainability are decided by scientists 
and ecolabels.

Ministry of Fisheries science co-
ordinator Jákup Mørkøre commented: 

“Any credible assessment of sustainability 
should take into consideration the ac-
tual level of control regarding fisheries-
related operations and data. Penetra-
tion of new technologies, compliance of 
rules and regulations, transparency and 
insights into the specifics of fisheries 
including catch statistics, the scientific 
knowledge of domestic marine ecosys-
tems... These parameters place Faroe in 
a league of its own, and we should be 
getting more credit for it.”

Ministry of Fisheries 
PO Box 347, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.fisk.fo 
E-Mail: fisk@fisk.fo 
Tel.: +298 353 030 
Fax: +298 353 035

Acting Minister of Fisheries: 
Johan Dahl

The Minister of Fisheries is 
responsible for fisheries and 
maritime affairs, including marine 
resource management, marine 
research, fisheries inspection, 
marine safety and rescue. 

The Minister is also responsible for 
agriculture and emergency services. 

Policies and regulations are 
coordinated and implemented 
by the Ministry of Fisheries and 
its associated agencies. 

Permanent Secretary: 
Rógvi Reinert

General Secretary: 
Katrina Michelsen

Department of Fisheries 
Director: Andras Kristiansen

Agencies: 
• Faroe Marine Research Institute 
 (Havstovan) 
• Faroe Islands Fisheries Inspection  
(Fiskiveiðieftirlitið)
• Maritime Rescue and 
Coordination Center (MRCC)
• Marine Safety Inspection 
(Trygdarmiðstøðin)
• Contingency and Fire Inspection 
(Tilbúgvingar- og Brunaumsjón Landsins)
• Agriculture Agency (Búnaðarstovan)
• Equal Pay Office  
(Trygdargrunnur Fiskivinnunar)

Stelkur pair trawling with Bakur;
Ministry of Fisheries science coordinator 
Jákup Mørkøre (right);
pelagic vessel bringing in catch (below).

PUTTING FAROESE 
FINGERPRINTS ON 
SUSTAINABILITY 
AGENDA

Helping to make Faroese 
fisheries management stand 
out in inter-Nordic and 
international cooperation efforts: 
unrivaled levels of technical 
control coupled with unmatched 
availability of catch statistics 
and marine ecosystem data.
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IT HAD NOTHING to do, at least 
in theory, with the ‘Pelagic Complex’ 

event, held in the Faroe Islands on 7th 

to 9th September last year. Nonetheless, 
the dispute over the northeast Atlantic 
mackerel fishery made itself present at 
the international conference not just 
through the absence of some of the in-
vited representatives from the EU but 
also as an ongoing controversy frequently 
referenced in the news at that time. 

It turned out a delegation of Scots 
had opted to boycott the 3-day gathering 
of scientists and policymakers as a way of 
demonstrating discontent with the fact 
that the Faroe Islands and Iceland had 
set themselves higher catch limits than 
their Norwegian and EU partners were 
willing to accept in the joint Coastal 
States management plan.

Organized by the Nordic Council 
of Ministers under the Faroese presi-
dency of the Fisheries Cooperation, 

The Pelagic Complex brought together 
people from 14 different countries to 
present and discuss findings relevant to 
the science-based management of pe-
lagic fisheries in the northeast Atlantic 
region — featuring highly migratory fish 
species including herring, mackerel, blue 
whiting, and to a degree, capelin and 
sand eel.

Changes in the distribution and 
productivity of some species can be 
dramatic, as witnessed with the boom-
ing mackerel stock which has become 
increasingly abundant in Faroese and 
Icelandic waters, presenting major chal-
lenges to the joint management effort. 

But just how long the now duly noted 
changes have been underway is a ques-
tion that no-one seems to be able to 
answer. 

As these fish species tend to com-
pete for food and space, signs are the 
three main pelagic stocks can hardly 
exist together in peak condition simul-
taneously.

A few years back when the blue 
whiting fishery was at its height, mack-
erel appeared to be less abundant, es-
pecially in the northwestern corner of 
the northeast Atlantic. Whether the re-
cent decline of blue whiting was caused 
by overfishing or, rather, by the rise of 

mackerel — or vice versa, that its col-
lapse made mackerel surge — was but 
one of a number of questions considered 
at the conference. What seems clear, 
however, is that either blue whiting or 
herring, or both species, are now being 
squeezed in result of the dominance of 
mackerel.

SINGULAR APPROACH:� “We don’t 
know how long this mackerel boom will 
last,” Jacob Vestergaard, the then Faroese 
minister of fisheries said after the confer-
ence. “What we do know is that, sooner 
or later, it’s going to give way to a com-
peting species. Yet nobody knows 

whether, in a few years time, the fish will 
be found mostly in Faroese, Icelandic, 
Norwegian, or EU waters.”

At the core of the mackerel con-
flict lie the claims of the Faroese and 
the Icelandic that their share of a joint 
quota should reflect the latest distribu-
tion pattern of the species.

Mr. Vestergaard added: “The con-
ference brought up a whole lot of per-
spectives and one of the items to consider 
is whether we should try and look at the 
allocation issue from an entirely different 
angle. Perhaps it’s time all of the coun-
tries involved in the northeast Atlantic 
pelagic fisheries agree on a way to treat 
the three main commercial species as 
one biomass and develop a method of 
sharing that pool rather than focusing 
on each single species. That would give 
room for fluctuations within the individ-
ual stocks without necessarily disrupting 
the overall balance of the management 
and allocation framework — perhaps 
it might prevent disputes in the future. 
That’s one of the ideas that we’d like to 
take a closer look at.”

Former longtime managing direc-
tor of the Faroe Marine Research Insti-
tute, Hjalti í Jákupsstovu, chairman of 
the committee that organized The Pe-
lagic Complex, said that the conference 
had brought up “many relevant questions” 
but worried that little serious follow-up 

may ensue as long as the mackerel dis-
pute continues.

“We’re very pleased with the confer-
ence and the feedback from participants 
has been very positive,” he said. 

“There were many relevant ques-
tions that were brought up during the 
sessions and the fact that scientists from 
several fields participated — hydrogra-
phers, marine biologists, economists, 
and sociologists — made it very special 
and inspiring. But I’m afraid we’re not 
going to see much happening before 
the mackerel dispute has been settled. 
On the other hand, it really shouldn’t 
be impossible for the coastal countries 
to agree on how to responsibly manage 
these shared resources.”

POOLING PELAGIC STOCKS TO SOLVE DISPUTES? Pelagic Complex 
International Conference

Organizing Committee Chairman:  
Hjalti í Jákupsstovu

www.PelagicComplex.com

Ministry of Fisheries 
Bókbindaragøta 8, PO Box 347 
FO-110 Tórshavn

Tel. +298 353 030 
Fax +298 353 035

The Faroese are looking to suggest 
radical reform of the distribution 
keys used in Coastal States 
management of migratory fish 
stocks — by grouping herring, 
mackerel, and blue whiting 
together into a single complex to 
defuse disputes.

Faroese vessel pumping in a catch of 
herring in Icelandic waters;
a shoal of mackerel (opposite bottom);
Hjalti í Jákupsstovu, former managing 
director of the Faroe Marine Research 
Institure (below).
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SINCE HER arrival in late 2009, the 
Norðborg has continued to impress 

every observer of Klaksvík’s queen-of-
the-seas trawler. The advantage of the 
ship, the world’s most highly developed 
pelagic processing vessel, lies in a series 
of features that include a meticulously 
thought-out design along with some less 
visible elements. With a gross 237 mil-
lion dkk (32m eur) worth of sales made 
in 2010, Norðborg is expected to deliver 
a similar level of performance this year.

The fact that almost one-fourth of 
the value of last year’s catch originated 
from fish meal and marine oil made of 
factory offcuts might be seen as one, but 
certainly not the only, symbol of the 
Norðborg concept of full utilization of 
all catches.

Behind the remarkably smooth 
operations of fishing, processing, stor-
age, marketing, logistics, and sales, lies a 
whole philosophy of sustainability, effec-
tiveness, and transparency — reflected in 
an integrated, computerized quality and 
traceability system. Linking activities at 
sea with those at the office ashore, the 
system organizes data related to every 

fishing trip and every catch with a wealth 
of details attached, making every end 
product unit backtrackable through a 
unique identifying code.

Said Eyðun Rasmussen, managing 
director of Hvalnes (a.k.a. Christian í 
Grótinum), the Norðborg’s owner and 
operator: “This system is based on stan-
dard quality and traceability software 
however customized to meet our par-
ticular needs and requirements. The idea 
is full utilization of data in an integrated, 
transparent system that makes our op-
erations more effective, both on board 
the vessel and here at the office.”

“Having full traceability for every 
catch makes a tremendous difference 
for effective and efficient operations 
throughout the entire business,” said 
Pól Huus Sólstein, managing partner of 
Atlantic Pelagic Faroe, the company that 
takes care of sales on behalf of Norðborg. 

“This provides us with an incredible 
level of control with the result that prod-
uct complaints are virtually non-existent, 
as we now have full overview of poten-
tial issues and are able to communicate 
much more effectively with our clients 
as well as our fishermen. It also makes 
logistics much easier and quicker as we 
know exactly what we are dealing with 
even before the ship arrives here.”

FATTY MACKEREL:� Considering the 
Norðborg’s capability to process all of its 
catch on board while turning offcuts into 
high quality fishmeal and marine oil, the 
vessel can be seen as a prototype em-

bodying the ultimate in fishing and pro-
cessing versatility, operational indepen-
dence, and time efficiency.

“We have a high degree of flexibil-
ity with regard to fishing and process-
ing as well as marketing and sales,” Mr. 
Rasmussen noted.

Much has been said in praise of 
the Norðborg’s deck layout for trawling 
and purse seining, the processing plant, 
and the refrigerated fish room which 
can hold 1,400 tonnes of frozen prod-
ucts, in addition to the 1,230m3 RSW 
(refrigerated sea water) tank capacity for 
fresh fish. Then there’s the fish meal and 

WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED FISHING OPERATION

marine oil factory along with storage fa-
cilities for those products.

“Our meal and oil is a product cate-
gory that has a high potential for upward 
movement,” Mr. Sólstein said. “The raw 
material is kept absolutely fresh through-
out the process and the end product we 
offer is therefore of a higher quality than 
can be obtained from onshore factories.”

Fish for human consumption, how-
ever, remains by far the most valuable 
part of the business with herring, mack-
erel, blue whiting, and capelin generat-
ing sales of some 180m dkk (24m eur) 
alongside the 57m dkk (8m eur) or so 

brought in by meal and oil. Herring fil-
lets, single or butterfly, skinless or skin-
on, represent a major product category, 
along with headed and gutted mackerel. 
Other categories include whole frozen 
herring, mackerel, blue whiting, and 
capelin. 

“The factory allows for quite a num-
ber of options,” Mr. Rasmussen added. 

“Not counting meal and oil, we basically 
offer some 20 different products with the 
species we catch and the current con-
figuration of equipment.”

That helps keep the 3-strong sales-
force busy year round. 

“Mackerel caught in Faroese waters 
came up as a new product last year,” said 
Mr. Sólstein. “Everybody used to catch 
it off Norway and land it there during 
winter; but all of a sudden thousands of 
tonnes of Faroese mackerel caught in 
May hit the markets.”

Mr. Rasmussen said: “At first we 
worried over the fact that the Faroese 
mackerel is more fatty; but that didn’t 
turn out to be the big issue we’d ex-
pected.”

Christian í Grótinum 
Klaksvíksvegur 77, FO 700 Klaksvík

www.cig.fo 
E-Mail: cig@cig.fo 
Tel.: +298 475611 
Fax: +298 475610

Managing Directors:  
Kristian Martin Rasmussen 
Eyðun Rasmussen 
Directors:  
Jón Rasmussen 
Bogi Rasmussen

Sales & Marketing: Pól Huus Sólstein

Fishing vessel owner and operator, 
exporter of seafood and fish meal. 
Species: herring, mackerel, horse 
mackerel, capelin, blue whiting.

Combined purse seiners/pelagic trawlers: 
Norðborg KG 689 (2,351 GT) 
Christian í Grótinum KG 690 (1,920 GT) 

An integrated traceability and quality system that links fishing and 
processing data with logistics and sales, together with an unmatched 
design for full utilization of catch, may help explain Norðborg’s 
compelling success story.
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Managing director Eyðun Rasmussen;
catching blue whiting (opposite bottom);
Norðborg trawling (below).

http://www.cig.fo
mailto:cig@cig.fo
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THE LARGEST pelagic fishing en-
terprise in the Faroe Islands, Varðin 

has joined forces with Framherji and 
Iceland’s Samherji to take over a sizable 
section of Faroe Seafood’s assets follow-
ing the bankruptcy of the former giant 
in the groundfish business.

Through their new joint venture 
christened Faroe Origin, the companies 
have together put 274 million dkk into 
buying the failed group’s six pair trawlers 
with their licenses as well as the pro-
cessing facilities at Vestmanna, Vágur, 
Runavík and Toftir.

According to Dávid Jacobsen, the 
Varðin engineer who is the company’s 
acting director alongside Framherji’s 
managing director Anfinn Olsen, plenty 
of innovative ideas are being considered 
for the new company.

Faroe Origin’s new sales organiza-
tion is located in the Runavík offices, on 
the top floor of the former Faroe Sea-
food processing plant. Together with the 
saltfish facility a few kilometers away, at 
Toftir, this is where the bulk of the busi-
ness will be centered.

The takeover deal brings under 
Faroe Origin ownership three of the 
most modern and successful pair teams 

operating anywhere in the North At-
lantic.

The fleet’s history goes back to the 
Beta trawlers that came to the Faroe Is-
lands in the early 1970s and were rigged 
for pair trawling to beat the sudden and 
massive fuel price increases of the mid-
1970s. Even when the fuel price fell back 
to a more reasonable level, pair trawling 
had been shown to be so efficient that 
the company decided to stick with it. A 
decade ago Beta embarked on a rebuild-
ing program, eventually replacing four 
elderly pair teams with a fleet of three 
new pairs that today consists of two cus-
tom-built pairs, constructed in Vigo, the 
Stelkur/Bakur and Rókur/Lerkur pairs, 
plus the Heykur and Falkur sister ves-
sels that were bought second-hand and 
converted to work as a pair team.

The six trawlers will continue to 
supply the Faroe Origin processing 
plants with predominantly saithe catches, 
plus smaller amounts of by-catches such 
as cod and tusk.

According to Mr. Jacobsen, the 
focus of Faroe Origin’s production will 
be on frozen and fresh saithe produced 
at the Runavík factory for markets in 
France and Germany. The Toftir plant 
is expected to concentrate on processing 
cod, tusk and ling, primarily on saltfish 
production for traditional markets in the 
Mediterranean region; the possibility of 
producing fresh fillets and portions is 
likewise being considered.

‘WE WANT TO KEEP THEM’:� “We al-
ready have an infrastructure,” Mr. 

Jacobsen said, “but there are going to be 
some changes. The Runavík processing 
plant continues to produce block frozen 
saithe but we are looking carefully at 
moving into fresh portions as well. As 
for Toftir, producing fresh fillets or por-
tions of cod, tusk and ling is also some-
thing that we’re considering for direct 
exports to the UK.”

FAROE ORIGIN HITS THE GROUND RUNNING
Joint venture Faroe Origin puts former Faroe Seafood facilities in 

Runavík and Toftir at the center of processing activities, adding fresh 
products to the mix while keeping trawlers focused on saithe.

Mr. Jacobsen added: “At the mo-
ment we’re working out how to integrate 
fresh and frozen production, possibly by 
running two ten-hour shifts in each 24-
hour period with a two-hour cleaning 
down period in between; that way we 
could run alternate shifts on fresh and 
frozen production, utilizing the same fil-
leting lines for both. Another possibility 
is having two parallel lines dedicated for 
frozen and fresh respectively and run-
ning both simultaneously.”

Efficiency is one of the primary 
focus points in reorganizing produc-
tion, Mr. Jacobsen said. With a close 
working relationship between Framherji 
and its Icelandic partners, Faroe Origin 
representatives have looked carefully at 

some of the seafood production plants 
in Iceland. 

“We’re certain that smarter manage-
ment is the key to greater effectiveness,” 
Mr. Jacobsen said, noting that Faroe 
Origin is investigating ways of getting 
more out of each shift without increas-
ing workloads and demands on the 
company’s staff, virtually all of whom 
are former employees who opted to stay 
on under the new ownership. 

“Minimizing the need for breaks in 
production is one of a few key issues,” 
he said. 

“It’s vital to ensure that the produc-
tion plant is also a comfortable place to 
work, so we want to improve staff fa-
cilities with a new canteen and provide 

more amenities for the staff, such as easy 
internet access at work so that people can 
do errands like paying a bill at the bank 
without having to leave the building.” 

Mr. Jacobsen added: “We were for-
tunate to be able to keep the key staff 
with their intimate knowledge of the 
machinery and processes, and we want 
to keep them.”

Acting managing director Dávid Jacobsen 
with production manager Jens Pauli 
Petersen outside the Runavík facility;
processing saithe at Runavík (bottom left);
pair team Heykur-Falkur (bottom centered);
Stelkur hauling in catch (bottom right).

Faroe Origin 
Fiskivinnuhavnin, FO-620 Runavík

E-Mail: david@vardin.fo 
Tel.: +298 200 600 
Fax: +298 200 601

Acting MD: Dávid Jacobsen 
Acting MD: Anfinnur Olsen

Fishing company and seafood processor 
with main focus on delivering top quality 
products from saithe and whitefish.

6 fully owned trawlers; 
3 processing plants.

Fresh and frozen products from 
saithe. Fresh and wet salted 
products from cod, ling and tusk.

Pair trawlers (464 GT):  
Bakur FD 1201 and Stelkur FD 1202

Pair trawlers (610 GT):  
Rókur FD 1205 and Lerkur FD 1206

Pair trawlers (665 GT):  
Falkur FD 1204 and Heykur FD 1203
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TOFTIR-BASED Framherji may 
have an unassuming presence in its 

modest offices overlooking the quayside. 
But this is a significant player in the 
Faroese fishing industry and one of the 
vessel owners that has seen the most 
dramatic expansion over the last decade.

Framherji’s total sales for 2010 
came to 215 million dkk (29m eur), 
with most of that revenue brought in by 
pelagic vessel Fagraberg and filleting 
trawler Vesturvón. Over the course of 
the year Fagraberg performed margin-
ally better than Vesturvón in financial 
terms, according to managing director 
Anfinn Olsen.

The acquisition of the two vessels in 
2005 set the pace and put Framherji at 
the centre of both groundfish and pelagic 
sectors of the Faroese fishing industry. 

Indeed, with the investments 
amounting to as much as an uncon-
firmed 600m dkk (80m eur), financially 
sound management was required from 

the very beginning, and perhaps a wee 
bit of luck as well.

It was going to take a few years of 
good financial results for the pressure to 
ease off with the debt brought down to 
make the company less sensitive to hikes 
in interest rates. 

“We were lucky to get sensible con-
tracts in place before the current down-
turn in the financial markets,” as Mr. 
Olsen noted back in 2008. 

Overall, both vessels have met ex-
pectations with good fishing, few disrup-
tions, and operations generally running 
smoothly with few disruptions, provid-
ing a healthy cash flow to pay down fi-
nancial obligations. 

But as the pelagic business began 
to experience trouble a couple of years 
ago with the decline of blue whiting, 
Framherji found itself forced, in 2010, 
to dispose of its smaller pelagic vessel 
Høgaberg.

Framherji originally joined the 

pelagic business back in 1997 with the 
purchase of purser-trawler Jón Sigurðs-
son, which later was replaced by Høga-
berg. With the acquisition of Krúnborg, 
renamed Fagraberg, the company could 
consolidate its position with two pelagic 
fishing licenses combined and a large, 
powerful and well-equipped vessel.

NEW INVESTMENTS:� Today, things are 
changing again with the new mackerel 
fishery in Faroese waters while blue 
whiting has virtually disappeared as a 
targeted fishery for the time being.

A side-effect of the international 
controversy over mackerel quotas has 
been that relations with Russia, which 
were rather frosty a year ago, are seen 
to improve with a Faroese-Russian deal 

STAYING ON TOP
Framherji’s fishing vessels Fagraberg and Vesturvón continue 
to perform well amid changes in the pelagic fishing industry and 
concerns over Faroe-Norwegian trade relations.

that gives the Russian fleet mackerel in 
Faroese waters.

Norway, meanwhile, has closed ac-
cess to its waters to the Faroese freezer 
trawlers, leaving Framherji’s Vesturvón 
with its only access to Barents Sea cod 
in the Russian zone.

“Last year we saw cod prices fall and 
naturally this was nothing we’d wish for, 
but more recently there has been an im-
provement in prices,” Mr. Olsen said.

“The loss of the 5,000 tonne joint 
whitefish quota in the Norwegian sector 
of the Barents Sea is a concern and we 
now only have the quota in the Russian 
sector, which gives the Faroese fleet a 
total 12,500 tonnes of whitefish there.

“So we are hoping to see an improve-
ment in trade relations with Norway.”

As to cod fishing in domestic waters, 
this year Framherji has made changes to 
its fleet with its static gear vessel Stapin 
sold to Norwegian operator Hansen 
Rederi in Tromsø, where it has been 
renamed Tromsøy and is operating as a 
longliner/gillnetter. It has been replaced 
by the former Eystnes FD-750,which is 
optimized for fresh fish landings rather 
than its operation being based around 
freezing capacity, as was the case with 
the old Stapin. This makes the new 
Stapin a more economic vessel for the 
purpose of longlining for whitefish to 
land fresh.

The new Stapin is expected to land 
fish for a similar amount as its predeces-
sor, or about 15 m dkk (2m eur) per year, 
however at a lower operating cost. 

In a separate development, Fram-
herji, together with its Icelandic partner 
Sam herji and pelagic fishing company 
Varðin in Gøta, has launched Faroe 
Origin to run the three former Faroe 
Seafood pair teams and four processing 
facilities to produce groundfish products 
for fresh, frozen and saltfish markets.

Faroe Origin’s purchase of Faroe 
Seafood’s main assets brought to an 
end a period of uncertainty, answering 
a great many questions over the future 
of the trawlers and factories.

“This is of course a large investment 
and we are very keen that it should prove 
a successful venture,” Mr. Olsen com-
mented on the deal.
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Framherji
Toftagjógv 6, FO-650 Toftir

E-Mail: framherji@framherji.fo 
Tel.: +298 447 617

Managing Director:  
Anfinn Olsen

Fishing vessel ownership and 
operations, suppliers of fish and 
seafood products, business holdings.

Fillet freezer trawler:  
‘Vesturvón’ (2,114 GT)

Pelagic trawlers/purse seiners:  
‘Fagraberg’ (2,832 GT)

Longliner:  
‘Stapin’ (466 GT)

Frozen-at-sea products: Fillets of cod, 
haddock and other groundfish species; 
‘jap-cut’ redfish. Fresh iced products: 
Whole round gutted or filleted cod, 
haddock, other groundfish. Pelagic: 
Herring, blue whiting, capelin, mackerel.  

Partly owned subsidiaries: 
Faroe Origin — fishing, seafood processing 
Bergfrost — cold storage facility

UK seafood trading company:  
Seagold, Hull

Fagraberg arriving at Fuglafjørður; Vesturvón discharging frozen seafood to Berg frost (opposite).

mailto:framherji@framherji.fo
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THERE WAS GOOD reason be-
hind the awarding of the House of 

Industry’s 2010 Company of the Year 
prize to seafood manufacturer Tavan. 
Located in the fishing village of Leirvík, 
Tavan has experienced stable growth 
from its humble beginnings to now rank 
as the world’s top producer of minced 
silver smelt, generating a turnover of 100 
million dkk (13.4m eur) last year, at a 
profit of 10 percent.

With the Frost processing facility 
involuntarily — and perhaps unnecessar-
ily — closed in result of the Faroe Islands’ 
financial meltdown in the early 1990s, 
the mood was grim as Leirvík’s biggest 
employer was placed under liquidation 
despite making a modest profit. 

Frost had been forced into becom-
ing part of the United Seafood umbrella, 
which had been devised by the political 
authority in conjunction with the then 
banking monopoly to consolidate the 

Faroese fish processing industry. Worse, 
the powers that be had deemed the Frost 
plant unfit to play an active part in the 
new seafood industry, shutting it down 
with no plans of reopening in the fore-
seeable future.

But the people of Leirvík were not 
going to sit idly by, as Tavan’s manag-

ing director and co-owner Joen Magnus 
Rasmussen recalls.

“Me and Ingvar Joensen used to 
work at Frost and like all the other em-
ployees we’d been made redundant,” he 
says. “So we wanted to do something 
about the situation and were joined 
by two local businessmen, Osmund 
Justinussen and Jógvan Elias Joensen, to 
form a new company with the aim of get-
ting the facility up and running again.”

That new company, named Tavan, 
obtained a leasing contract with United 
Seafood to use the Frost premises on 
condition of avoiding certain fish species 
as a non-competition clause. Three years 
on, however, Tavan was able to purchase 
the processing plant to develop the busi-
ness in accordance with their own pref-
erences.

ONE SHIPLOAD A DAY:�  “Prior to the 
closure of Frost, we’d been involved in 
experiments with f ish mince,” Mr. 
Rasmussen says. “The species of choice 
for this purpose was silver smelt and the 
results had proven encouraging; there-
fore our idea for the new company was 
to start producing minced silver smelt 
on a commercial basis.”

With Mr. Rasmussen himself in 
charge of sales, an outreach effort was 
directed at Norwegian and Swedish 
seafood buyers and before long, the first 
orders were shipped.

“We managed to pursuade a few 
buyers, especially in Norway, to test 

FROM ROCK BOTTOM  
TO TOP OF THE WORLD      
Founded in 1994 to secure local jobs in the face of crisis, Leirvík’s Tavan has developed to become the world’s 
leading manufacturer of minced silver smelt, shipping 10,000 tonnes per year to Scandinavian supermarkets.

our product by initially ordering small 
quantities,” Mr. Rasmussen says. “They 
quickly provided valuable feedback, 
which helped us early on to bring prod-
uct quality into alignment with their 
requirements. The biggest order of that 
period was a container full of fish mince 
and, by the way, that buyer remains our 
best client to date.”

Tavan’s by far largest market is still 
Norway, followed by Sweden, with Ger-

many and France trailing. While blocks 
of frozen silver smelt mince are clearly 
the number one seller, individually quick 
frozen saithe loins represent another 
primary product with roe and blocks of 
saithe in the periphery.

The Faroese silver smelt fishery 
takes place within the half-year period 
spanning from April to September. Dur-
ing this period, Tavan’s processing lines 
are kept very busy, usually 20 hours a 

day, 6 days a week, producing more than 
10,000 tonnes of mince on an annual ba-
sis. On a daily basis during the season, 
that means one shipload of silver smelt, 
approximately 100 tonnes go through 
the mincing process. For the remainder 
of the year, saithe occupies the filleting 
machines running about eight hours a 
day to process about 2,000 tonnes of 
loins, or 20 tonnes per working day.

Most important, Mr. Rasmussen 
says, is delivering top quality.

“Our main clients are supermarkets 
who use our fish mince to produce ready-
made meals and other value added prod-
ucts for the retail market. They are happy 
with our product and praise its superior 
quality, which of course is a source of 
both pride and responsibility for us.”

Only six fishing vessels have the 
license to catch silver smelt in Faroese 
waters and half of them have long been 
loyal suppliers to Tavan. The owners 
of Stjørnan and Polarhav, two of those 
trawlers, also hold significant shares in 
Tavan.

Together with others, Tavan is 
working on a plan to achieve Marine 
Stewardship Council accrediation for 
the Faroese silver smelt fishery, accord-
ing to Mr. Rasmussen.

Tavan 
Kulibakki, FO-520 Leirvík

Tel.: +298 443355 
E-Mail: joanmagnus@tavan.fo

Processor and exporter of seafood 
products, fresh and frozen, specializing in 
minced silver smelt and loins of saithe.

Managing Director:  
Joen Magnus Rasmussen

Managing director Joen Magnus Rasmussen; 
processing silver smelt (opposite top);
hand cutting loins of saithe (opposite bottom).
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WHEN IT comes to fresh seafood sourced 

from the northeast Atlantic, specialist 

trader Landshandilin has long delivered 

thousands of tonnes per year to markets 

around the world. Sourcing its produce 

from the Faroe Islands, and lately also from 

the United Kingdom, Lands handilin has 

been sending whole Atlantic salmon, fil-

lets of saithe, redfish, and monkfish tails 

to overseas clients every week for 25 years.

According to managing partner and 

sales director Finn Rasmussen, shipments 

have been growing with sourcing partners 

in the UK recently joining in to help in-

crease Landhandilin’s supply base.

“We’ve always placed heavy empha-

sis on delivery speed and reliability and a 

healthy dose of flexibility,” Mr. Rasmussen 

said. “Not long ago we needed to improve 

our capability to handle more frequent 

orders and therefore started working with 

suppliers in the UK to complement our 

Faroese and Icelandic sourcing channels. 

The results have been encouraging.”

While most of Landshandilin’s clients 

come from Europe, Africa, the United 

States, and Russia, the company trades 

with all parts of the world.

“Most of our clients are very loyal 

and have been with for a long time” Mr. 

Rasmussen said. 

“Everyone is unique so it’s important 

for us to be always responsive and willing 

to go the extra mile to satisfy their needs 

in the best possible way.” 

With its vast experience and extensive 

expertise, Landshandilin is known to be 

strong in managing sales, procurements, 

and logistics. As an independent trader 

able to maintain good working relation-

ships with a large number of source sup-

pliers, the company has developed effective  

methods of coordinating deals on the right 

terms, said managing partner and finance 

director Niclas Rasmussen.

“We’re well known in the industry and 

we work closely with fish processors, opera-

tors of fishing vessels, and fish farmers to 

secure the best quality and price. Because 

of that we’re able to respond quickly and 

precisely to customers’ requests, meet their 

specifications, and deliver on target.”

Mr. Rasmussen added that all prod-

ucts from Landshandilin originate from 

sustainable and responsibly managed re-

sources in the North Atlantic. 

“We get our seafood from waters that 

are among the cleanest and richest in the 

world,” he said. “Fisheries and aquaculture 

are rigorously regulated here.” 

BUOYANT TRADER KEEPS 
FRESH FISH A-COMING
Landshandilin has long worked with vessel owners and seafood processors 
in the Faroe Islands and now the UK as well, to send tonnes of fresh 
produce to international clients — every week in the last 25 years.

Landshandilin
PO Box 17, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.landshandilin.fo 
E-Mail: lanhan@post.olivant.fo 
Tel.: +298 311 385 
Fax: +298 313 556

Managing owners:   
Finn Rasmussen — Sales Director 
Niclas Rasmussen — Finance Director

Independent trading company. 

Main species — fresh: Atlantic salmon, 
Arctic char, saithe (coley/Boston 
bluefish), redfish (ocean perch) monkfish, 
turbot, halibut. Frozen: Atlantic salmon, 
silver smelt. Wet salted: saithe.

Export markets: USA, Europe, Russia.

The Faroe Islands Fisheries Inspection monitors all fishing 
activities within the 200 mile Faroese exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ). This includes fish farming and landing of fish, shellfish 
and crustaceans within the area as well as the activities of 
Faroese fishing vessels in foreign waters. It’s our job to:

• Ensure that all Faroe Islands fishing laws and regulations are observed;

• Help Faroese and foreign vessels in need of towage or pumping assistance;

• Conduct pollution inspection and control inside the Faroese EEZ including clearing up oil pollution;

• Inspect safety equipment on vessels;

• Train cadets in navigation;

• Operate a diving school and provide for treatment of the 
bends; 

• Provide information to fishermen.

FiskiveiðieFtirlitið
Faroe Islands Fisheries Inspection

Anytime.

Expect us.

Yviri við Strond 3, PO Box 1238, FO-110 Tórshavn  |  www.fve.fo  |  Email: fve@fve.fo  |  Tel +298 311 065  |  Fax +298 313 981

O
p
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Left to right, managing partners  
Niclas and Finn Rasmussen (above);
Atlantic salmon (left).
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 THE SEA:
TRADITION

MEETS 
NEW 

TRENDS

THE MARITIME services business in the Faroe Islands ap-
pears to be developing by leaps and bounds with expectations 
rising of a new major sector in the economy. Growing demand 
for goods and services to support the booming mackerel fish-
ery, for example, is seen to combine with an increasing need 

to facilitate merchant shipping in all aspects of business.
Assuming the trend continues, the growing number of international 

vessels in the FAS open ship registry represents an important factor in 
driving demand for relevant management and consulting services. At the 
same time key infrastructure developments could create new business op-
portunities for ports and shipping, as discussed in the following pages.

While maritime services are diversifying to become more refined and 
targeted for international business, the general level of interest in the sector 
increases with a growing number of young people signing up for professional 
training at the Centre of Maritime Studies and Engineering. 

There is an ongoing debate on whether to change navigation and en-
gineering courses to become compatible with standard degree programs 
and what that might imply. While some argue that the courses should be 
converted to become part of Bachelors and Masters programs, others make 
the point that this could increase focus on academic learning at the expense 
of practical skills crucial to real-life situations at sea.

Eirikur Norðberg, who started his training as machine engineer in the 
Faroes but had to complete it elsewhere, commended the technical level of 
the Faroese course however recommended that it be adjusted to become 
more similar to its Danish equivalent, which would turn it into a Bachelor 
degree course with an optional access course for those without sufficient 
academic qualifications to apply.

EMPLOYMENT:� Meanwhile Eyðun Johannesen, a Faroese skipper with 
many years of experience from Europe and North America, warned against 
adopting the model currently used in Norwegian maritime education. “I’ve 
had to deal with officers at sea who simply didn’t have a practical under-
standing of how things actually work on the deck of a ship,” he said. “Some 
people don’t seem to realize just how potentially dangerous that is.”

Another point put forward by industry representatives is that the current 
format of the Faroese maritime education program has a proven track record 
for producing high quality officers — and that its innate competitiveness 
could be brought to market through making it available in an international-
ized, English-language version.

So while allegedly one-fourth of all sea officers in the Danish merchant 
fleet are Faroese, many of them become expatriates for the simple reason that 
once they decide to go ashore and find a job that matches their qualifications, 
they cannot find meaningful employment in the Faroe Islands.

This could be about to change, however, with the pace of development 
occurring in the Faroese maritime sector nowadays. 

With growing awareness of 
maritime business opportunities 
in the Faroes, progress in the 
open ship registry and related 
developments could lead to 
major advances in merchant 
shipping — and give expatriates 
new reason to return.

By Búi Tyril

MARITIME SERVICES
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INCREASED CATCH quotas for 
mackerel in the Faroese EEZ have, 

together with good fishing off North Af-
rica and in the Pacific region, triggered 
demand for specially designed mackerel 
gear from fishing gear major Vónin. To 
meet the need for pelagic gear as fisher-
ies get underway in the summer, Vónin 
has adapted its mackerel trawl designs 
for vessels across the range from 500 hp 
all the way up to 10,000 hp.

According to Jógvan S. Jacobsen, in 
charge of Vónin’s pelagic sales, there has 
been an upswing in pelagic activity in 
the Faroe Islands with more than just 
the established operators now getting a 
share of the mackerel fishery, and this 
extends to smaller inshore trawlers. 

On the quayside at Fuglafjørður, 
home to Vónin’s pelagic division, the 
fishmeal plant and the cold store ensure a 
constant traffic of pelagic fishing vessels 
in and out of the bustling port. Expand-
ed production elsewhere, at Kollafjørður, 
is likewise expected to become a strong 
incentive for vessels to land in the Faroe 
Islands, which in turn could bring Vónin 
more business from foreign vessels.

“We have been working more than 
ever on mackerel trawls,” Mr. Jacobsen 

said. “In fact it’s practically a new line 
of business. If you go back a few years, 
only those fishing horse mackerel in the 
Pacific were using this specialized gear. 
Then last year every Faroese trawler was 
on mackerel, using herring gear. Well, 
now things have changed.” 

Meanwhile Vónin scored a coup last 
year by taking on a new head of research 
and development in the shape of Kristian 
Zachariassen, who was persuaded to 
leave the Faroe Marine Research Insti-
tute to bring his expertise to Vónin.

The Faroese mackerel fishery is cen-

tered around pelagic trawling rather than 
purse seining, unlike mackerel fishing 
in Norway which exclusively uses purse 
seines.

Mr. Jacobsen said: “This is a new 
fishery as mackerel has always been win-
ter fishing before, with tight marks that 
can be taken with a purse seine, or with 
trawl gear if the marks sit deeper. But 
over the summer the mackerel are close 
to the surface and too widely dispersed 
for purse seining to be an option. Instead, 
a trawl method developed, and this is 
specifically a mode of pair trawling that 

Fishing gear manufacturer 
Vónin has designed a range of 
pelagic trawls of all sizes to meet 
growing demand from the new 
summer mackerel fishery in the 
Faroese exclusive economic zone.

has evolved with gear that doesn’t need 
a huge vertical opening. Thirty meters 
is enough.”

ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY:� Vónin’s 
experience in developing trawls for fish-
ing close to the surface has finally come 
home, as they have worked extensively 
on this type of gear in the past, but only 
for distant fisheries such as for sardi-
nella and other species off Western 
Africa.

Mr. Jacobsen attributed the out-
standing results from pair trawling partly 

to the different noise signatures of pair 
teams that aren’t fishing directly in line 
with the shoals they are targeting.

“The pair trawling method here 
makes it easier to keep the gear high in 
the water and tends to edge fish into the 
net, instead of having the marks run-
ning scared ahead of single trawler and 
its gear spread with a pair of doors. Al-
though the fish are abundant and those 
who have been working solo have done 
well, there is a remarkable difference. 
Pair gear catches five to six times more 
than a trawl of the same size towed by a 
single trawler.” 

As far as concerns the Faroese 
fishing fleet, purse seining is limited to 
capelin and an occasional mackerel shot. 
Accordingly, Fuglafjørður pelagic ves-
sel Jupiter took delivery of a new Vónin 
purse seine ahead of this year’s capelin 
season and was quickly able to take its 
full quota.

“The fishing took place through 
some bad weather and we had no gear 
damage, even with shots of 1100 tonnes, 
and we didn’t have to worry about bust-
ing the net or losing it under the surface,” 
skipper Finnbjørn Mikkelsen reported.

Jupiter’s purse seine is in fact a 
particularly robust set of gear designed 
in cooperation with skipper Mikkelsen, 
with a corkline double-rigged with 
10-liter floats and the body of the gear 
constructed in twine sizes two grades 
heavier than normal.

Although Vónin’s technicians have 
decades of purse seine experience, this 

method is becoming increasingly used 
for only specific applications such as 
capelin, with  developments in trawl 
technology replacing some purse sein-
ing activity.

“For years there has been a tradition 
of purse-caught fish fetching higher pric-
es at auction in Norway and Denmark,” 
Mr. Jacobsen said. “But there have been 
major improvements in codend and 
pumping technology and today there is 
hardly any quality difference between 
trawl and purse caught fish — which 
makes trawling even more interesting.”

Jógvan S. Jacobsen, pelagic sales,  
with Sámal Olsen, left,  
pelagic trawls production foreman;
flume tank tests (bottom left); 
pelagic trawler/purse seiner Jupiter  
taking a purse seine net (bottom right).

NEW GEAR DESIGNS FOR NEW 
MACKEREL FISHERY
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Head Office: 
Bakkavegur 22, FO-530 Fuglafjørður

www.vonin.com 
E-Mail: info@vonin.com 
Tel.: +298 474200 
Fax: +298 474201

Managing Director: Hjalmar Petersen

Developer and manufacturer of fishing 
gear and aquaculture equipment for the 
international markets. Reseller of related 
products. 

Advice, international service, repairs. 
Own net lofts with sea terminals at 
Fuglafjørður, Tórshavn, Nuuk, Sisimiut. 

Offices: Faroe Islands, Greenland, Canada.

Bottom trawls, shrimp trawls,  
midwater trawls, mackerel trawls,  
semi-pelagic trawls, purse seine nets, 
sorting grids and nets, trawl doors,  
ropes, wires, twines, chains, shackles, 
spare parts, accessories

Nets for fish farming, float frames,  
drum net washers, mooring systems

http://www.vonin.com
mailto:info@vonin.com
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THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of 
Fugla fjørð ur, the port authority for 

the Port of Fugla fjørður, is reintroducing 
the idea of setting up a local processing 
plant for pelagic food fish. 

According to the mayor, Sigurð S. 
Simon sen, ongoing efforts since last year 

have focused on attracting foreign di-
rect investments for a facility that would 
complement the existing reduction plant 
to create “an even more central point” for 
the pelagic fishing industry.

As a countermeasure to a decline in 
landings for the giant Havsbrún fishmeal 
and feed factory, a new processing plant 
for pelagic food fish could save the Port 
of Fuglafjørður from losing ground in  
the future as an international center for 
the pelagic industry, the mayor said.

“The idea of building a plant for 
pelagic food fish here is not new,” Mr. 
Simonsen said. 

“Already in the Municipal Coun-
cil’s letter to promote investments for 
Havsbrún back in the early 1960s, they 
referred to the project as a new ‘herring 
oil factory and freezing plant’ — freezing 
plant meaning mackerel for human con-
sumption. It turned out to become much 
more than a herring oil factory, of course, 
but the freezing plant still hasn’t come. 
I’m sure they’ve had good reasons to de-
velop the factory for processing fishmeal 
and marine oil and later fish feed as well; 
but I think in the years ahead, the way 
things are going now, we will see less 
industrial fish and more food fish.”

Clearly, the strategic advantage of 
placing a processing plant for pelagic 
food fish at Fuglafjørður is linked to 
the Faroe Islands’ location with some 
of the most important North Atlantic 
pelagic fish species abundantly present. 
Besides, in addition to the fishmeal and 
feed factory, the Port of Fuglafjørður al-
ready offers an impressive array of ser-
vices relevant to pelagic fishing vessels: 
deep-water berths, a leading fishing gear 
provider, a large cold store, a full range of 
bunker fuels, mechanical and electrical 
repairs, provisioning, and more. 

Fuglafjørður is also known as an 
excellent natural harbor, easily accessed 
from both north and south, well shel-
tered throughout the year, and by far the 
deepest in the Faroe Islands.

‘ABOUT TIME’:� Since Faroe Bunkers 
opened a state-of-the-art refueling facil-
ity in 2008, a growing number of mer-
chant ships have called at Fuglafjørður.  

“For many international vessels, the 
Faroes is conveniently situated in the 
middle of the northeast Atlantic,” Mr. 
Simonsen noted, “and as far as I know, 
Fuglafjørður is the only port north of 
Bergen to have heavy fuel oil available. 

For the fishing vessels, it means a lot to 
be able to do most of their business in 
one port — it saves them steaming time 
and fuel as well as effort.”

Large numbers of pelagic fishing 
vessels from e.g. the UK and Ireland 
pass by the Faroes on their way to and 
from fishing grounds; stopping at Fug-
lafjørður makes sense as thereby they 
won’t have to steam back to their home 
port or to Norway for landing their catch, 
refueling, mending their nets, or taking 
provisions. 

That’s all fine, as long as their catch 
is not processed for human consumption. 
But this is where things could be about to 
change, should the Port of Fuglafjørður 
succeed in its drive to get its processing 
plant for food fish. 

The fact that Kollafjørður is already 
home to a processing plant for pelagic 
food fish doesn’t seem to discourage the 
people of Fuglafjørður, where a large 
area has been allocated with plans to 
extend the nearby berths if necessary. 

Said Mr. Simonsen: “The site for 
the processing plant is located at the 
main harbor between the cold storage 
facility and the fishmeal and feed factory. 
We have had several potential investors 

from abroad visiting and some of them 
have shown interest to look further into 
the opportunity. 

“We’ve made clear to them that we 
cannot guarantee any quantities of fish, 
but we also believe that if they’re very 
good at this business they’ll also be able 
to attract landings. In fact, we believe 
there is a basis for two such processing 
plants in this country.”

Mr. Simonsen added: “It’s only nat-
ural that we take the next step and turn 
this port into an even more central point 
for the pelagic fleets. It’s about time we 
find the right investors to take a leading 
role in setting up this processing plant.”

FUGLAFJØRÐUR INVITES INVESTORS 
FOR PELAGIC FOOD FISH
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Mayor Sigurð S. Simonsen (right);
185m bulk carrier Meteora bunkering (main); 

pelagic trawler landing (above); 
vessels receiving services (far left);  

typical business day at the port (left).

Determined to retain its top pelagic position, the Port of Fuglafjørður looks to foreign investors to fix its long-
missing link: a local processing plant for pelagic food fish to complement its giant fishmeal and feed factory.

Port of Fuglafjørður
Fuglafjarðar Havn 
Harbor Office, FO-530 Fuglafjørður

www.fuglafjordur.fo 
E-Mail: pof@online.fo 
Tel.: +298 444054 or 212054 
Fax: +298 445154

Harbormaster: Rólant Højsted

Leading pelagic fishing industry port 
with approximately 1000 meters of total 
quay length; quayside depths up to 14m.  

Excellent natural harbor, accessible 
in all weather conditions.

Facilities include fish meal, oil and feed 
production plant, cold storage, trawl 
and purse seine net manufacturing 
and repairs, mechanical workshops 
inc. authorized Baader processing 
machinery maintenance, electrical 
repairs, hydraulics, provisioning. 

Bunkering: MGO, HFO, blends.

http://www.fuglafjordur.fo
mailto:pof@online.fo
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TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS 
company Faroe Ship seems poised 

to experience renewed growth in exports 
as a result of developments in the Faroese 
fishing and aquaculture industries. Ac-
cording to Faroe Ship managing direc-
tor Jóhanna á Bergi, the new domestic 
mackerel fishery for human consumption 
together with the recent restructuring 
of the saithe business and the accelerat-
ing success of farmed salmon from the 
Faroe Islands, suggest that substantial 
increases in exports of seafood could be 
imminent. 

“What we’re seeing in the seafood 
business has already had obvious impli-
cations but it still holds huge potential,” 
Ms. á Bergi said. 

“In the last few years, products of 
farmed salmon have been shipped from 
the Faroes in growing quantities and 
signs are this trend is set to continue. 
As to the Faroese mackerel fishery, the 
possibilities are enormous to the extent 
that we’re talking about food fish as op-
posed to industrial fish, and from our 

point of view this potentially involves 
container transport. We believe our ser-
vice is highly competitive although we’re 
aware that dedicated reefer vessels were 
chartered during last season [2010]. As 
far as concerns saithe, I think the con-
solidation in the business that we’ve seen 
there may eventually present good op-
portunities as well.”

As part of Eimskip’s international 
transport network, Faroe Ship’s freight 
services easily reach throughout Eu-
rope with five weekly shipments be-
tween Tórshavn and ports in Iceland, 
Scandinavia, United Kingdom, and the 
European Continent and to the United 
States via Iceland. Beyond Europe and 
the US, in conjunction with Maersk, 

regular links to the Americas, Russia, 
the Baltics, Asia, Africa, and the Middle 
East likewise form part of Faroe Ship’s 
transport system.

“We’ve been Maersk ’s exclusive 
agent in the Faroe Islands for 30 years,” 
Ms. á Bergi noted. 

“What we have is like a three-tier 
system. We cover the Faroe Islands 
through our own infrastructure; through 
Eimskip we cover Europe and the US as 
well; and through working with Maersk 
we have a network that effectively ex-
tends across the entire world. 

“That’s why we tell our customers 
that wherever on the planet they want 
their goods sourced from or sent to, we’ll 
get it there.”

Recent developments in the 
Faroese seafood industry make 
Faroe Ship look well positioned 
to handle growing exports of 
mackerel, salmon, and saithe — 
as well as taking care of imports 
from all corners of the globe.

FAROESE ROOTS:� In addition to con-
tainer services from Tórshavn’s Eastern 
Harbour, Faroe Ship operates a state-of-
the-art warehouse facility and a modern 
truck terminal in the same vicinity, plus 
a cold storage facility in Klaksvík in ad-
dition to a joint-venture cold store in 
Fuglafjørður, as well as the Faroe Islands’ 
largest fleet of trucks, i.e. 26 trucks and 
more than 50 trailers. Faroe Express is 
a business unit and brand name of Faroe 
Ship, offering express door-to-door ser-
vices. 

Faroe Ship also runs a 24/7 ship-
ping and port agency service that focuses 
on serving cruise passenger ships as well 
as other foreign vessels that call at Faro-
ese ports.   

“We are well prepared for a rise in 
freight volumes,” Ms. á Bergi said. 

“This company is a trusted provider 
of transport services and we have the 
experience and the infrastructure to 
continue to play a key part in facilitat-
ing Faroese imports and exports. We’ve 
been around since the early 20th century 
and we’re known as a major supplier to 
most of the Faroese business community. 
We have the ships and the line system, 
the warehouses, cold stores, the courier 
service, the equipment, and  the vehicles 
for domestic transport  — not to men-
tion the skilled people, and a business 
model that works.”

Historically, Faroe Ship is seen 
to have had significant impact on the 
modernization of the Faroe Islands. It 
was one of the very first business cor-
porations to be formed after the 1856 
abolition of the Royal Danish trade mo-
nopoly. Founded in 1919, the company 
was perceived by many contemporaries 
as a symbol of hope for a brighter future. 

Credited for having played an im-
portant role in the economic develop-
ment of its home country, Faroe Ship for 
decades operated the only regular trans-
port link between the Faroe Islands and 
the rest of the world.

“Think of anything that you have 
seen or heard about in the Faroes and it’s 
very likely that it arrived here through 

the help of Faroe Ship’s import service,” 
Ms. á Bergi said.

While today competition in the 
marketplace is growing, Faroe Ship 
may have found new strength in its in-
ternationalization and highly integrated 
infrastructure. Its roots remain Faroese, 
though, according to Ms. á Bergi.

“We’re still a Faroese company with 
a Faroese identity and we’re very proud 
of our history,” she said with an indirect 
reference to the company’s acquisition by 
Iceland’s Eimskip in 2004. 

“We feel strongly about serving our 
clients and the Faroese society at large. 
And considering all the everyday goods 
and items that we bring into the coun-
try on behalf of our clients, we’re quite 
present here.”

FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL IN THREE TIERS
View over Tórshavn with  
container vessel Dettifoss being 
discharged at the East Harbour; 
preparing shipment of fresh fish  
at the Port of Runavík (below);  
Eimskip service route 
map (bottom left).
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Faroe Ship
PO Box 47, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.faroeship.fo 
E-Mail: info@faroeship.fo 
Tel.: +298 349 000 
Fax: +298 349 001

Managing Director: Jóhanna á Bergi

Shipping, domestic and international 
transportation and logistics services. Five 
weekly shipments from Tórshavn direct to 
ports in Iceland, Scandinavia, the UK and 
Continental Europe and via those ports, 
with links to Asia, Africa, the Americas, 
Middle East, Russia, and the Baltics.

Exclusive agents for Maersk in the Faroes

Business units: •Imports •Exports 
•Faroe Express •Domestic Trucking 
•Shipping Agency •Cold Storage 
•Warehousing •Supply Base

http://www.faroeship.fo
mailto:info@faroeship.fo
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THE TOTAL AMOUNT of car-
go passing through the Port of 

Tórshavn is expected to move upward 
thanks to growing exports of farmed 
fish and an increase in landings of pe-
lagic fish that is set to accelerate this year 
(2011) at Kollafjørður.

Meanwhile, around forty foreign 
cruise ships are expected to call at 
Tórshavn, continuing an influx of cruise 
tourism that has been stable for a num-
ber of years in the Faroese capital while 
keeping in line with an upward trend 
over the last couple of decades.

“Scheduled sailings to and from the 
port have not changed in the last couple 
of years,” said harbourmaster Jónsvein 
Lamhauge. “Overall, business has been 
stable in spite of falling volumes of im-
ports and exports in 2009. Imports have 
remained low whereas exports started to 
pick up in 2010. As to the outlook for 
this year, I’m quite optimistic because 
salmon exporters continue to do well 
and at the same time we’re seeing some 

interesting developments in the pelagic 
fishing industry.”

The Port of Tórshavn comprises 
three harbor localities: Tórshavn, Sund, 
and Kollafjørður. 

At Kollafjørður, the local process-
ing plant for pelagic food fish resumed 
operations in 2010 after years of inactiv-
ity, as Dutch fishing major Parlevliet & 
Van der Plas (P&P) reopened the facil-
ity under a one-year lease contract that 
included a purchase option. With the 
option now exercised, PP Faroe Pelagic 
has been set up as a permanent business 
looking to take large amounts of pelagic 

fish through landings from domestic and 
international fishing vessels.

“We are of course pleased with the 
positive turn of events,” Mr. Lamhauge 
said, referring to the troubled history of 
the plant. “Those who built it originally 
were plagued by technical problems and 
those who attempted later had to give 
up as well. I think it will be a different 
story with P&P as they have strong tech-
nical knowledge in pelagic processing, 
relevant business experience, and good 
financial resources as well.” 

With substantial investments re-
portedly made by the new owners of the 

MORE FISH, MORE TOURISM — 
MORE BUSINESS FOR TÓRSHAVN

The Port of Tórshavn expects 
to see its cargo throughput 
increase as exports of farmed 
salmon rise and landings of 
pelagic fish pick up pace at 
Kollafjørður, while the number 
of cruise ship calls remains 
stable with an upward bias. 

facility to dramatically increase process-
ing capacity, the volumes of fish likely 
to be landed at Kollafjørður could mul-
tiply compared to the estimated 40,000 
tonnes received there last year. 

“For one thing, if the processing 
capacity is being seriously increased 
more ships will be coming their way,” 
Mr. Lamhauge said. “For another, the 
mackerel quota has been raised consider-
ably this year, which means there will be 
more catch to land.”

‘EFFECTIVE WAYS’:�  Comprehensive 
transport and logistics services are avail-

able at Kollafjørður, including a large 
cold storage facility currently owned by 
Samskip, one of the freight carriers op-
erating from the Port of Tórshavn.

Some major harbor developments 
have taken place at Kollafjørður in the 
last few years, including the construction 
of a new container and ro-ro (roll-on/
roll-off) terminal boasting a 150-meter 
quay with alongside depth of 12m and 
a 20,000m2 container yard. 

Combined with Sund and the 
20,000m2 container area attached to 
Faroe Ship’s operations at Tórshavn’s 
East Harbour, the Port of Tórshavn’s 
total container storage capacity amounts 
to 45,000m2.

At the East Harbour, an additional 
ramp for large ro-ro ferries was complet-
ed in 2010. To improve maneuverability 
for such ferries, work to deepen the inner 
basin between the East Harbour and the 
West Harbour was set to commence in 
the spring as this publication went to 
press.

Three freight operators — Faroe 
Ship (Eimskip), Smyril Blue Water, and 
Samskip — call regularly at the Port of 
Tórshavn as part of their container and 
ferry services to Iceland, the United 
Kingdom, Scandinavia, and the Euro-
pean Continent. 

In addition to year-round activities 
related to cargo, fishing, and passenger 
traffic, a number of international cruise 
liners call at the port every summer.

“Cruise tourism is a rapidly growing 
global business,” Mr. Lamhauge noted.

“We have for a number of years had 
40 to 45 cruise ship calls and that is an 
increase compared to say, twenty-five 
years ago. It seems the number has sta-
bilized, although you may say it’s going 
slightly up.” 

He added: “We invite them to the 
Faroe Islands but if we want cruise traffic 
to keep growing in the years ahead we 
need to find more effective ways to ac-
commodate large numbers of passengers.”

Harbormaster Jónsvein Lamhauge; 
the new container terminal  
at Kollafjørður (bottom left);  
deepening works in basin  
between the East Harbour and  
the West Harbour (bottom right).

Port of Tórshavn 
Tórshavnar Havn  
PO Box 103, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.portoftorshavn.fo 
E-Mail: port@torshavn.fo 
Tel.: +298 311762  
Fax: +298 319059

Harbormaster: Jónsvein Lamhauge

Tórshavn: Top quality maritime services.  
ISPS compliant, manned 24 hours a day. 
1,575 meter of quay; 2 ro-ro ramps; 
20,000 square meters of container area.   
Entrance channel 160 meters,  
water depth up to 10 meters. 

Kollafjørður: Fast growing harbor area with 
comprehensive logistics services.  
ISPS compliant. 710 meters of quay length, 
20,000 square meters of container area. 
1 ro-ro ramp.

Sund: 215 meters of quay length,  
one berth of 150 meters, one of 65 
meters; water depths up to 7.8 meters.  
Area for development:  
25,000 square meters.

http://www.portoftorshavn.fo
mailto:port@torshavn.fo
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One striking example of the rapid develop-

ment that the Faroese maritime scene has 

undergone over the last few years is seen in 

Faroe Agency, the locally owned shipping 

agency that was founded in 2005 when 

Iceland’s Eimskip acquired Faroe Ship. 

Led by an experienced team that had 

worked together for many years, Faroe 

Agency hit the ground running, bringing 

most of their old clients with them to the 

new company. And as notably the inter-

national blue whiting fishery continued to 

generate new business in the Faroe Islands 

with massive amounts of cargo tonnage to 

handle, the company grew.

The end of this round of blue whit-

ing bonanza, however, has lately reduced 

the number of Russian vessels calling at 

Faroese ports, dealing a blow to the market 

served by Faroe Agency. Yet while business 

related to the current abundance of mack-

erel is expected to at least partly offset the 

decline of blue whiting, new opportunities 

are identified in oil and gas traffic.

“Offshore oil and gas could potentially 

catapult the Faroese shipping sector to a 

whole new level,” said Faroe Agency co-

founding partner Karl-Erik Reynheim. 

“The Faroes are more and more surrounded 

by ship traffic related to the oil and gas in-

dustry — particularly from the Barents Sea, 

but certainly also in the West of Shetland 

area. Then there’s the exploration activi-

ties in the Faroese territory as well as off 

Iceland and Greenland. The key geographi-

cal location of the Faroe Islands makes us 

very central and with some more of the 

right service offerings and improvements to 

the legal infrastructure, we could position 

ourselves very strongly.”

Those improvements include aspects 

of marine safety and environmental protec-

tion, a potential problem flagged earlier by 

Mr. Reynheim. 

“We’ve seen progress lately in new reg-

ulation on bunkering,” Mr. Reynheim said, 

“and I believe we are moving in the right 

direction. But again, this country is ex-

ceedingly small and vulnerable to disasters, 

which makes world-standard contingency 

planning and emergency management an 

absolute necessity at all levels.”

Known for their candid communica-

tion style, Faroe Agency — led by Árni 

Dam, the Honorary Consul of Russia to 

the Faroe Islands — are believed to have 

inspired several improvements to the legal 

environment.

“Speaking our minds from a business 

and social point of view has always been 

part of our culture,” Mr. Reynheim added.

EXPECTING to have 100 international 

merchant vessels flying the Faroese flag in 

a year’s time compared to today’s 60 — and 

several hundred in the future — the Faro-

ese Maritime Authority (FMA) is quietly 

optimistic about the development of the 

Faroe Islands International Ship Register 

(FAS). 

“The Faroe Islands has always been a 

nation of seafarers and the establishment of 

the FAS should be seen as a natural exten-

sion of the maritime culture that permeates 

everything here,” FMA Director General 

Tommy Petersen said. 

“Our seafaring tradition goes back all 

the way to the Vikings and sailing skills 

have always been crucial for every com-

munity here. 

“We believe that, as a high-quality, 

fiscally competitive registry, the FAS is 

likely to attract many international mer-

chant ships.” 

Although the open registry has actu-

ally existed since 1992, the introduction of 

the FAS is seen to be in its early stages, as 

the political decision to put together the 

necessary legal and administrative frame-

work for an internationally competitive 

offer didn’t materialize before recently.

GROWING IMPACT:�  “Today the FAS is 

a fiscally attractive option for merchant 

vessels committed to international stan-

dards,” Mr. Petersen said. “We expect to 

have 100 registered vessel within a year or 

so; but this is still just the beginning and 

the longterm objective is several hundred.” 

With today’s modern fishing industry 

originating back to the late 19th century, 

the Faroese have developed a rigorously 

regulated closed ship registry primarily in-

tended for the fishing fleets. The expansion 

of the maritime sector beyond fishing, and 

later domestic passenger transport, began 

in 1919 with the opening of the first Faro-

ese shipping line to offer regular sailings 

between Tórshavn and foreign ports. 

In the last fifteen years or so, the 

merchant marine industry has entered a 

new expansion phase with businesses that 

concentrate on shipping, offshore services, 

and maritime consulting. 

Meanwhile many Faroese maritime 

professionals help operate the Danish and 

Norwegian merchant fleets. 

“I’m told one-fourth of all ship’s offi-

cers in the Danish merchant fleet are Faro-

ese,” Mr. Petersen said, “and there’s many 

of them on Norwegian offshore support 

vessels, for example.” 

He added: “But as the FAS grows 

to have a more significant impact on jobs 

and the economy we hope that, ultimately, 

more maritime expatriates will return to 

Faroe.” 

The Faroese have been a nation of seafarers since Viking times — now the 
FAS (Faroe Islands International Ship Register) is leading the way for the 
country’s new ambitions in the global maritime sector.

Faroe Agency
PO Box 270, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.faroeagency.fo 
E-Mail: faroeagency@faroeagency.fo 
Tel.: +298 351990 
Fax: +298 351991

Managing director: Árni Dam, 
Honorary Consul of Russia

Shipping agency, ship management 
company; specializing in serving 
vessels calling at Faroese ports.

Manning, technical management, 
forwarding, chartering, operations 
management, representation. All types 
of ship calls—freighters, tankers, support 
vessels, fishing vessels. Arrangements 
for supplies, bunkering, repairs, 
health care, safety related issues.

FAS STEAMS AHEAD FAS  
Faroe Islands International Ship Register 
Faroese Maritime Authority, 
Sigmundargøta 13, PO Box 264,  
FO-110 Tórshavn

www.fas.fo 
E-Mail: fas@fma.fo 
Tel.: +298 351 500 
Fax: +298 351 505

Director General: Tommy Petersen

FAS was launched in 1992 and has proven 
to be an excellent alternative to other ships 
registers. FAS offers a number of financial 
advantages including a flexible, efficient, 
and uncomplicated administration.

The Faroese flag, known as Merkið, is 
internationally recognised. The Faroe 
Islands is an Associate Member of the 
International Maritime Organisation (IMO). 
The relevant IMO/ILO conventions are in 
force in the Faroe Islands.AN AGENT OF CHANGE

Predicting sharp increase in future ship traffic, Faroe Agency continues to push for change to help further develop 
the Faroese maritime cluster after recent improvements in the marine and environmental legislation.

Left to right, agent Alexander Kuzkin, agent 
Sergey Lutov, partner Maria í Akrabyrgi 

seated, managing director and partner Árni 
Dam, partner Karl-Erik Reynheim (above);

vessels berthed at Kollafjørður (below).

The Norröna berthed in Tórshavn’s 
East Harbour, with the shipyard 
visible in the foreground.

http://www.faroeagency.fo
mailto:faroeagency@faroeagency.fo
http://www.fas.fo
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WITH ABOUT 60 vessels regis-
tered under the Faroe Islands In-

ternational Ship Register (FAS) almost 
two decades since its inception, some 
would argue that plans to build a suc-
cessful registry of merchant ships flying 
the Faroese flag have moved little for-
ward. Strictly numerically speaking, they 
would be right; yet a closer look at recent 
developments would suggest otherwise.

A couple of years ago the FAS was 
given its own office facilities and dedi-
cated staff, a move that gave it a more 

prominent status after long years of low-
key existence. 

Recently rejoined with the Faro-
ese Maritime Authority (FMA), the 
registry has been equipped with more 
resources as a basis for development and 
growth. Meanwhile legislative changes 

introduced a few years back could make 
the FAS more competitive in the mar-
ketplace, with established international 
standards replacing special national reg-
ulation and an attractive fiscal regime 
in place.

“The important thing now for the 
registry is to stick with its core strategy,” 
said Óli Hans Hammer Olsen, for-
mer FMA managing director and now 
managing owner of TSM, a maritime 
consultancy and member of the Shipping.
fo consortium. 

OPEN REGISTRY SHOULD ‘STICK WITH STRATEGY’

It will take a total of 300 to 500 international merchant vessels in the FAS ship registry before any serious 
economic impact may result for the Faroe Islands, according to maritime consultants of Shipping.fo.

“The FAS must be given the chance 
to be introduced properly, and the time 
to demonstrate longterm commitment 
and political stability.”

STANDARDS, NOT AGE:� What sets the 
FAS apart from e.g. Norway’s NIS and 
Denmark’s DIS, is its emphasis on in-
ternational standards and its objective of 
attracting a sufficient number of vessels 
to generally make a difference to the 
Faroese economy, Mr. Hammer Olsen 
said.

“The Danes and the Norwegians 
already had their merchant fleets when 
they created their open registries to pre-
vent ships from flagging out. Our order 
of priorities is different as we have set 
out to attract international fleets to the 
Faroese flag with the idea that this will 
ultimately hava a positive impact on our 
community in a socio-economic sense.

“We’ve been able to tailor the FAS 
in accordance with international stan-
dards and to make it interesting from 
a fiscal point of view, while at the same 
time retaining our credibility and status 
as a Nordic seafaring nation.”

The idea of introducing a certain 
age limit to vessels registered under the 
FAS has been strongly rejected by most 
members of the Faroese maritime cluster.

Said Jónas Sigmarsson, a human 
resource consultant for the maritime 
industry: “Port State Control authorities 
everywhere assume by default that any 
ship having reached the age of twelve 
poses an increased level of risks com-

pared to a new ship. But that does in 
no way translate into discouraging ship-
owners to keep vessels that are older than 
that. It would have been absurd econom-
ically to try and force everyone to only 
have new vessels and it would leave our 
registry with a very small market.”

NORWEGIAN ISSUE:� Well-defined 
standards such as the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 
(SOLAS) are extremely important for 
effective maritime regulation, Mr. 
Sigmarsson pointed out.

To establish and maintain technical 
standards for the construction and op-
eration of ships and offshore structures, 
classification societies play a major part 
as expert inspectors and surveyors. In 
addition, consultants with specialist 
knowledge often help shipowners and 
vessel operators comply with the totality 
of regulations, which includes keeping 
certificates up to date and making sure 
all equipment meets minimum require-
ments. 

Mr. Hammer Olsen added: “I’ve 
seen a brand new ship that was only 
seven months old being detained by 
Port State Control because of compli-
ance issues; but I’ve also experienced 
a thirty-year old vessel going through 
inspections without a single remark. So 
in addition to the shipping cycles recog-
nized by the industry, the obvious crite-
ria to work from are the international 
maritime standards, conventions, and 
protocols adopted by the IMO [Interna-

tional Maritime Organization] and the 
ILO [International Labour Organiza-
tion], including for example the technical 
standard on safety known as the SOLAS 
treaty. All of this serves to weed out sub-
standard ships regardless of age so that 
vessels that are too old are automatically 
and consistently kept out of our registry.”

The fact that a number of Nor-
wegian shipowners have placed their 
merchant vessels under the Faroese flag 
has apparently led to frustration in their 
former home ports. So much so that FAS 
vessels have reportedly been targeted for 
inspection without good reason. 

“We’ve seen examples of harrass-
ment and these incidents will have to 
cease immediately,” Mr. Ingmarsson 
said.

Maritime consultant Óli Hans Hammer Olsen, 
managing director of TYR Shipping Management, right,  
with Shipping.fo general director Jónas Sigmarsson;  
FAS registered Tananger (opposite bottom); FAS registered Nordkinn (below).

Shipping.fo
Niels Finsensgøta 16
PO Box 205, FO-110 Tórshavn

E-Mail: info@shipping.fo 
Tel.: +298 200 999 
Fax: +298 323 311

General Director: Jónas Sigmarsson

Maritime Consultant  
Óli Hans Hammer Olsen 
Managing Director, TYR Shipping Mngmt. 
Tel.: +298 562 007

Shipping.fo offers FAS registration 
and related services, management, 
crewing, legal services, insurance, 
provisioning, and more.

FAS agents 
Crew managment 
ISM / ISPS 
Full technical managment 
Assistance with flag change 
Dry docking 
Liaise with flag and portstate authorities
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EVEN AS ADDED business ser-
vices move in and local fish pro-

cessors resume production after a period 
of uncertainty, the Municipality of Nes 

— the port authority for Toftir Harbour 
— braces for major change. According 
to the mayor, Símun Johannesen, the 
fact that several setbacks for plans to 
construct a giant submarine tunnel to 
Tórshavn have recently been overcome 
is cause for cautious optimism. 

“We’re quite patient,” he said, allud-
ing to the slow process of preparing the 
way for the huge infrastructure project.

After feasibility research and draft 
designs and a successful initial stage 
with financing secured and overwhelm-
ing popular support, the 1 billion dkk 
(134 million eur) project ran into hurdles 
at bureaucratic and political level. 

Time ticked away as the original 
financing bank closed its Faroese branch 
and had the project case transferred to 
another bank, which went into receiv-
ership a year later, shattering hopes of 
reaching any concession agreement with 
national authorities before the expira-
tion of a deadline. Then finally, after 
the failed bank had been restructured, 

the process could continue in February 
this year (2011) with an extension of the 
deadline granted.

Today the mayor seems confident 
that the consortium of private and mu-
nicipal interests behind it will ultimately 
succeed in having the tunnel built.

“At last, the tunnel project is back 
on track and we’re beginning to feel 
excited about it again,” Mr. Johannesen 
said. “This is an economically viable 
project and we now have the necessary 
permissions and the political backing to 
go ahead. Even if central planners should 
decide to nationalize it in the future, 

we’re talking about a fixed link that isn’t 
going anywhere once it’s constructed.” 

“The financing will be arranged 
through a credit facility from interna-
tional lenders,” Mr. Johannesen said. 

“The deadline for the signing of a con-
cession agreement has been extended 
to 1st August, so there is time to get 
everything in place.” 

HANDLING LITTER:� The tunnel will 
interconnect the two arms of the 
Skálafjord with the capital Tórshavn, 
dramatically reducing the driving dis-
tance between the capital and most of 

Three years after the launch of a 
locally based shipping company, 
Toftir Harbour sees business 
activities increase as fish processors 
resume production — and a 
major infrastructure plan moves 
forward after frustrating delays.

the island of Eysturoy including Klakvsík 
on the island of Borðoy. 

“In short, the road infrastructure for 
much of the main area of the islands will 
be vastly improved. This will eliminate 
something like two times one hour of 

commuting every day for hundreds of 
people who work in Tórshavn while 
living in Eysturoy or Klaksvík, or vice 
versa.”

One of the mainstays of the Faro-
ese fishing industry, Toftir Harbour has 
experienced renewed business growth 
since the 2008 launch of a freight line for 
seafood exports. Located at the mouth 
the Skálafjord, the harbor has a total of 
just over 500 meters of quay: the 320 m. 
Fishing Terminal, the 85 m. Ice Berth, 
and the 96 m. Cargo Terminal. In addi-
tion there is a marina for smaller boats 
and coastal fishing vessels.

Completed in 2008, the Cargo Ter-
minal is used by the Fresh Link freight 
line which serves Faroese seafood ex-
porters with two departures every week 
to Scotland.

A frequent port of call for longliners 
and inshore fishing boats, Toftir Har-
bour is home to the Faroe Islands’ only 
fish market. 

Many fishing boats are operated 
from Toftir and there is also an autho-
rized fish landing station, the fishing in-
dustry’s shared Container Centre, and 
three seafood processing facilities.

Two of these facilities were idle 
for a few months before reopening re-
cently. The larger one was part of the 
Faroe Seafood group which went bank-
rupt in late 2010. However, the facility 
has now been selected as one of the key 
production sites of Faroe Link, the new 
company that took over the bulk of Faroe 
Seafood’s assets. 

“The former Faroe Seafood saltfish 
processing facility was an important lo-
cal employer so we’re relieved to see it 
back in business,” Mr. Johannesen said. 

“I also imagine that the salt vendor who 
just moved from Tórshavn to set up his 
premises here is happy with this turn 
of events. The fact that the Snodd fish 
processing facility has resumed opera-
tions is a good sign, too.”

Well known for its successful and 
simple method of helping sea vessels 
handle litter, Toftir Harbour takes part 
in a scheme known as ‘Fishing for Litter’ 
in conjunction with KIMO, the Local 
Authorities International Environmental 
Organisation.

“We’re proud of being part of the 
KIMO effort,” Mr. Johannesen said. 

“It underscores our commitment to a 
brighter and cleaner future.”

The mayor Símun Johannesen with reefer 
vessel Silver Fjord in the background; 
view of the Cargo Terminal (bottom left);
longliners landing their catch at the 
Fishing Terminal (bottom centered);
view of the Fishing Harbor (bottom right).

Toftir Harbour
Tofta Havn, Toftavegur 3, FO-650 Toftir

E-Mail: toftahavn@nes.fo 
Tel.: +298 448 144 
Fax: +298 447 126

Harbormaster: Hans Óli Viberg

Cargo Terminal: 96m with minimum 
depths of 7.5m alongside, ISPS certified.

Fishing Terminal: 320m with 
depths of 6 to 8.5m alongside.

Ice Berth: 85m with depths of 4 to 7.5m 
alongside.

Industry, services:  
Fish auction, fish landing, fish processing, 
fish containers, mechanical repairs, ice, 
freshwater, electricity, fuel, provisions.
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BIG CHANGES AHEAD
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IN JUNE 2010 Nordic Offshore Faroe 
Islands, a ship management and hu-

man resources consultancy, opened for 
business, with partner Pauli Joensen as 
managing director. One year on, the 
company manages numerous merchant 
ships from its Tórshavn offices.

With specialist knowledge of the 
Faroe Islands International Ship Reg-
ister (FAS), the new Faroese company 
manages merchant vessels under a 
range of international flags, including 
the Faroese.

FAS advantages include a 18-per-
cent tax on corporate profits, full re-
fund of personal taxes of crew members, 
a simple bareboat register option, and 
an alternative tonnage tax regime with 
highly competitive rates. 

But the Faroese maritime environ-
ment has more to offer.

“The Faroe Islands is a country with 
a large base of highly skilled seafarers 
including officers with international ex-
perience,” Mr. Joensen said. “We have 
good contacts with many of them and 
are often able to fill temporary or perma-
nent positions at very short notice. They 

are highly driven and motivated and 
are very flexible as well, and therefore 
in high demand everywhere.”

With years of experience in the 
maritime industry at sea and ashore, Mr. 
Joensen has both a Master Mariner and 
an MS degree in transport and manage-
ment. Before forming Nordic Offshore 
Faroe Islands together with his father 
Sámal Jákup Joensen, who has served the 
maritime sector for decades, he worked 
for the likes of Clipper Group, DFDS, 
and Nordane Shipping.

While ship management represents 
the largest part of the business for Nor-
dic Offshore Faroe Islands, recruitment 
services are likewise significant, with a 
focus on specialist contractors and Faro-
ese maritime officers.

According to Mr. Joensen, Nordic 
Offshore Faroe Islands is looking to 
expand the number of staff in the near 
future to cope with increasing business. 

“The expertise we offer is primarily 
related to ship management and the FAS 
registry, and secondly to recruitment of 

‘EVERYTHING THAT
SHIPOWNERS DO EXCEPT

OWNING THEIR SHIPS’

Newly opened Nordic Offshore 
Faroe Islands provide ship 
management and specialist 
recruitment services for the 
maritime industry, focusing on 
objective advice and international 
expertise to help clients save money, 
time, and effort.

navigators and engineers,” he said. “Our 
services range from small assignments to 
all aspects of ship management — com-
mercial, operational, and technical.” 

NEUTRAL ADVICE:� Consulting ser-
vices offered by Nordic Offshore Faroe 
Islands cover everything from project 
management in connection with ship-
building to ownership transfer manage-
ment in connection with winding up of 
shipping companies, Mr. Joensen said.

“Right now we’re helping a client to 

bring a 10-strong fleet of vessels under 
the FAS and we’re advising another one 
on a new project that spans from build-
ing a series of ships through to managing 
the ships.” 

Mr. Joensen added: “All of this 
work requires specialist knowledge and 
hands-on experience and hiring the 
right people is crucial as large amounts 
of money are often at stake, sometimes 
involving aspects of health, safety, and 
the environment.”

Instead of dealing directly with e.g. 
shipyards, shipowners can save serious 
amounts of time, money, and effort by 
working with Nordic Offshore Faroe 
Islands. 

“It’s more effective to leave it with 
us as we assign the job to specialists who 
work exclusively with shipyards on be-
half of many vessels. The shipowner’s in-
terests are much better represented that 
way and besides, he or she will be free to 
concentrate on core business and strategy. 

“Very few shipowners can retain a 
docking manager on payroll; it wouldn’t 
make sense economically as their ves-
sels are only in for maintenance every 
five years. 

“With our access to a pool of spe-
cialists, it’s different; the docking man-
ager we hire for that particular job 
handles maintenance on a regular basis 
for a number of vessels. That makes us a 
strong negotiator and partner.”

The same principle applies to office 
services when it comes to, for instance, 

statutory filings for the FAS ship registry, 
Mr. Joensen said. 

“It would hardly pay for the ship-
owner to employ someone for only a few 
hours a month, yet we provide the ser-
vice at a lower rate because with us the 
clerk performs similar tasks for multiple 
client vessels.”

Neutrality is central to Nordic Off-
shore’s service concept, Mr. Joensen said.

“We’re committed to top quality ser-
vice and the advice we offer is objective 
and free of conflicts of interest. We have 
open books, our rates are stated clearly 
at the outset of every job, and we do not 
receive any commissions or kickbacks 
for trading with or recommending any 
particular suppliers. By acting as an 
extended arm of their technical, com-
mercial, or administrative management, 
we do everything that shipowners do — 
except owning their ships.”

Managing director and partner Pauli 
Joensen, left, with partner and father 
Sámal Jákup Joensen; 
Tórshavn ship traffic (bottom left); 
moored vessels (bottom right).

Nordic Offshore Faroe Islands
Sundsvegur 11,100 Tórshavn

E-Mail: pj@nordicoffshore.fo 
Tel.: +298 610 000 
Fax: +298 610 001

Managing Director — Partner: 
Pauli Joensen

Director — Partner: 
Sámal Jákup Joensen

Nordic Offshore Faroe Islands specializes 
in ship management and in providing 
qualified and experienced personnel 
for both permanent and temporary 
positions in the maritime industry.

Specialist knowledge of the Faroese 
International Ship Register (FAS).
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Kemilux Industri
Mykinesgøta 1, FO-100 Tórshavn

www.kemilux.com 
E-Mail: kemilux@kemilux.com 
Tel. +298 350 830 
Fax +298 350 831

Managing Director: Debes Petersen 
Sales Director: Arni Gunnarsson 
Packaging Materials: Páll Kjærbo 

Manufacturer of quality detergents, 
cleaning agents and solvents for industrial 
and maritime use and for households. 

World’s most versatile heavy duty 
detergents and rust solvents, including: 
S1-Extra, the multi-purpose cleaning 
agent; Rust Wash; S-2 Extra — a heavy 
duty cleaning agent, specially developed 
for the food processing industry; H79, 
degreasing agent for industry and 
households; H80, a water based degreaser, 
the “green” alternative to the popular but 
stronger agent H79; HG-2 Extra — 
universal cleaning agent for the food 
processing industry.

Sirius — quality packaging materials for the 
maritime, fishing and seafood industries.

Kemilux products are 
manufactured according to the 
ISO:9001 (2000) standard. 
Kemilux is registered at Achilles as a 
qualified supplier to the oil industry — 
Achilles ID: 25640

Overseas Sales Offices:

DENMARK — Tel.: +45 9894 2766 
Rent Miljø Kemilux, Cort Adlersvej 6,  
PO Box 45, DK-9850 Hirtshals

NORWAY — Tel.: +47 7010 4747 
Bunker Oil, Hessa Tankanlegg, 
Kapt. Lingesv. 65, NO-6006 Ålesund

NORWAY — Tel.: +47 5511 9530 
Trond Helgesen,  
Stamsneset 100, NO-5251  Søreidgrend

SCOTLAND — Tel.: +44 1779 470495 
Kemilux Supplies, 20 Ravenscraig Road, 
Peterhead, Aberdeenshire AB42 1QT

ENGLAND — Tel.: +44 147 487 3246 
Alan Bungay, 69 Redhill Wood, 
New Ash Green, Longfield DA38QP

CANADA — Tel.: +1 709 786 4673 
Vónin Canada Ltd, PO Box 100, 
Port De Grave, Newfoundland 
Canada AOA 3JO

ICELAND — Tel.: +354 440 1000 
N1 hf, Dalvegur 10-14, IS-201 Kópavogur

PRODUCING TONNES of highly 
concentrated cleaning agents every 

week, Kemilux Industri is quietly gain-
ing foothold outside the Faroe Islands, 
particularly in the maritime market. Ac-
cording to managing director and co-
owner Debes Petersen, the company’s 
total output — an annual 800,000 li-
ters of detergents and cleaning agents 
for dilution at 1:18 on average — can 
still be increased significantly without 
requiring new investments in manufac-
turing capacity.

As Kemilux’s production has been 
steadily rising for years, Mr. Petersen 
said, exports of industrial fluids to coun-
tries such as Denmark, Norway, Iceland, 
Greenland, and Canada are taking an 
increasing share of total volumes, cur-
rently amounting to 28 percent.

“We’re only operating on a 40-hour 
week and yet our manufacturing system 
could if necessary be running 80 or 120 
hours a week,” Mr. Petersen said.

Backed by a solid reputation of 
product excellence, Kemilux Industri 
has, since commencing manufacturing 
of detergents and cleaning agents in 1967, 
managed to build a strong position at 
home both in industrial and consumer 
products. In overseas markets, however, 
an early decision was made to focus en-

tirely on business-to-business with the 
maritime sector figuring prominently. 

This strategy has proven profitable 
as overseas sales again in 2010 broke 
records.

“Last year our exports went up to 
224,000 liters of concentrates,” Mr. 
Petersen said, attributing much of the 
year’s growth to progress in Denmark, 
Norway, and Iceland. Also, he said, 
other countries in Europe as well as in 
North America, the Middle East and 
Asia offer encouraging signs.

LAND AND SEA:� For all its success in 
key markets, Kemilux is still struggling 
with the challenge of making sure that 
more clients and prospects realize the 
company’s capacity for manufacturing 
large volumes. 

Said Mr. Petersen: “For the uniniti-
ated, it may seem unlikely that a com-
pany based in the Faroes can be able to 
deliver any serious volumes of top quality 
fluids. People don’t seem to realize that 
we’re already manufacturing 65,000 li-
ters every month; and we can produce 
more if necessary. The experience and 
expertise and the equipment that we 
have, together with warehousing and 
logistics services available — all of this 
allows for manufacturing on a large scale 

with regular shipments and safe, reliable 
deliveries, in full compliance with EU 
regulations on health, safety, environ-
ment and quality.”

One particular market segment that 
Kemilux is looking to attract is operators 
of large merchant fleets in the interna-
tional shipping sector.

“These are large fleets with many 
large ships and what we basically aim 
to do at first is have them try at least 
one of our products,” said sales director 
Arni Gunnarsson, a long-time mem-
ber of the Kemilux management team. 

“Once they’ve tried it, most of them will 
be coming back for more, like our ex-
isting clients. That’s because using our 
products can save them massive amounts 
of money.”

This has to with a series of factors, 
Mr. Gunnarsson said. First, proper 
cleaning of the outside of a ship’s hull 

reduces water friction, which in turn 
reduces fuel consumption as the engine 
will require less throttle to maintain 
a given speed. Second, he said, good 
rust removal makes it unnecessary to 
paint over visibly rusted areas, saving 
not merely the paint but also the extra 
deadweight added to the ship for every 
layer of paint applied. Third, with more 
effective solvents for cleaning, degreas-
ing, and rust removal, the need for such 
agents is reduced in terms of frequency 
and amounts.

“Those who are familiar with our 
products know of course what I’m re-
ferring to,” Mr. Gunnarsson added. “Out 
top selling item is the S-1 Extra, an all-
round, heavy-duty detergent that seems 
to have no real rival out there. It’s like, 
try it once and you’ll see for yourself — 
after all, you want your cleaning to be as 

effective as possible while not requiring 
too much of an effort.”

S-2 Extra, a similarly effective 
detergent especially developed for the 
food processing sector, offers basically 
the same benefits as the slightly tougher 
S-1 Extra.

Some of Kemilux’s most important 
customers are fishing vessels, workboats, 
oil tankers, freighters, and merchant 
vessels. Other customers include food 
manufacturers and processing plants as 
well as road transport service providers.

“Many of our customers are ship-
owners or involved in marine supplies,” 
Mr. Gunnarsson added. “But seafood 
processing plants are also an important 
group, and likewise service operators in 
the transport business. And introducing 
our products to the offshore oil and gas 
industry is on the list.”

KEMILUX GAINS 
STRONGHOLD 
IN INDUSTRIAL 
CLEANING AGENTS
At 800 tonnes of cleaning concentrate on an annual basis, 
Kemilux Industri’s manufacturing operations are far from full 
capacity — even as the company’s success in the maritime sector 
continues to drive export growth.

Managing director Debes Petersen.

http://www.kemilux.com
kemilux@kemilux.com
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THE MUNICIPAL Council of 
Runavík, the port authority for the 

Port of Runavík, is for the first time 
working out a detailed masterplan to 
guide future harbor development in the 
Faroe Islands’ longest fjord.

According to harbormaster Tórb-
jørn Jacobsen, the Council’s draft devel-
opment plan has been taken to an over-
seas engineering consultancy which has 
been commissioned, with a 2012 dead-
line, to produce detailed documentation 
of how the Port of Runavík best can ac-
commodate the seafood industry, cargo 
shipping, offshore oil and gas, and cruise 
tourism.

One of the main elements of the 
plan is the allocation of an area for a new 
offshore supply base close to the shipyard 
at Skála. This will require land reclama-

tion that is likely to be linked with the 
construction of the Skálafjord Tunnel, a 
giant submarine tunnel that will connect 
both arms of the fjord with Tórshavn, 
with landfill material consisting of exca-
vated rock from the tunnel works.

Meanwhile, fishing and aquacul-
ture represent by far the largest source of 
business for the Port of Runavík, making 
it the leading Faroese port in terms of 
both wild-caught whitefish and farmed 
salmon. More than 40,000 tonnes of 
saithe and mixed groundfish are landed 
on an annual basis at Runavík-Saltan-

MAPPING OUT MASSIVE 
PLANS FOR PORT OF RUNAVÍK
Runavík has asked an engineering firm to turn its blueprint for future harbor development in the Skálafjord into a 
detailed masterplan, allocating areas for seafood industry, container shipping, offshore oil and gas, and cruise tourism.

gará while the volume of farmed salmon 
exported from Glyvrar a few hundred 
meters up the fjord from exceeds 30,000 
tonnes.

“A very considerable proportion 
of all saithe, cod, and similar species 
caught in Faroese waters is landed fresh 
at Runavík and much of it is processed 
here as well,” Mr. Jacobsen said. “Also, 
the aquaculture business in the area has 
been very successful and their export 
volumes have been rising steadily.”

In spite of the fact that, following 
Faroe Ship’s closure of its local base at 
Runavík, freight carriers currently don’t 
call at the port on a regular basis, the 
port authority is confident that container 
traffic will pick up again in time.

“A dedicated container terminal is 
part of our development plan, as are a 
number of other items,” Mr. Jacobsen 
said. “The good thing about the new 
masterplan is that it takes a bird’s eye 
view over the entire Skálafjord, which 
is something that wouldn’t have made 
sense prior to the annexation of Skála to 
the Municipality of Runavík. Now that 
these localities are under the same port 

authority, development can more easily 
be coordinated over a much larger area 
with a long-term perspective.”

‘DRAMATICALLY UPGRADE’:�  The Port 
of Runavík is home to the Atlantic 
Supply Base, the Faroe Islands’ only off-
shore supply base, which became opera-
tional a decade ago when oil and gas 
exploration activities commenced on the 
Faroese Continental Shelf. A new ter-
minal was built for the purpose in 2001 
and a second added one year later, in-
cluding a 4,000m2 open storage area.

Some of the facilities currently used 
by the supply base could be reallocated 
to container traffic in the future if the 
supply base were to move across the fjord 
to Skála. The allocated area for a future 
offshore supply base is situated along the 
coastline to the northwest side of the 
village of Skála, adjacent to the Skála 
shipyard. 

“Offshore services are already play-
ing a growing part in the local economy,” 
Mr. Jacobsen said. “Our plan for har-
bor development of course allows for a 
degree of flexibility and we do consider 
more than one possible outcome of the 
search for oil and gas off the Faroes. But 
the idea is that should this industry take 
off seriously in the future, which some 
of us find plausible, we should be well 
positioned to dramatically upgrade our 
offshore services. For that purpose we 
need a large area which we will try to 
prepare as much as possible beforehand 

without busting the budget. The strip of 
non-residential land along the shoreline 
at Skála that we have in mind looks like a 
perfect match, the water depth alongside 
is excellent, and there is already a well 
equipped shipyard.” 

Another facility, the Kongshavn 
quay, has been used to accommo-
date cruise ships calling at the Port of 
Runavík.

“Cruise tourism is still marginal 
with only a few calls per year,” Mr. 
Jacobsen said. “But we’re seeing some 
progress and depending on the level of 
this progress, investments can be made 
to extend the Kongshavn terminal.”

Harbormaster Tórbjørn Jacobsen;
offshore supply base activities (right);
discharging fishing vessels (bottom left);
view of the shipyard (bottom centered);
cruise ship Deutschland (bottom right).

Port of Runavík
Runavíkar Havn 
Harbor Office, FO-600 Saltangará

www.runavik.fo 
E-Mail: havnarskrivstovan@runavik.fo 
Tel.: +298 449 449 
Fax: +298 448 920

Harbormaster: Tórbjørn Jacobsen

Situated on Skálafjørður, the longest 
fjord in the Faroe Islands. Biggest and 
most developed harbor on the fjord, one 
of the country’s leading fishing ports. 
Faroe Islands’ only offshore supply 
base.  All types of vessels served. 

Total length of quays approx. 1,700 
m, maximum depth 12 m. 

Services, industry include:  
Fish handling, processing and related 
business; shipyard with 116m long dry dock 
and 1200-mt capacity slipway; mechanical 
workshops, electrical engineering, marine 
electronics; warehousing, cold storage, 
stevedoring, transport; provisions.
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mailto:havnarskrivstovan@runavik.fo
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SMYRIL BLUE WATER has gained 
logistical advantages in Denmark by 

having two of its operating units com-
bined into one after roll-on/roll-off ferry 
Norröna moved to Hirtshals for Danish 
port of call last October. Prior to the new 
arrangement, Smyril Line’s superferry 
called at Esbjerg most of the year with 
the port of Hansholm taking over during 
three-month summer seasons.

“The decision to switch port of call 
has proved successful,” Smyril Blue Wa-
ter managing director Bent Rasmussen 
said. One main reason for that, he added, 
is that what used to comprise the com-
pany’s Esbjerg and Hanstholm opera-
tions has been merged together under 
one joint management in Hirtshals with 
offices and warehousing concentrated 
there rather than split between differ-
ent locations.

The Faroese ferry operator’s choice 
of port was linked to the fact that Hirt-
shals offers improved passenger services 
compared to Esbjerg while at the same 
time surpassing Hanstholm as a natural 
harbor, Mr. Rasmussen said. 

In addition, the sailing distance to 
the Faroe Islands and Iceland is shorter 
from Hirtshals compared to Esbjerg. 
Importantly, Hirtshals’ road connectiv-
ity is superior as well with a freeway to 
the harbor making it highly suited for 
freight traffic.

To fast-track its establishment in 
Hirtshals, Smyril Blue Water has pre-
liminary rented a warehouse facility 
and a truck terminal with a total 1,700 
square meters of available indoors stor-
age space, Mr. Rasmussen said.

‘WE MEAN BUSINESS’:� An exclusive 
agent for the Norröna’s commercial 
freight service, Smyril Blue Water relies 
heavily on the comparative advantages 
of the ferry’s ro-ro capability. As pro-
vider of the only international ro-ro 
freight service in the northeast Atlantic, 
the company holds a key position in the 
transport sector. 

With own offices in the Faroe Is-
lands, Denmark, and Iceland, Smyril 
Blue Water is also part of the Blue Water 
Shipping group, an international freight 
specialist headquartered in Esbjerg.

“Rolling cargo,” said Smyril Blue 
Water Tórshavn general manager John 
Frandsen, “is the preferred means of 
transport for those who are keen to en-
sure that their goods are taken from A to 
B with minimal risk of damage.” 

Mr. Frandsen added: “The combi-
nation of our trailers and the Norröna 
makes it possible for Faroese and Icelan-
dic seafood exporters to have their fresh 

produce shipped safely and quickly to the 
European Continent. To them, Smyril 
Blue Water is therefore the first choice 
for quality. It’s the same thing when it 
comes to goods going in the opposite 
direction, from the Continent to Faroe 
or Iceland in the safest and fastest way. 
Our service is not the cheapest but we 
believe it’s the best, especially when time 
is of the essence and minimizing the risk 
of damage takes priority.”

The time it takes to complete the 
transport of goods is greatly reduced in 
a closed system that avoids the potential 
hazards of container loading and unload-
ing, with the Norröna’s operating speed 
of 21 knots and Smyril Blue Water’s fleet 

of 150 trailers easily trucked from the 
ferry once it arrives in port. 

Backed by Blue Water Shipping’s 
global network of 50 offices in 26 coun-
tries, the service becomes even more 
convincing for many.

Smyril Blue Water was formed as a 
joint venture between Smyril Line and 
Blue Water Shipping in 2005. Since 
then the freight service has been avail-
able year-round from the Faroe Islands, 
Denmark, and Iceland.

“We’ve had more business lately 
than say, a year ago,” Mr. Frandsen not-
ed. “This is true of seafood exports from 
both the Faroe Islands and Iceland but 
judging from some construction activ-

ity, there are also signs that the Faroese 
economy is recovering.”

More construction could mean 
more specialty transports, which is one 
of Smyril Blue Water’s special strengths 

— concrete elements, roof sections, build-
ing parts, or any items whose length, 
width, or height exceed normal limits. 

In this context, Blue Water Ship-
ping’s expertise in international trans-
port of wind turbines has helped Smyril 
Blue Water develop its range of services, 
Mr. Frandsen said.

Meanwhile, as far as concerns 
freight transport from Iceland, persis-
tence is beginning to pay.

“We wanted to prove from the outset 

that we mean business in Iceland,” Mr. 
Frandsen said. 

“So we’ve been prepared to keep 
the service running through the first 
few winters without expecting to gen-
erate much in the way of revenues. We’re 
pleased that it’s now starting to show 
positive results.”

Smyril Blue Water also offers a 
daily airfreight service to and from the 
Faroe Islands. 

“The courier service is used for ex-
press transportation of all sorts of goods, 
from documents to ships’ spare parts. For 
example, we send fresh fish on a daily 
basis to markets in Central Europe, Asia, 
and the United States.”

General manager John Frandsen;
Smyril Line ferry Norröna (bottom left).

Smyril Blue Water 
Smyril Blue Water Tórshavn 
PO Box 3296, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.smyrilbluewater.com 
E-Mail: cargo@smyrilbluewater.com 
Tel.: +298 309600 
Fax: +298 309601

Managing Director: Bent Rasmussen 
General Manager: John Frandsen

‘The Fastest North Atlantic Freight Service.’ 

Freight forwarding. Worldwide shipments, 
transport and logistics services — only 
international ro/ro service in the North 
Atlantic. Export; import; customs 
clearance; temperature controlled 
logistics, groupage; full loads — 33 
pallets; project goods; overseas.

Northeast Atlantic experts in rolling 
cargo, airfreight, container transport. 

Offices: Faroe Islands, Denmark, Iceland

Privileged access:

Smyril Line: M/F Norrøna —  
Capacity of 1,500 passengers, 130 trailers.

Blue Water Shipping:  
750 trucks on European roads 
Global network — 53 offices in 26 countries

Lloyd’s Agent for the Faroe Islands

PORT MOVE MAKES FAST LINK FASTER
As ro-ro ferry Norröna switches to Hirtshals for year-round 

port of call in Denmark, freight forwarder Smyril Blue Water 
has operations there streamlined — resulting in improved 

logistics and shorter processing times.

http://www.smyrilbluewater.com
mailto:cargo@smyrilbluewater.com
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ON MARCH 1 this year (2011) news broke that mighty ExxonMobil had agreed 
to farm-into three licenses operated by Statoil in Faroese waters. And, during the 
second half of the year, the pair are expected to spud the 8th offshore well ever 
drilled offshore Faroe.

Moreover, the now 50:50 partners in licenses 006, 009 and 011 intend to drill 
a further well in the relatively near future, though the timing and, possibly, location 

will likely be influenced by the outcome of the Brugdan-2 well (also known as Brugdan Deep), which will 
be drilled on license 006 several kilometers from the original Brugdan well of 2006.

Brugdan-1 was the first sub-basalt well attempted on the Faroese Continental Shelf. On that occasion, 
operator Statoil drilled more than 400m past its original projected depth of 3,780m. While it encountered only 
traces of gas, the company said then that it provided valuable experience drilling in volcanic sub-basalt rock.

At that time, license 006 was held by Statoil 27.15%, DONG 21.91%, Anadarko 13.00%, Enterprise 
Oil (Shell) 12.47%, Amerada Hess 11.09%, BG Group 10.31%, Faroe Petroleum 4.04% and Atlantic 
Petroleum 0.03%.

Today license 006 is held by Statoil 50%, ExxonMobil 49% and Atlantic Petroleum 1% … a massive 
shift in participation that tells its own story about how tough the oil and gas hunt offshore Faroe has been 
and remains.

Statoil entered the Faroe sector in 2000 and was quick off the mark with the drill-bit. Indeed the 
Norwegian company earned itself a place in the Faroese energy history book by becoming the first ever 
company to drill offshore the mid-Atlantic archipelago.

All three wells were drilled in the Judd Basin, which is a proven hydrocarbon province that has so far 
delivered the UK sector commercial discoveries Foinaven and Schiehallion.

Statoil’s Longan well (6005/15-1) was drilled summer 2001 in license area 003, 130km southeast of 
Faroes to a total depth of 4000m, terminating in Paleocene sediments.

Rolf Magne Larsen, who was in charge of the  company’s international exploration and production 
program at the time, was reported to be disappointed, though he said that data obtained would be useful 
while planning Statoil’s next commitment well.

INCONCLUSIVE:� Next off the starting blocks was BP (66.67%), partnered by Shell (33.33%) and working 
with the super-drillship West Navion. Drilling of well 6004/12-1 started on July 23, some 27km to the 
northwest of the UK sector Suilven discovery, and was eventually completed on September 19 2001. The 
well was taken to a total depth of 4,354m, again in the Paleocene, and was side-tracked. 

The Svínoy exploration well penetrated the objective targets and demonstrated the presence of both oil 
and gas, but not of sufficient quantity to warrant BP’s continuing interest.

Then came the Amerada Hess-operated 6004/16a-1 Marjun wildcat well, there had been speculation 
for several days that the big semi-submersible Sovereign Explorer was on to something good. The bets were 
on gas with condensate or gas with oil. In the event the news was good. Oil & gas were encountered over 
a gross pay zone of 170m. 

Unfortunately, the well, which was drilled to a total depth of 4246m in 950m of water instead of just 
3800m as originally intended, was not tested owing to poor weather conditions and has remained an enigma 
ever since, though Graham Stewart, CEO of Faroe Petroleum has long nursed the ambition to go back and 
work a lot harder on Marjun than perhaps Amerada Hess did at the time the well was drilled.

That was the first campaign ... oddly inconclusive despite the Marjun success and the fact that they 
were drilled in the Judd Basin that gave BP the commercially successful Foinaven and Schiehallion  fields 
on the Shetland side of the UK-Faroe boundary.

HOPES
HIGH
FOR
BRUGDAN
DEEP

By Jeremy Cresswell

With the Brugdan-2 exploration well poised to deliver 
some highly valuable data, and quite possibly something 
more, ExxonMobil teams up with Statoil and Atlantic 
Petroleum for the oil and gas hunt in the Faroe Islands.
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Since then various other wells fol-
lowed, all delivering frustrating results ... 
neither outright failures nor resounding 
successes in terms of the hydrocarbons 
encounters, not least Eni’/Faroe Petro-
leum’s Marimas exploration well drilled 
in 2003 ... it had been postponed from 
2002 ... and found only traces of hydro-
carbon. It was promptly abandoned.

DILUTING INTERESTS:� Mention has 
already been made of the first Brugdan 
well of 2006, which perhaps delivered a 
better result than observers of the probe 
had been led to believe at the time.

But maybe the most disappointing 
well drilled was William ... operated 
by BP and which had been singled out 
for attention by the company following 
license horse-trading with the Faroese 
government.

William, drilled into thick basalts, 
reached a depth of 3,383m, terminating 
above the target Paleocene sandstones 
of the Vail formation, which had been 
anticipated at a depth of 2,320m. 

The 6005/13-1 exploration well 
was drilled over a six-month period by 
the Transocean Rather rig in 743m of 
water. Drilling was hampered by techni-
cal problems and bad weather. The well 
was in fact suspended for possible future 
deepening. BP has yet to return.

Then of course there was the 2010 
probe Anne Marie. A success? Appar-

ently yes. Resoundingly so? That’s hard 
to tell. However, Faroe Petroleum teased 
with a statement issued late year that said 
the well “encountered hydrocarbons in 
thin sandy layers dispersed in a thick 
Paleocene volcano-clastic sequence, in-
dicating robust evidence of the presence 
of an active petroleum system”.

The well was drilled on license 005 
using the Seadrill rig West Phoenix and 
operated by Eni. The well was pushed 
to a total depth of 3,901m. The acid test 
will be whether anyone returns to fur-
ther investigate Anne Marie, once all 
well data has been thoroughly evaluated 
and perhaps further seismic run.

And so to this year’s enterprise, 
Brugdan-2, operated by Statoil but, as 
indicated above, which is shared 50:50 
with Exxon.

For the Norwegian company, this 
has been an 11-year journey thus far 
since the 2000 Faroese Licensing Round. 
For a considerable period, the company 
held a portfolio of six licenses solus, since 
when all but one have been diluted as a 
strategic risk reduction measure.

License 008 (near Chevron-Rose-
bank on the UK side of the boundary) 
is now diluted to 50% and shared with 
DONG and OMV. License 016 is 
also diluted to 50% and is shared with 
DONG, Atlantic Petroleum and Faroe 
Petroleum.

Then there are the three farmed 
down to Exxon ... licenses 006, 009 and 
011, leaving just 010 held 100%.

CLOSE TO ROSEBANK:� “We’re in a 
good position now because we have part-

ners in five of our six licenses,” said Rúni 
M. Hansen, head of operations for 
Statoil Faroe Islands and Greenland and 
who was involved with Brugdan-1.

He was clearly delighted with Exx-
on’s involvement.

“They’re a big company and they’re 
clever; we’re very happy to have them 
on board. But it should be remembered 
that this is a frontier area ... high risk ... 
but there is also the potential for high 
reward,” he said.

“Statoil already works with Exxon 
elsewhere and we’re really looking for-
ward to working together in the Faroes. 
We’re very optimistic about this co-
operation.

“Our plan is to drill Brugdan-2 later 
this year. It’s not firm yet but at the latest, 
we would drill early next. 

“Basically, the plan is for the second 
half of this year.”

Mr. Hansen said Statoil had a num-
ber of high specification rigs working in 
the Norwegian sector on long-term con-
tracts and that one of these will most 
likely be used on an opportunistic ba-
sis, hence the relatively wide window in 
terms of spudding Brugdan-2.

“There’s a lot of basalt where we’re 
going to drill. But we think we have 
enough knowledge of drilling basalts 
to give us an edge. We’re very advanced 
with the planning for Brugdan-2.”

While Mr. Hansen said the geologi-
cal target was deeper than for Brugdan-1, 
he declined to say more about it, nor di-
vulge anything further about the results 
of the 2006 well.

As for other targets, Mr. Hansen 
said: “We have another well that we’re 
also planning on drilling.” That will be 
on license 008, very close to Rosebank in 
which Statoil holds a 30% interest along-
side Chevron (40%) and OMV (20%).

CASH FLOW:� Also involved with 
Brugdan-2 is Atlantic Petroleum, the 
CEO of which is Ben Arabo, who was 
previously with Amerada Hess of 
Marjun-1 note for several years.

He agreed that it has been a long 
haul for the Faroes in terms of the hunt 
for oil and gas riches.

“But what’s important to realize is 
that there’s been a fairly steady amount 
of activity over this period of time,” said 
Mr. Arabo. “Admittedly there have been 
some years with more happening than 
others but I think the area has picked 
up momentum of late. 

“The fact that Exxon has joined the 
hunt is very important. Taking 49% in 
a planned well is a major commitment.”

Commenting on the 2010 Anne 
Marie well, Mr. Arabo said Atlantic had 
not been involved with the project but 
that he thought it fair to conclude that 
it was not a “barn-stormer” in terms of 
results delivered.

“It’s good that 2011 will be another 
year with another well being drilled in 
the Faroes; that’s important for the is-
lands. However, like Faroe Petroleum, 
Atlantic had to generate its own revenues 
if it was to survive and, like its bigger 
sister, build an exploration portfolio else-
where, that is, the North Sea. 

Today, Atlantic enjoys equity pro-
duction from the UK sector Chestnut 
and Ettrick fields.

“That’s what’s enabling us to do the 
deals that we’re now doing because the 
cash flow from Ettrick and Chestnut is 
very good these days,” said Mr. Arabo.

“We had a very good 2010 with 
earnings before interest and tax of 147 
million dkk (19.7m eur), which is good. 
We produced 963,000 barrels net to At-
lantic last year, so just under 1 million 
barrels. With the oil price being where 
it is now, our cash flow remains good.”

‘VERY VALUABLE’:� But how are Ettrick 
and Chestnut standing up in terms of 
economic lifespan? According to Mr. 
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Support vessel ‘North Challenger  
berthed at Runavík (right);

Statoil rig Statfjord C (left);
support vessel docking at Runavík during 

2010 exploration activities (main).
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Faroese Earth and Energy Directorate 
Jarðfeingi 
PO Box 3059,  FO-110 Tórshavn

www.jardfeingi.fo 
E-Mail: jardfeingi@jardfeingi.fo 
Tel.: +298 357 000 
Fax: +298 357 001

Managing Director:  
Petur Joensen

Jarðfeingi  
– Faroese Earth and Energy Directorate 
is a government agency reporting to the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. 

Jarðfeingi’s combined responsibilities are 
the administration and responsible 
utilization of the Faroese earth and energy 
resources, with the following main areas of 
business:  
Hydrocarbon Matters 
Energy Matters 
Geological Survey

IN ITS POLICY advice to the Minis-
try of Trade and Industry concerning 

the Faroe Islands’ move toward renew-
able energy, Jarðfeingi (Faroese Earth 
and Energy Directorate) has alluded 
that conditions for generating power 
from wind and ocean currents present 

“virtually unlimited potential.” 
According to information presented 

by the Directorate in February to the 
political and administrative leadership 
of the public energy sector, the Faroes 
could soon become self-sufficient in 
electricity and heating — and even com-
petitive with offshore wind farms in the 
North Sea — if wind energy were to be 
utilized more fully. 

Until now, wind power has only 
been used to a limited degree in the 
Faroes as the volatile nature of the re-
source presents special challenges to a 
power grid of limited size. According 
to Jarðfeingi’s senior energy adviser Kári 
Mortensen, however, the ideal wind con-
ditions found in the country are now be-
ginning to look economically viable, in 
particular when combined with the latest 
in wind turbine technology and energy 
conversion. 

“We’re looking at virtually unlim-
ited potential when it comes to wind 
power,” he said. 

“Advances in wind energy conver-
sion technology in the last five years or 
so mean it’s now technically and eco-

nomically feasible to invest seriously in 
wind turbines.”

He added: “We can see in a similar 
way that ocean currents are beginning to 
look very promising as a power source 
although the technology may need fur-
ther refinement. Based on what we know 
about relevant projects in neighboring 
countries, we believe the technology 
could be close to commercial break-
through. When it comes to assessing the 
strong currents around our coasts, there 
is already a good body of research sug-
gesting that we should most definitely 
include this resource in our longterm 
energy development strategy.”

SMART GRID REQUIRED:� The strategy 
adopted by the Faroese government, 
largely based on advice from Jarðfeingi, 

calls for a substantial move from fossil 
fuels toward renewable sources of energy. 
Accordingly, in its latest advice on tech-
nical and economic aspects of future 
energy development, the Directorate 
proposes massive electrification based on 
locally abundant, renewable resources to 
replace oil-based power generation; 
change the source of residential and 
commercial heating from oil combustion 
to heat pump technology drawing heat 
from the air, the ground or the sea; and 
facilitate electric transportation through-
out the islands.

While everything on land is thus 
in for an overhaul when it comes to en-
ergy, ships and boats are not covered in 
the plan. 

“By and large, oil still reigns supreme 
in the marine sector,” Mr. Mortensen 

EYEING A NEW ENERGY REALITY

noted. “We do however keep an eye on 
developments with regard to clean tech-
nology and there are certainly concerns 
over the price of fuel.”

On a more speculative level Jarð-
feingi is suggesting that the Faroe Is-
lands could become a net  exporter of 
renewable energy by setting up wind 
farms and ocean current turbines and 
installing overseas cables to transfer 
power through.

“Compared with financially viable 
offshore wind farms in the North Sea, 
the Faroes has an even greater poten-
tial,” Mr. Mortensen said. “The wind 
here is abundant, steady and frequent; 
and with leading-edge turbine technol-
ogy from Germany, very effective power 
generation will be possible. Above all, 
we’re dealing with onshore rather than 

offshore, which means easier access and 
less costly installation, and more com-
petitive operations — and yet no less en-
ergy generated. The cost of transferring 
the power to overseas, on the other hand, 
is one consideration. And of course, the  
investments would be very substantial.”

Meanwhile, upgrading the existing 
power grid may pose a major challenge. 
Owned and operated by SEV, the mo-
nopoly utility controlled jointly by the 
Faroese municipal councils, the grid 
dates back to 1960 with later extensions 
and capacity improvements. The utility, 
however, is known to work with Danish 
energy giant DONG in a project aimed 
at preparing the way for a smart grid 
solution.

“The pressure is mounting on the 
existing grid,” Mr. Mortensen said.

“People are increasingly using heat 
pumps and while this eliminates or re-
duces their dependence on oil for heating, 
it likewise has a severe impact on the 
overall consumption of electricity. That 
means the grid needs more capacity and 
much of its power is generated by fossil 
fuel. Managing more fluctuating power 
sources — and handling the growing 
power consumption from electrified 
heating and electric transportation — 
will make it necessary to switch to a 
smart grid.”

The Faroes prepares to reduce 
imports of oil by dramatically 
decreasing dependence on fossil 
fuels for heating and power 

— betting on the islands’ vast, 
untapped energy resources: 
wind and ocean currents.

Wind turbines at Neshagi, Eysturoy;  
Jarðfeingi managing director  
Petur Joensen, left, with  
senior energy adviser  
Kári Mortensen (below).
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MORE THAN a decade since the 
first well was drilled offshore 

Faroe by Statoil, Faroes Oil Industry 
Group (FOÍB) chairman Nils Sørensen 
remains highly optimistic, despite no 
clearly commercial hydrocarbons finds 
having been made to date.

As is the case for everyone in 
the Faroese oil and gas industry, Mr. 
Sørensen is excited that the American 
super-major ExxonMobil (Exxon) has 
joined the hunt, having farmed into 
three of the six licenses held by Statoil 
and with the current prospect of two 
further exploration wells being drilled 
near-term.

Overall, the pace has been slower 
than was anticipated in 2000, but he is 
philosophical about that. 

After all, it had been slow on the 
UK Atlantic Frontier for many years, 
though the pace has quickened of late 
with a number of notable successes along 
the so-called Corona Ridge, including 

by Faroe Petroleum of which he is a di-
rector.

Today, the emphasis is on “matur-
ing” the offshore Faroes sector, without 
placing oil companies under quite the 
same pressure for drilling commitments 
as previously. Mr. Sørensen said FOÍB 
itself had gone through a maturation 
process, evolving from being heavily 
involved in the technical side of oil com-
pany involvement to playing a wider role 
as the industry’s voice, including lobby-
ing the Faroese government for changes 
to regulatory processes and encouraging 
it to develop a more pragmatic approach.

It’s about making sure that we in 
the Faroes can respond to the wider 
North Atlantic oil and gas dynamic.

Mr. Sørensen: “In a nutshell, we’re 
adapting to the changing environment. 
We can see what’s happening west of 
Shetland on the UK side … it’s becom-
ing more active and successful. Iceland is 
coming in with a round this year; Green-
land is active; and we’re sitting in the 
middle of all of it.”

Pragmatic approach: It seems likely 
that FOÍB’s success in its dialogue with 
government and the positive way in 
which it is responding to the need for 
change are factors that probably helped 
sway Exxon to join with Statoil’s hydro-
carbons quest, leaving aside tantalizing 
evidence of oil and/or gas from some of 
the seven wells drilled to date, coupled 
with significant UK sector discoveries 
close to the Faroe-UK boundary.

“Take the Tornado discovery, which 
is so close to the border that you can 
nearly touch Faroese waters; and Cambo 

… also just up to the border; and Rose-
bank; with companies pushing further 
and further north close to that line. This 
is a very good reason for the Faroese 
authorities to keep on encouraging the 
search for oil and gas in our area.

“The decision by Exxon to join in is 
so good for the Faroes,” said Mr. Søren-
sen. 

“What we’re looking for and are 
hopeful of finding is the Faroese equiv-
alent of the UK’s Corona Ridge, but in 
Faroese waters.”

And perhaps that will all come 

FOÍB remains committed to promoting the oil and gas industry in the 
Faroes encouraged by the government’s new open-door policy and the 
growing activities in areas surrounding the Faroe Islands.

SLOWLY 
BUT SURELY…

good over time. For example, Faroe Pe-
troleum has high hopes for the Wyville-
Thomson ridge acreage.

Back to FOÍB’s achievements with 
government, Mr. Sørensen is proud of 
the way in which it was persuaded to 
change licensing legislation so that there 
is now an open door licensing policy, 
rather than relying strictly on licensing 
rounds.

“This way, companies seeking explo-
ration licenses in our sector no longer 
have to wait until a licensing round be-
fore they can negotiate a license. In this 
regard the new system is quite similar 
to the UK’s out-of-round process that 
has operated successfully for a number of 

years, but in parallel with conventional 
licensing rounds.”

If a company applies for a license, 
it is necessary to advertise this in the 
European Journal in the event that other 
companies are interested in securing the 
same acreage, which could conceivably 
lead to an operating partnership, but this 
assumes compatibility.

As for relinquishing licenses, a 
number are due for surrender in 2012. 
However, according to Mr. Sørensen, 
the process is significantly more flex-
ible than when the licensing system was 
established in the 1990s, with the first 
round licenses awarded in 2000.

“The attitude is now not so much 

take it or leave; the approach is more 
pragmatic and there is the realization 
that making companies drill wells could 
be more damaging to the reputation of 
the Faroes short-term than by taking a 
more considered approach by maturing 
the area.

“Our government is listening; they 
are trying to do what we ask for. They 
have to anyway … from an oil company 
perspective it’s a buyer’s market out there 
at the moment.”

FOÍB chairman Nils Sørensen;
map of Faroe exploration licenses (opposite); 
support vessel Viking Lady at Runavík 
during last year’s drilling (below).

FOÍB — The Faroes Oil Industry Group
Administration Center 
c/o Atlanticon,  
PO Box 263, FO-110 Tórshavn

www.foib.fo 
E-Mail: atlanticon@atlanticon.fo 
Tel.: +298 319 685 
Fax: +298 319 185

Chairman: Niels Sørensen, 
Executive Director, Faroe Petroleum

FOÍB acts as the joint association of the 
oil companies holding licences to explore 
for hydrocarbons in the Faroese area 
either as license holders or partners.

Current members: Atlantic Petroleum 
(Atlants Kolvetni), DONG Energy, Eni, 
Faroe Petroleum (Føroya Kolvetni), 
OMV, Shell, Sagex, Statoil.

http://www.foib.fo
mailto:atlanticon@atlanticon.fo
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in the development of Blackbird, a tie 
back to Ettrick, as well as raising its 
stake in the Perth discovery to 10.8 pct. 

The company was recently awarded 
two UK 26th Licensing Round explora-
tion licenses, adding more exploration 
acreage to the four Faroese exploration 
licenses already in the portfolio. 

According to Atlantic Petroleum’s 
Annual and Consolidated Report and 
Accounts 2010, one of the objectives 
for 2011 “is to participate in three ex-

ploration wells of choice with equities 
between 5 - 20 pct.” 

One of these exploration wells is 
the Brugdan Deep well planned for 
drilling in the Faroes in the summer of 
2011 in partnership with ExxonMobil 
and operator Statoil.

Perth is an old discovery known to 
hold large reserves however technical 
challenges have stopped it from being 
fully developed. Yet progress in recovery 
technology together with other factors 

has brought plans of development back 
on the agenda. 

Said Mr. Arabo: “We hope that the 
Perth partners will be able to submit a 
Field Development Plan this year [2011] 
with first oil possible as early as 2013.”

Contingent reserves in Perth are es-
timated at 2.77 million barrels for Atlan-
tic Petroleum with its 10.8% share in the 
discovery, which means the development 
could dramatically extend the company’s 
production profile.

REPORTING REVENUES of 
422.5 million dkk (56.7m eur) 

and an operating profit of 147m dkk 
(19.7m eur), Faroese oil and gas inde-
pendent Atlantic Petroleum emerged 
transformed from 2010. With revenues 
almost doubled and bank debt dramati-
cally reduced, the financial position had 
been turned on its head following a pe-
riod of uncertainty. 

Preceded by a rearrangement of the 
company’s finances in 2009, 2010 was 
Atlantic’s first profitable year, and the 
10-year anniversary of its first explora-
tion license. 

“We’re now in a very different situ-
ation to one year ago,” said CEO Ben 
Arabo. “We have moved from being 
cash-constrained to rather being op-
portunity-constrained and for many oil 
and gas companies of our size, that is an 
enviable position. The challenge is now 
to use this leverage wisely to accelerate 
our growth.”

An aggressive growth strategy has 
been laid out to boost Atlantic’s pro-
duction profile while increasing its ex-
ploration acreage in the North Sea and 
beyond. 

“We need to retain and increase 
revenue-generating assets while main-
taining a prudent mix of development 
and production acreage and exploration 
prospects,” Mr. Arabo said.

That, he said, may involve a bit of 
rethinking with regard to natural gas al-
though Atlantic’s focus has historically 
been centered on oil.

“Gas is cheaper than oil and doesn’t 
promise the same financial returns but 
on the other hand it generally offers more 
stability and less risk. We will therefore 
be taking a closer look at natural gas 
assets as part of our mid to long term 
growth plan.”

Mr. Arabo left his position as Ex-
ploration Business Manager at Hess to 
join Atlantic Petroleum as new CEO in 
the spring of 2010. 

His experience as a senior negotia-
tor with Hess is seen as highly relevant 
for Atlantic at this stage.

“For sustained success, we need to 
make sure our portfolio always includes 
an unbroken continuum of producing 
fields to secure revenue flows,” he said. 

“That means keeping a good balance 
between exploration and production as-
sets, as part of the exploration licenses 
are, in time, going to be developed into 
sources of revenue.” 

Acquiring the right oil and gas as-
sets at the right time and at the right 
price is something that requires both 

technical knowledge and negotiation 
skills.

“When it comes to discoveries al-
ready made, equity is more expensive,” 
Mr. Arabo noted. “The earlier your enter 
the process, the greater the uncertainty 
and the lower the access cost. This busi-
ness is much about recognizing the good 
opportunities and assessing the risks 
without underestimating the time and 
cost involved.”

He added: “In terms of technical 
knowledge and business knowledge, I 
think we have a very strong team.”

BETTING ON PERTH:� Chestnut and 
Ettrick, the two production fields in the 
UK sector of the North Sea in which 
Atlantic Petroleum holds a 15-percent 
and a 8.27 pct. stake, respectively, came 
on stream in 2008 and 2009. 

The Ettrick field produced a total 
of 6.63 million barrels of oil equivalents 
(boe) in 2010 while Chestnut delivered 
2.74m barrels, making Atlantic’s net pro-
duction in 2010 960,000 boe. 

To compensate for the depletion in 
only a few years of such relatively small 
fields, Atlantic has decided to take part 

STEPPING UP GROWTH
2010 saw profound changes for Atlantic Petroleum, which went in one year from being a company still in its 
build-up phase to a financially strong E&P company looking for new opportunities in the oil and gas business.
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Atlantic Petroleum 
PO Box 1228,  FO-110 Tórshavn

www.petroleum.fo 
E-Mail: petroleum@petroleum.fo 
Tel.: +298 350 100 
Fax: +298 350 101

CEO: Ben Arabo 
COO: Sigurð í Jákupsstovu 
CFO: Mourits Joensen 
Exploration Manager: Alyson Harding

Atlantic Petroleum is an independent 
exploration and production (E&P) company 
with oil and gas interests in the North 
Sea, Celtic Sea and on the Faroese 
Continental Shelf. The Company has 
interests in 15 licenses containing over 30 
fields, discoveries, prospects or leads and 
is in partnerships with 19 international oil 
companies. 

2010 net total production: 960,000 barrels 
of oil equivalents (boe) from the Chestnut 
and Ettrick fields in the Central North Sea. 
Total revenues amounted to 422.5 million 
dkk (56.7m eur).

2010 activities included participation in 
the drilling of two development wells on 
the Ettrick field, one appraisal well on 
the Blackbird field, the collection of 167 
seabed cores on License 016 in the Faroes 
and completion of a site survey on Faroese 
License 006 in preparation for a potential 
exploration well in 2011.

Atlantic Petroleum is listed on  
NASDAQ OMX Iceland and on  
NASDAQ OMX Copenhagen. 
NASDAQ OMX ticker:  
FO-ATLA & FO-ATLA CSE 
Bloomberg ticker: ATLA IR 
Reuters ticker: FOATLA.ICAtlantic Petroleum CEO Ben Arabo;

corporate headquarters in Tórshavn (opposite bottom); 
FPSO (floating production, storage, offloading unit) Sevan Hummingbird at Chestnut (opposite top).
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learn it for a different purpose like off-
shore services.”

He added: “We soon discovered 
that there was an international market 
for our services. Our clients were happy 
and as they operate on a global level, we 
started working for them wherever they 
needed us to.”

But what’s the secret to Thor’s suc-
cess in the marketplace? According to 
the Joensens, it has much to do with 
demonstrating reliability and quick re-
sponsiveness to offer top quality service 
at all times. And although fishing and 
offshore support services are two very 

different worlds, good seamanship and 
effective operations of sea vessels are 
equally important on both sides.

Thor’s leading position in the seis-
mic sector may well be linked to the fact 
that the company was able to seize a win-
dow of opportunity in the late 1990s and 
gain a foothold in a specialized niche 
market — and keep it.

Said Mr. Joensen: “Your reputation 
spreads rapidly. So you have to prove that 
you can be trusted to deliver, every day, 
throughout the year. You must show that 
you care enough to make sure your ser-
vice is second to none. Regarding the 

new vessels we are going to build, we 
aim to demonstrate that we are profes-
sional and forward-looking in terms of 
compliance with international standards 
of quality and safety and for the envi-
ronment.” 

Thor Offshore Services 
Bryggjan 5, FO-420 Hósvík

www.thor.fo 
E-Mail: thor@thor.fo 
Tel.: +298 422 503 
Fax: +298 422 383

CEO: Hans Andrias Joensen 
Operations MD: Gunnbjörn Joensen

Vessel operator and marine services 
company, specializing in offshore 
support services for the oil and gas 
industry; shipping; fishing. Transport 
of crews, freight, spare parts.

Chase/support and guard vessels: 
Thor Supporter, Tórsvík,  
North Star, Thor Pioneer,  
Thor Supplier, 
Thor Server,   
Thor Goliath,  
Thor Provider,  
Thor Guardian,  
Thor Beamer,  
Thor Alpha 
Thor Omega 
Thor Assister 
Mars Chaser (operate only)

Fishing vessels: 
Thor VN 87 (gillnetter 292 GT) 
Vesturland VN 307 (gillnetter 295 GT) 
Ran TG 752 (freezer trawler 1,100 GT) 
Túgvusteinur VN 556 (crab trawler 269 GT) 
Athena (factory trawler 7,805 GT) 
Phoenix (fresh fish trawler 699 GT)

Denmark subsidiary: Thor DK 

THOR, THE FAROE ISLANDS’ 
leading vessel operator in the off-

shore services business and a significant 
player in the country’s fishing industry, 
is looking to have two or three new off-
shore support vessels built in the near 
future. According to the company’s 
management, the investments for the 
Offshore Services division will be de-
signed to meet the rising international 
and environmental standards demanded 
by clients, as well as to increase fleet ton-
nage.

“We are planning to order either 
two or three newbuildings within the 
near future,” Thor chief executive Hans 
Andrias Joensen said. “The timing and 
other details of the transaction will de-
pend on contracting and financing issues. 
You may say, however, that this is part 
of our fleet renewal program which was 
initiated with the building of two new 
vessels that we took delivery of in 2008 
and the purchase of another new vessel 
one year earlier.”

As more new vessels will join the 
Thor Alpha (2008), Thor Omega (2008), 
and Thor Assister (2006), Thor’s com-

mitment to high quality service for the 
seismic sector will be brought more into 
focus.

“It’s all about having the right peo-
ple and the right vessels for the right 
purpose,” operations managing director 
Gunnbjørn Joensen said. 

The seismic industry operates in all 
parts of the globe — in part depending 
on where there is summer. 

“Their operations are highly sensi-
tive to weather conditions and therefore 
take place exclusively in the summer,” 
Mr. Joensen added, pointing at a world 
map with blinking dots marking the var-
ious current whereabouts of Thor vessels. 

“Like our clients, we follow the summer.”
While many of the officers on Thor’s 

boats are Faroese, the crews come from 
all over the world. Good language and 
communication skills are crucial. 

“We train all our sea officers at these 
premises before they actually start work-
ing. Also they must  be multilingual be-
cause the working environment is very 
international. All crew have to be good 
at communicating with client represen-
tatives, among themselves, and with our 
people here.”

‘FORWARD-LOOKING’:� Owning and 
operating 14 offshore support vessels and 
8 fishing vessels, Thor is headquartered 
in Hósvík, about halfway between 
Tórshavn and Runavík. The company 
employs some 300 people worldwide 
with a staff of 25 at the Hósvík offices. 

Thor was originally founded in 1994 

as a fishing enterprise. The company was 
offered the opportunity to provide sup-
port services in 1997 as seismic surveys 
for offshore oil and gas were conducted 
on the Faroese Continental Shelf. Off-
shore services quickly became a growing 
part of the business and before long Thor 
had a fleet of support vessels engaged in 
various places around the world.

Hans Andrias Joensen said: “It 
started with networking and going to 
seminars and conferences to learn about 
the offshore business, which was a very 
hot topic in the Faroes at the time. We 
became interested as we figured that 
because we knew how to operate boats 
and ships for catching fish, we could also 

THOR PLANS TO ORDER NEW OFFSHORE VESSELS
As part of a renewal plan initiated in 2006 to modernize and add 
tonnage to its now 14-strong fleet of offshore support vessels, Thor 
is set to order two to three new vessels for its Offshore Services 
division in the near term.

Chief executive Hans Andrias Joensen, right, with operations managing director Gunnbjørn Joensen; 
 office manager Sue Philbrow (below); the Thor Alpha newbuilding, delivered in 2008 (bottom left).
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IT’S BEEN A DECADE since the 
Faroe Islands’ first and only supply 

base for offshore oil and gas exploration 
was installed at Runavík on the island 
of Eysturoy. Since then, Atlantic Supply 
Base has been put to the test in seven 
drilled wells, passing with flying colors 
according to customers’ reports. 

ASB has thus been involved with 
handling all incoming and outgoing car-
go related to drilling activities in Faroese 
waters. In addition, reaching out beyond 
territorial borders could secure new con-
tracts from West of Shetland and other 
Atlantic Margin operations, said ASB 
managing director Eli Lassen. 

With experiences ranging from 
land based oil and gas worker to cap-
tain in the merchant fleet, Mr. Lassen 
takes a 360-degree approach to his job. 
ASB offers the full range of services, he 
pointed out, from making arrangement 
for crew changes to docking to loading 
and discharging equipment and goods, 
to a host of related services.

“Supplies, mud mixing, warehous-
ing, waste management — customers’ 
requirements vary although there are 
certain services that all of them need,” 
Mr. Lassen noted.

Good quality of service is certainly 
of paramount importance to long term 
success. Since 2008, ASB has been cer-
tified according to the ISO 9001:2008 
standard, with the following specifica-
tion of business activities: “Supply base 
service in exploration phase. Receive, 
store, mix, and ship material (bulk and 
mud). Receive waste from the explora-
tion area. Handling of gear and tools 
from the exploration area. Maritime 
agency.”

One client stated in an ASB cus-
tomer satisfaction survey: “ASB per-
formance ... was exemplary in terms of 
HSE [health, safety, environment] and 
operational performance. Zero incidents 
or rig down time experienced. The entire 
Faroes team embraced the … safety cul-
ture with enthusiasm and energy always 
looking to go, and going the extra mile 
to satisfy the offshore customer.”

For any vessel calling at a port 
not well known to its navigators, there 
is bound to be a number of potential 
headaches to come, whether related to 
piloting needs, available docking space, 
or anything that might be subject to mis-
understanding.

Not so at Runavík, according to 
Mr. Lassen.

“I know what it means for a skipper 

to call at a foreign port,” he said. “Our 
clients can rest assured that we’re here 
for them. In fact we set out to prove 
every day that Runavík is congestion-
free, smooth and accommodating for 
all vessels arriving here. We don’t ask 
them very often to move from dock to 
dock because calling at Runavík means 
no hassles and no worries.”

ONE-STOP SHOP:�  With still only a 
limited amount of drillings taking place 
in the Faroe Islands, ASB may have to 
look elsewhere to make sure commercial 
operations can be extended beyond the 
summer period.

“We’re in the process of establish-
ing contacts with representatives of oil 
and gas companies active in the West 
of Shetland region and elsewhere in the 
northern North Atlantic,” Mr. Lassen 
said. 

“The idea is of course to share with 
them some of the great benefits of using 
the Faroe Islands and more specifically 
ASB for supply base.” 

He added that the Faroese business 
environment offers clear advantages with 
key services more easily accessible than 
perhaps anywhere else. 

“Our location is very competitive 
and at the same time we have a highly 
developed maritime industry concentrat-
ed in a small place, all combined with a 
general level of accessibility that is prob-
ably unmatched in the whole world. Us-
ing our base is a smart way to save time, 
effort, and monetary resources. By offer-
ing our services to companies operating 
both within and outside of Faroese ter-

THE FIXER
Offering a comprehensive range of goods and services in Faroe, Runavík’s Atlantic Supply Base has taken over 

maritime agencies to act as the offshore oil and gas industry’s first point of contact on the Faroese Continental Shelf.

ritory, we believe we may soon see our 
commercial activities extended beyond 
the summer period.”

Meanwhile renewed agreements for 
the next upcoming drillings in Faroese 
waters together with new agency con-
tracts could make ASB poised for strong 
growth.

“With our people and skills, our 
facilities, and a comprehensive network 
of specialist suppliers, we’re able to take 

care of pretty much anything that gets 
thrown our way,” Mr. Lassen said.

Part of his current optimism may 
have to do with the fact that ASB re-
cently became maritime agent for all of 
the companies involved in exploration 
activities in the Faroes.

“Before we took over these agencies, 
things were more complicated. 

“Now that we can coordinate all 
enquiries coming from offshore oil and 

gas from a single point, we’re able to 
make sure every single item is followed 
through in the most effective and satis-
factory way.”

Atlantic Supply Base  
managing director Eli Lassen; 
storage facilites (below); 
the ASB team (opposite bottom); 
providing services to  
Viking Lady (opposite top).

Atlantic Supply Base
PO Box 129, FO-620 Runavík

www.asb.fo 
E-Mail: asb@asb.fo 
Tel.: +298 203 000 
Fax: +298 203 001

Managing Director: Eli Lassen

Atlantic Supply Base is the only 
operational offshore supply base 
in the Faroe Island. ASB is located 
centrally in the only all-weather harbor 
in the Faroes — Runavík, situated in 
the Skálafjørður (the longest fjord in 
Faroes) on the island of Eysturoy.

Atlantic Supply Base successfully 
supported the drilling of the first 7 Faroese 
exploration wells from 2001-2010. 

The company has likewise been chosen 
as supply base for next exploration 
well on the Faroese Continental Shelf, 
the Brugdan Deep prospect, operated 
by Statoil, in the summer of 2011.

Shipping and port agency, freight 
and stevedoring, forwarding services, 
customs clearance, material management 
and inventory control systems.

Able to handle all normal offshore cargo.

ISO 9001:2000 certified in 2008 by DNV.
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Arabo, both fields will produce for rath-
er longer than initial estimates and have 
significant greater reserves, which is 
fairly normal in the North Sea. 

“Chestnut started production in 
2008 and we extended the lease on the 
FPSO (floating production storage and 
offloading) unit and we expect the field 
to continue producing through to 2014 
or thereabouts. The field was found 22 
years before it was finally taken in hand 
and developed by Venture Production 
[now a unit of Centrica].

“As long as revenues are in excess 
of operating costs we’ll keep going with 
Chestnut; likewise Ettrick.”

And the next development oppor-
tunity for Atlantic? That would be Black-
bird; which is a small oil accumulation 
located 6 km south of Ettrick.

“We have committed to developing 
the field, together with operator Nexen. 

The plan is for a 6 km subsea tie-back 
and to start production in Q1 2012. Our 
equity is 9.4% and the field is still eco-
nomically robust, even after the latest 
UK tax increase.”

“We have increased our equity in 
some of the assets in which we hold an 
interest, such as Perth; plus we recently 
did a farm-in of the Orchid prospect on 
UK block 29/1.

“For us, Faroe is the high risk, high 
impact part of the portfolio, but we’re 
also trying to increase our exposure to 
medium risk, medium impact explora-
tion. That’s the kind of assets we’re seek-
ing in the Central and Northern North 
Sea.”

But the real dream for Mr. Arabo 
is to one day produce oil and/or gas in 
his home waters. Meanwhile he and the 
rest of the Faroese population have to 
be patient.

“We remain very active in the 
Faroese sector and very much wish to 
be part of whatever success there is. But 
the company is now an established oil 
producer, albeit from the UK, and that’s 
very important, as is trying to build some 
further exploration upside.

“A lot of people recognize that the 
well to be drilled this summer might be 
something special; both because of the 
involvement of Statoil and Exxon and 
because it’s the second Brugdan well.

“It’s being looked upon as a possible 
watershed ... a very valuable well.

“Worst case scenario is that it will 
give us a huge amount of information 
about the stratigraphy; best case is en-
countering what we’re hoping to discover.

“Meanwhile, it’s good that you can 
have a company headquartered in the 
Faroes but which is not entirely depen-
dent on local success!”

It seems ineffective or insufficient communication 
costs businesses and governments vast amounts of money 
every year. The good news, however, is that business 
communication can indeed be managed effectively — not 
only to avoid known pitfalls but to create amazing results. 

Communication weakness can be replaced by 
communication strength when appropriate strategies are 
developed and implemented, and the right skills are applied 
to project and reinforce the right message. 

Working with Openeye.biz is a smart and safe way to 
enhance your communications and boost your public image.

At Openeye.biz we help companies in the maritime 
sector, government departments and agencies, and clients 
from other industries manage corporate communication in 
the most effective way.

Guided by an integrative and holistic approach — and 
with a track record that speaks for itself — our people are 
experienced and well trained to produce top quality work 
that delivers excellent results. try us out.

Think about this. What you say 
can make or break anything. 

www.OpenEye.biz  |  Email : nais@OpenEye.biz  |  United Kingdom: Tel. +44 (0)845 053 1842  |  Faroe Islands: Tel. +298 449 627

OpenEye.biz. Empower your business through cohesive communication.

openeye_ad_fbr2011.indd   1 26/04/2011   08:53



Apply for E&P licenses at any time:
Introducing the Faroes open-door policy 
AvAilAble acreage on the Faroese Continental Shelf 
includes high-impact opportunities. With the new 
open-door policy announced in the latest amend ment 
to the Hydrocarbon Act 1998, oil and gas exploration 
and production companies may apply for licenses on 
the Faroese Continental Shelf throughout the year. 

For further information on the application process, 
contact Jarðfeingi, the Faroese earth and energy 
Directorate. Details available on our website at  
www.jardfeingi.fo.

Jarðfeingi is responsible for all administrative tasks related to oil and gas exploration and production activities in the Faroe islands. 
This involves communication with Faroese and foreign e&P companies and with Faroese government departments and 

agencies in charge of tasks related to the activities of Jarðfeingi as well as communication with the general public. 
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